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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND YOUR HEALTH
Learn why there is so much concern over low-frequency electromagnetic radiation, and build a monitor that lets you detect electromagnetic fields in your home.

BUILD THE FUEL MISER
Reduce your energy costs without sacrificing comfort.

WEATHER FORECASTING FOR THE HOBBYIST
Get up-to-the-minute data direct from the pros, or do your own forecasting with these PC-based and stand-alone weather aids.

BUILD AN ACTIVE ANTENNA
Lift hard-to-hear SW/VHF/UHF signals into the clear with this handy radio accessory.
Electronic Paperbacks at Special Prices

- **BP325—A CONCISE USER’S GUIDE TO WINDOWS 3.1**... $7.95. Comes with Microsoft Windows 3.1 in the shortest and most effective way. Learn how to manipulate Windows screens and DOS by Windows graphics interface. Master your word processor. Paintbrush and data base along with Notepad, Macro Recorder, PIF Editor, and Calculator.

- **BP311—AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING**... $7.95. Details construction of simple, inexpensive, but extremely useful test equipment. AF Gen, Test Bench Ampl, Audio Millivoltmeter, Transistor Tester and six more.

- **BP276—THE PRICE OF THE MULTI-METER**... $6.95. Covers the oscilloscope and other test equipment. Master the oscilloscope is not really too difficult. This book explains all the standard controls and functions. Other measurement is also described.

- **BP297—MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER**... $6.95. Use these techniques to test and analyze the performance of a variety of components. Also see how to build add-on to extend multi-meter capabilities.

- **BP90—ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS**... $5.95. Includes a passive infra-red detector, a fiber-optic loop alarm, computer-based alarms and an unusual form of ultrasonic intruder detector.

- **BP254—DIgITAL AUDIO PROJECTS**... $5.95. Practical circuits to build and experiment with. Includes A/D converter, input amplifier, digital delay line, compiler, echo effect and more.

- **BP247—MORE ADVANCED MIDI PROJECTS**... $5.95. Circuits included are a MIDI indicator, THRU box, merge unit, code generator, pedal, programmer, channelizer, and analyzer.

- **BP259—PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS**... $5.95. Presents a dozen filter-distributed circuits and describes the main advantages and applications of each circuit.

- **BP299—PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS**... $5.95. Provides a dozen filter-based practical circuits with applications in various fields such as electronics, computers, and more.

- **BP257—INTRO TO AMATEUR RADIO**... $6.95. Amateur Radio is a unique and fascinating hobby. This book gives the new comer a comprehensive and easy guide to understand the subject.
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- **BP292—GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER**... $5.95. Covers the basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes transistors, resistors, capacitors and other active and passive devices.

- **BP190—ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS**... $5.95. Provides detailed construction and analysis for various electronic security projects including door locks, motion detectors, and other security systems.

- **BP235—POWER SELECTOR GUIDE**... $10.00. Complete guide to semiconductor power devices. More than 1000 power handling devices are included. They are tabulated in a user-friendly manner.

- **BP234—TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE**... $10.00. Companion volume to BP235. Book covers more than 1400 JEDEC, JIS, and brand-specific devices. Also includes a comprehensive list of diodes, thyristors, triacs, power transistors and FETs.

- **BP117—PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS—Book**... $5.75. $1.50. Provides a complete guide to the subject written for the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast, or others who want to know more before they buy. 8 x 10 in.

- **BP195—INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITES**... $9.95. A definitive introduction to the subject written for the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast, or others who want to know more before they buy. 8 x 10 in.

- **BP197—ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF ROBOTS**... $17.50. Complete guide to interfacing the computer to the robot’s motors and sensors.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND YOUR HEALTH

What do TVs, VCRs, computer monitors, electric razors, electric clocks, hair dryers, and fluorescent lights have in common? They are common sources of low-level, ELF (extremely low frequency) radiation in and around your home.

Until recently, such electromagnetic fields have been thought to be too weak to do the human body any harm. However, some studies have shown the opposite to be true. Now, scientists are taking a second look at these fields and the potential damage they can do.

The jury is still out on whether or not we should be concerned about ELF exposure. For instance, while there is statistical evidence that ELF fields pose a potential health risk, the biological mechanisms involved are not fully understood. Further, the effects of factors such as length of exposure, frequency of the field, etc. are still being researched.

That uncertainty has not stopped a "boomlet" of ELF-related products from hitting the market. You can obtain ELF monitors from a number of sources. Computer-monitor makers are touting their reduced-radiation units (at a premium price, of course). And a multitude of ELF-reduction accessories (some of dubious value) are being offered.

This month, Popular Electronics turns its attention to the ELF question with the article "Electromagnetic Fields and your Health." In it, we present a summary of some of the research to date so that you can form your own opinion. We also present some simple precautions you can take to minimize your exposure to ELF fields. There's even a simple, low-cost ELF monitor that you can build to search out sources of electromagnetic radiation in your home or workshop. The story begins on page 31.
PRICING CHANGE

We have been informed by Philips that the prices of their Instant-Cross Software, reviewed in the December, 1992 issue, have gone up since the article was prepared. The new prices are as follows: 5½-inch, 1.2M disks (literature No. ET-2602), $8; 5½-inch, 360K disks (literature No. ET-2603), $11; 3½-inch, 720K disks (literature No. ET-2604), $9.25. We are sorry for any inconvenience that this has caused.—Editor.

NOT ANOTHER COMPLIMENT!

Applause for Popular Electronics! The article “Not Another Op-Amp Article” (December, 1992) was great. I realize that it is not practical to run basic electronics lessons throughout the magazine, but I still would like to see at least one article covering the basics each month.

Yes, I had electronics courses in the military and in college—but if you don’t use it, you lose it. A lot of electronic technician jobs today don’t require the use of the basics in practice. Also, things change through the years in this industry.

S.D. Casselberry, FL

MOBILE MAGNETIC COMPASS

Larry Mitschke’s article called “Build a Talking Compass” (Popular Electronics, December 1992) has brought many inquiries on our No. 1490 Sensor, the heart of his compass design. Although his design is for a hand-held compass, many people have asked “How does one make a magnetic compass work in an auto?”

That is a rather large and complex field in which our company has excelled for the past 65 years. The greatest problem confronting the accuracy of a magnetic compass is the magnetic force driving our compass is the Earth’s microscopic horizontal field, which is only 0.18 gauss in our area. Many automobilists have a built-in magnetic anomaly 8.3 times stronger, up to 1.5 gauss.

How to counteract the vehicle’s magnetic anomaly requires much more space than his letter occupies, so, to accommodate any of your readers who might be interested in a fuller discussion of making a magnetic compass function in their vehicles, we will mail the information on receipt of a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

H.C. Dinsmore
Dinsmore Instrument Company
1814 Remell Street
Flint, MI 48503

HAVES & NEEDS

I am looking for a book that has been out of print for some time now. It is titled Transistor Ignition Systems, and was written by Carroll A. Brant. The book was published by Tag in 1977 (book No. 882).

Jonathan Kalfus
62-65 Saunders Street
Rego Park, NY 11374

Train at HOME to be an Electronics Technician!

As the demand for computers and microprocessors in business, manufacturing and communications continues to grow, so does the need for qualified technicians. It’s not unusual for experienced technicians to earn from $30,000 to more than $40,000 a year. Now through Peoples College of Independent Studies you can train for this exciting field without interrupting your job or home life.

Choose From Five Programs of Study

• Electronics & Microprocessor Technology
• Industrial Electronics & Microprocessor Technology
• Communications Electronics with Microprocessor Technology
• Computer Servicing & Electronics Technology
• Specialized Associate Degree In Electronics Technology

Professional Equipment Is Included

Depending on the program you select, you’ll perfect your skills using this advanced equipment, included in the price of tuition:
• IBM-Compatible Personal Computer
• Digital Multimeter
• Digital Logic Probe
• Elenco Oscilloscope
• Portable Cellular Telephone

Exclusive Extras That Enhance Your Training

Peoples College introduces some training firsts to make your learning experience more complete:
• Accelerated Learning System—a scientifically proven system that helps you learn faster and easier than ever before.
• Video Tutor Training Tapes—give you a permanent, visual record of informative lectures and close-up demonstrations.
• Experience Labs—professionally designed experiments that give you hands-on “bench” experience.
• Industry Certification Training Guide—provided with tour of our programs. Prepare you for examinations you may take for your professional license or certification.

Easy Payment Plans—No Finance Charges

To help you get started on your education, Peoples College has reduced tuition rates and offers low monthly payment plans with no finance fees. So don’t delay, call or write for more information today!

For COLOR CATALOG Mail Coupon or Call TOLL FREE 1-800-765-7247

Programs offered only in United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands. No Obligation. No salesman will call.

Our programs are accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council.

YES! I would like to know more about your training programs. Send a catalog to:

Name
Address
City   State Zip
Phone #

Peoples College of Independent Studies
233 Academy Drive • P.O. Box 421768
Kissimmee, FL 34742-1768
Member, D.L. Peoples Group
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GET THE LATEST ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION TO

Electronics

ENJOY THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS EACH MONTH!

Subscribe to the best electronics magazine—the one that brings you the latest high-tech construction projects, feature articles on new technology, practical troubleshooting techniques, circuit design fundamentals, and much more.

Electronics Now looks to the future and shows you what new video, audio and computer products are on the horizon. What's more you'll find helpful, monthly departments such as Video News, Equipment Reports, Hardware Hacker, Audio Update, Drawing Board, Computer Connections, New Products, and more. All designed to give you instruction, tips, and fun.

Electronics Now gives you exciting articles like:

- Buyer's Guide to Digital Oscilloscopes
- Build A Scanner Converter
- Single-Chip Voice Recorder
- Build A MIDI Interface for your PC
- Troubleshoot Microprocessor Circuits
- Build A High-Power Amplifier for your Car
- Add Music On Hold to your Phone
- All About Binaural Recording
- VGA-to-NTSC Converter

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TODAY

1-800-999-7139

DON'T DELAY SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Just fill out the order card in this magazine and mail it in today.
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You Don't Need a Weatherman...

ACCU-WEATHER FORECASTER ONLINE WEATHER STATION. From The Software Toolworks, 60 Leveroni Ct., Novato CA 94949. Price: $49.95 plus subscription and connect-time charges.

"You don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows." So sang Bob Dylan on his classic "Subterranean Homesick Blues." But to get a reasonably accurate idea of what the weather will do tomorrow, the day after, or even further down the road, most people do need a weatherman. Unfortunately, that usually means that you have to put up with the inane patter between the local news anchor and the weatherman.

Because of our extreme intolerance of such gibberish, we would usually just turn down the volume, watch the colorful weather maps and satellite images that show up on-screen, and get a fairly good idea of what to expect for the next couple of days. Now, however, Dylan's lyrics seem prophetic. We don't even have to turn on our TV to get the same flashy graphics and weather-satellite data that the forecasting pros get. We can download them with our modem using The Software Toolworks' Accu-Weather Forecaster.

The Accu-Weather Forecaster software is basically a user-friendly front-end for accessing the Accu-Data computerized database—the same database where many professional forecasters get their information. According to Accu-Weather, more than 35,000 reports are available on-line. We didn't count them, nor did we get to sample most of them. But we were amazed at what we were able to see and access.

Although the Forecaster is available for the Macintosh, we tested the IBM PC (and compatible) version. It requires that your PC has 640 kilobytes of memory, and EGA or VGA graphics capability. A hard disk, although not strictly required, is virtually essential.

The user interface is through a series of pull-down menus: File, Telecom, Display, Select, and Setup. The first step after installing the software is to pull down the Setup menu and enter such data as what the nearest National Weather Service station is, and which are the closest stations that provide text information and charts. (An appendix in the owners manual lists stations by state, and indicates their reporting capability.) In our tests, we set our closest and chart-reporting stations to Islip, Long Island, where a local airport is located. Since Islip does not support text reporting, we set our text station to the New York City forecast office. The Setup menu is also the place to enter your modem configuration information, your printer type, and the drive and directory where you want to store downloaded information.

Once you've configured the software, it's time to think about what weather data you want to download from Accu-Data. By going to the Telecom menu, you can pre-define your data requests. Once you define what you want, you can make the call and walk away from the computer—the Forecaster downloads any data and images that you defined, and then hangs up automatically. After the data is downloaded, you can display the graphics and chart and manipulate the data without additional connect time.

Buying the Forecaster package entitles you to an hour of connect time to Accu-Data. During that hour, you must subscribe to the service through one of the available packages. (There are two sets of rates: one for commercial and one for non-commercial use. All prices referenced here are for personal use.) Three subscription options are available: "one-month sampler," "three-month special," and "super saver."
The one-month sampler costs $39.95. With it you get one free hour of connect time, and the first $15 of actual usage during the first month is free. There is no monthly minimum charge for the first month; after that, there is a minimum $9.95 connect-time charge.

The three-month special costs $49.45 and also comes with an hour of connect time. The first three months have no monthly minimum charge; after the three months, the $9.95 minimum applies. The first $10 of actual usage during the first three months is free. The super-saver package also comes with an hour of connect time, and gives you a year with no monthly minimum charge. After the year, a $9.95 minimum applies. The first $10 of actual usage during the first twelve months is free. With any of the subscription packages, you are entitled to use Accu-Weather's toll-free telephone access numbers.

The connect-time rates range from a low of 10 cents per minute from midnight to 5 AM, to 19 cents per minute from 7 PM to midnight, and 39 cents per minute for the rest of the day. A 50% surcharge is tacked onto those rates for 2400-baud modem users.

The types of data you can request for automatic download is quite large. If you select "Define New Request" in the Telecom menu, you are presented with three choices: "Hourlies and Forecasts," "TV Graphics—Part 1" and "TV Graphics—Part 2." Each of the items can be turned on or off; each item has a sub-menu where you can define just how you want the data. Let's look at a few examples.

When you request hourly readings and forecasts, you can select specific National Weather Service stations or you can pick an area on a map of the U.S. in which you're interested. You can also download data from 100 major U.S. stations for a nationwide picture of the weather, and even download a text summary of the U.S. weather.

The first TV graphics menu lets you select the images in which you're interested. Surface maps, which are hand-drawn national maps, are available for current conditions as well as one- and two-day forecasts. Satellite images, (enhanced images gathered from the GEOS satellite) are available for a variety of areas, including full U.S., regions of the U.S., Mexico, and even the world. 3-D images are satellite photos enhanced to show the height of cloud formations. U.S. and regional Radar Plus images (which are composites of reports from weather-radar installations across the country) provide information on the intensity of precipitation. Radar Plus SIR (snow, ice, rain) images show the type of precipitation.

The second TV graphics menu provides a variety of graphics that is too wide to detail. But we can give some examples. You look at soil moisture is available, as is a picture of snow cover. For forecasting, look at the jet stream is provided. What's the weather in the morning going to be? You can find that out too. Maps showing tonight's low and tomorrow's high temperatures are available, as is one showing where extreme weather is happening.

All the data takes time to download, of course, and the images take up disk space. A typical satellite image can be downloaded in a little over a minute at 2400 baud; it requires about 60 kilobytes of disk space to store. (You can choose to automatically save or delete old images.)

Once the data is downloaded and your connection with Accu-Data broken, you can examine the data in detail at your leisure. TV graphics can be called up from the Display menu. You can select to view the latest image of one particular type, or you can loop through the images from the earliest to the latest in order. That's helpful to get an idea of the movement of weather systems and storms.

The textual data can also be displayed on-screen. Downloaded information from various weather stations can be displayed on maps. Let's say you chose to download the information from the 100 major stations of the National Weather Service. You can display the information—temperature, pressure, dew point, wind direction and speed, wind gust, visibility, and more—on a map of the U.S. You can display the actual values of the data, or you can draw shaded or colored bands to show the weather conditions, much like the maps you see in your local newspaper.

The data you can get from your request is more than adequate for most casual, and many serious, users. But it's only a small part of the more than 35,000 data types you can get from Accu-Data. That's where the "Explore Accu-Data" menu option comes in. After the software dials Accu-Data and logs you in, you're presented
Weathering Heights

WEATHER MONITOR II PERSONAL WEATHER STATION AND WEATHERLINK SOFTWARE: from Davis Instruments, 3465 Diablo Avenue, Hayward, CA 94545; Price: $295 (Weather Monitor II) and $150 (Weatherlink).

"Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does anything about it."

If you're looking for a gizmo that will let you do something about the weather, sorry, we can't help. As far as we know, no one has yet developed a cloud seeder for consumers, or a remote-controlled thermostat for the sun. What we can tell you about, however, is a device that will allow you to talk more knowledgeably about the weather—without relying on TV or radio forecasts.

Predicting the weather is a risky business. Who among us hasn't had a picnic rained out when the weathermen had predicted a sunny day, or postponed a trip to the beach due to a bad forecast only to find yourself sitting home on a beautiful afternoon? Monitoring the weather, on the other hand, is a precise science. Davis Instruments' Weather Monitor II allows you to make weather measurements, store data in memory, and recall record highs and lows. The basic system measures temperature (indoors and outdoors), wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, and inside humidity, and even determines the wind-chill factor. Using optional accessories, you can also measure the outside humidity and rainfall. Using Weatherlink software, which we describe below it's possible to track your findings, create graphs, calculate average weather conditions, generate summaries, and analyze trends over various time periods.

The Weather Monitor II includes the main unit, which Davis calls the Weather Computer, an external temperature sensor with 25 feet of cable; an anemometer with 40 feet of wire, a wind vane, and cups; an AC power adapter; a junction box and an 8-foot cable; and the hardware needed for installation.

Proper installation of the system is crucial, and, as you might expect from a task that involves climbing out on the roof and making precision calibrations, setup is not simple. Luckily, Davis supplies an owner's manual that is one of the best we've seen. It provides concise instructions, in plain English, with plenty of illustrations.

Figure 1 shows a typical installation. The anemometer is attached to a TV antenna, the external temperature sensor (or the optional temperature/humidity sensor) is placed in a protected spot under the eaves, and the optional rain collector is mounted on the roof. Installation requires cable clips or weather-resistant ties, assorted hand tools, and a handheld magnetic compass; a carpenter's level and an electric drill might come in handy, too.

The anemometer should be mounted at least four feet above the roof line, so that as an on-screen dot as it occurs. It's possible to immediately see the path of severe thunderstorms as they head toward you.

All the data in the world won't necessarily help you to forecast what tomorrow's weather will be unless you know how to interpret it. Detailed weather-map discussions can be downloaded. They indicate the rationale for various portions of the forecast, and what changes might be made in the next forecast issued.

Of course, it's more fun to make your own predictions. The 37-page Forecasting Guidebook supplied with the software will leave the serious weather hobbyist yearning for more information. It does, however, do a good job in explaining the basics.

We had a lot of fun using the Accu-Weather Forecaster. But it's practical, too. Frequent travelers, for example, will appreciate the ability to download local forecasts from the National Weather Service. And everyone will appreciate being able to hit the mute button whenever some annoying local weatherman starts his routine.
Fig. 1. Accurate weather readings depend upon proper installation of the Weather Monitor II's sensors, wind vane, and optional rain-collector, as depicted in this illustration from Davis' excellent user's manual.

Weatherlink's "Bulletin Screen" provides a direct link to the weather data currently being collected by the Weather Monitor II.

The bottom half contains two rows of "buttons" (actually, membrane touch pads). The upper row is used to select the element to be measured: TEMP, WIND SPEED, CHILL, RAIN, BAR (barometer), HUM (humidity), and DEW. The lower row contains seven function keys used to set parameters and activate (or deactivate) various features. For instance, to set the time you would first press the time key, then UNITS to select either 12- or 24-hour format, and then use the ENTER key to change the hour and then the minutes. The UNITS key is also used to select Fahrenheit or Celsius for temperature measurements; miles per hour, kilometers per hour, or meters per second for wind speed; and barometric pressure in inches of mercury, millimeters of mercury, or millibars.

The Weather Computer runs on 9-to-12-volts DC; an AC power adapter is included. To protect the data stored in memory, a 9-volt battery should be used as a backup power supply. That battery will provide 24-48 hours of use in the event of power outages—which are often caused by the storms during which you'll get some of your most interesting readings. For use in cars, boats, or recreational vehicles, a DC cigarette-lighter cord is available optionally. We'd imagine the Weather Monitor II would come in handy on camping trips or long sailing trips.

The top half of the Weather Computer is tilted up to enhance its large display. The left side of the display contains a graphic "compass rose," a circle divided into 16 points that each correspond to a different compass point 22.5° apart. A flashing arrow within the circle indicates wind direction, wind speed is indicated numerically within the circle. What's displayed on the right side changes according to user-selected function. With the basic Weather Monitor II (no options), you can display the time or date, indoor or outdoor temperature (in °F or °C increments), wind chill, indoor humidity, or barometric pressure. At the bottom-right side of the display the barometric trend is indicated by an arrow that points upward or downward depending on recent barometric readings.

A chart depicting indoor (top line) and outdoor (bottom line) temperature changes over a one-week period.

The Weather Computer itself contains internal temperature and humidity sensors, so its placement is also critical. The unit's mounting base allows it to be set up vertically (on a shelf, for instance) or horizontally (on a desk). It can also be wall-mounted, using an empty electrical switch box and running the junction cable through the walls. It shouldn't be mounted on an outside wall that might heat up or cool down with the weather. Nor should the main unit be placed near heating units, air-conditioners, or in direct sunlight. If you plan to use the Weatherlink software, the unit will be mounted near your PC, but it shouldn't be placed directly on top of any device that gives off heat.

With the anemometer up on the antenna, the rain collector on the rooftop, the temperature sensor under the north eaves of the house, and the Weather Computer mounted in your home office, there's a good chance that you'll have to adjust your own location. If the Weather Computer itself contains anemometer and temperature sensor, it is mounted on the north side of the house. If the South side of the house, which case the south side is preferred. The junction box, which connects the sensors to the Weather Computer, isn't moisture- or dirt-resistant, so it must be installed indoors. Davis recommends keeping it off the floor to avoid dirt and accidental impact.

It—and the wind it measures—is free from obstructions. Wind-direction calibrations are done using a compass to determine which direction the anemometer is pointing, and a wind-direction chart to find the corresponding degree reading.

The temperature sensor must be placed in a location that is shielded from rain (which could affect the accuracy) and direct sunlight (which could damage the sensor and cause false readings). It should not touch the side of the house. It should be placed on the north side of the house, unless you live in the Southern hemisphere, in which case the south side is preferred.
Be a computer programmer!

Only NRI gives you hands-on training with the latest programming tools:

- A 486sx computer with 80 meg hard drive
- Windows
- Visual Basic
- Power C
- QBASIC
- MS-DOS
- And much more!

Only NRI at-home training gives you real-world programming skills in three in-demand languages: QBASIC, C, and Visual Basic, today’s hot new language designed for writing popular Windows applications. Best of all, you get hands-on training with a powerful new 486sx-based computer system, complete with 80 meg hard drive, Windows, and professional programming software you keep!

NRI, the leader in at-home computer training, shows you how to take advantage of today’s newest programming opportunities

Get in on the ground floor of one of today’s fastest-growing career fields: computer programming. The Bureau of Labor Statistics forecasts that job opportunities for programmers will increase much faster than average over the next 10 years, with as many as 400,000 new jobs opening up by 2005.

And the fastest-growing segment of programming jobs will be PC programming, fueled by the phenomenal popularity of Windows, the efficient power of C, and the ascent of exciting new languages like QBASIC and Visual Basic.

Now, with NRI at-home training, you can get the new skills you need to build a top-paying career — even a full- or part-time business of your own — in this high-growth, high-opportunity field.

No previous experience necessary

Train with NRI, and immediately start getting the money-making job skills you need to be a computer programmer — no matter what your previous background.

NRI’s step-by-step lessons and hands-on programming projects help you first master the design concepts used every day by successful PC programmers. Then, with the support of your experienced NRI instructor, you quickly move on to learn programming in three of today’s hottest languages.

By the time you complete your course, you have a clear understanding of programming methods, languages, and techniques... and you’re ready to handle any programming task with confidence.

Send today for your FREE catalog

See how NRI at-home training gives you the programming know-how, the computer, and the software you need to get started in this top-paying field. Send today for your FREE catalog!

If the coupon is missing, write to us at the NRI School of Computer Programming, McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008.

IBM PC/AT is a registered trademark of the IBM Corporation. Windows, QBASIC, and Visual Basic are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FREE NRI CATALOG!

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008

☐ Check one FREE catalog only
☐ COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
☐ PC Applications Specialist
☐ Programming in C++ with Windows

Other Computer Career Courses
☐ Microcomputer Servicing
☐ Desktop Publishing
☐ Bookkeeping and Accounting
☐ Computer-Aided Drafting

Name

(Please print)

Age

Address

City/State/Zip

Accredited Member, National Home Study Council

5413-0393

For career courses approved under GI Bill, check for details

www.americanradiohistory.com
The Weather Computer measures inside temperatures from 32°F to 140°F, outside temperatures from -50°F to 140°F, wind speeds to 126 mph, and wind direction in 1° or 10° increments. It also records high and low temperatures, and wind speed for most of its functions. You can track daily, weekly, monthly, or all-time highs and lows, depending on how often you clear them from memory. Highs and lows are displayed by pressing REC twice.

The device isn’t called the Weather Computer for nothing. Its microprocessor uses its readings of temperature and wind speed to automatically calculate the wind-chill factor. Other computer functions include the alarm and scan features. A set of alarms can be programmed to sound whenever certain thresholds that you have set are reached (low or high temperature, high winds, etc.). If, for example, you keep your dog out in the yard, but prefer to bring him in the house when the temperature drops below 40°F, you could set an alarm by pressing TEMp to display the outside temperature, followed by ALARM. Next, you would use ENTER to set the alarm to 40°F, and then press TEMp again to exit. In Auto Scan mode (entered by pressing SCAN), each of the readings is displayed for about four seconds in a preprogrammed order. You can also program and store one customized scan routine.

Used on its own, the Weather Monitor II provides a wealth of data. But when you add Weatherlink software, things get really interesting—and fun. The IBM-PC compatible program stores and manipulates all the data that has been collected by the Weather Monitor II system at user-specified 1-5, 15-, 30-, 60-, or 120-minute intervals. The Weatherlink comes with both 9- and 25-pin RS-232 serial port adapters and eight feet of cable.

Once the data has been downloaded, you can display it on screen; various charts and graphs show each of the parameters being measured by the Weather Monitor II. You can also make up your own graphs. It’s possible to graph any function on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis. You can plot two different time periods on the same screen, so you can compare this year’s temperatures to last year’s, for instance. You can also plot two different variables on the same graph, for a visual display of how rainfall is related to barometric pressure, for example. And if you have more than one Weather Monitor II (and a Weatherlink for each), you can track weather information from all of them—even in remote locations. An optional modem adapter lets you keep track of weather conditions up at your ski house—if you’re lucky enough to have one. The data can be stored on a hard or floppy disk, and can be exported to Lotus 1-2-3 or dBase III-compatible software. Finally, you can print out your results on almost any dot-matrix or laser printer.

So, the next time you go to the office on a bright and sunny morning and find your co-workers quizzing about how it seems to rain only on weekends—every weekend—you can pull out charts showing precisely how much rain had fallen on Saturday and Sunday each week, and what the temperature was as well. That might not get you any more sunny days off, but it’s sure to impress—or annoy the hell out of—your friends.

Ben Franklin once said, “Some people are weatherwise, but most are otherwise.” The Weather Monitor II, particularly when used with Weatherlink software, puts you firmly in the “weatherwise” group.

---

**Charge It!**

**POWER CHARGER CORDLESS BATTERY CHARGER.** From: Innova Electronics Corporation, 17287 Mt. Hermann Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708. Price: Less than $100.

A few years ago, we took a trip to San Francisco that was a close-to-perfect vacation. It was, unfortunately, marred by the trip home. The problem wasn’t that we were bumped from our flight—we were, but the airline generously reimbursed us for our trouble. And then put us in the only available seats on the next flight out, which just happened to be in first class. Under those circumstances, we didn’t even mind that we’d be arriving at Kennedy Airport after midnight on a Sunday night, although we’d still have to deal with the baggage claim, which seemed like a half-hour bus ride to the long-term parking lot, and an hour’s drive home from there. We didn’t mind that, until we reached our car and realized that, in our rush to catch our outgoing flight, we had left one of the doors slightly ajar and thus the interior dome light was on. At least it had been on—when we’d parked the car two weeks earlier! By the time we were finally ready to drive home, at 1 AM on a cold November night, the battery had been long dead.

Things could have been worse: If that security guard hadn’t been driving by, we’d have had to wait for the next shuttle bus back to the main terminal to telephone a tow truck. As it was, the guard made the call for us, and we only had to wait forty minutes or so for the tow truck to arrive. (Then, on top of paying for his services, we had to pay the hefty minimum parking fee charged by the airport for the truck merely entering their long-term parking lot.) We made it home eventually, but the experience put a damper on our vacation.

At best, dead batteries are annoying. At worst, they can put a person in a dangerous position. Stranded and vulnerable. There are a few ways to keep from finding yourself in such a position (besides making sure you close your car doors before getting on a plane!). You can carry jumper cables and hope that some good Samaritan comes along to give you a jump, or maintain membership in the Automobile Association of America, who will come and give you a jump, as long as you can get to a phone to call them.

Now, however, there’s a solution for those who’d prefer not to depend on the kindness of strangers or the proximity of a public phone—the **Power Charger** from Innova Electronics. The Power Charger is a 15-volt, 10-amp, cordless battery charger that in 15 to 30 minutes can provide vehicle batteries with enough of a charge to start the engine. If you prefer not to clutter your trunk with gadgets that you might end up using at best infrequently (unless you’re driving a real lemon), never fear. The Power Charger earns its trunk space by doubling as a portable power source for any 12-volt DC accessory, and “tripling” as a charger for 12-volt battery packs and cellular-phone batteries.

The Power Charger is the general size and shape of some of those old-time “portable” radios. It measures about 7 x 10 x 3 inches, weighs eight pounds, and has a built-in carrying handle and an adjustable shoulder strap. The built-in male plug for recharging the internal battery and charging other batteries stores conveniently inside the carrying handle. Along the top front of the unit are a three-way 12 v power/off/recharge and 15 v charger switch and three LED’s—green, yellow, and red—which indicate the status of the unit in each of its various functions. On the front of the unit, hidden behind a cap, is a 12-volt/15-volt DC fused (negative ground) female socket. On each side of the unit are modular side mounts and modular contacts (12-volt/15-volt DC fused) that can be used to connect various accessories. The Power Charger also comes with a set of clamps that let you hook it directly to a battery—ideal for vehicles without working cigarette-lighter sockets.

To recharge a vehicle battery, after closing the door and turning off any accessory (such as the radio) that might draw power, you simply insert the male plug into the cigarette lighter socket and select 15 v CHARGER. The yellow LED should light, indicating that the connection has been
made and charging has begun. (In some instances, it's necessary to turn the ignition switch to the accessory position before the yellow light comes on.) According to Innova, a feature called "three volt boost" pushes the unit's output to 15 volts—about the same voltage provided by a car's alternator—so that it, too, can charge a 12-volt vehicle battery. After you plug it in, it's a matter of waiting anywhere from 15 to 30 minutes for the battery to charge enough to start the vehicle.

For vehicles without cigarette lighters, the procedure is only slightly more complex. There is a receptacle for the male plug on the direct battery clamps. Once the plug is inserted, the clamps must be connected as you'd connect standard jumper cables—the black clamp to the negative post of the battery and then the red clamp to the positive post. Again, after that it's a matter of waiting for the charge to build up to a point that is sufficient to start the car.

The main advantage of the Power Charger, to our way of thinking, is that there's no need to leave the safety of your car (except to get it out of the trunk). In fact, as long as you have a working cigarette-lighter receptacle, you don't even have to open the hood and call attention to your helpless predicament. There's no long walk to a phone booth, no waiting for a tow truck, and no maneuvering another car close enough to yours to connect jumper cables.

Keep in mind that the Power Charger isn't providing a full charge, but a temporary fix. Innova recommends that, after having used the Power Charger to boost your battery, you have the battery fully charged as soon as possible. Of course, your car's charging system should recharge the battery provided the system is not faulty, which might be what caused the battery to fail in the first place. In such an instance, the Power Charger obviously won't be of much help.

In our tests, on a 1986 Toyota Corolla with a 3-year-old Delco Freedom battery, the Power Charger worked as promised. We purposely (for a change) ran down the battery by leaving the lights on for a few hours. When the battery was dead, we plugged the Power Charger into the cigarette-lighter receptacle and moved the toggle switch to 15 VOLT CHARGER. When nothing happened, we turned the key to ACCESSORY. The Power Charger's yellow LED lit up, and within a half hour, the car started up with no trouble at all. A half-hour drive at highway speeds left us confident that we wouldn't have to worry about an under-charged battery.

Fortunately, dead batteries typically are not a frequent occurrence, and most of the use you'll get out of the Power Charger will be under less stressful, generally enjoyable, circumstances. In its "PowerPack" mode, it can be used to run any 12-volt DC product that has a male cigarette-lighter plug (or an optional modular accessory can be used). Hints, in particular, will find it a useful power source for their mobile rigs. It can also be a safe power source for notebook computers. The device can be used to power a cellular phone for up to 10 hours of talk time, or 100 hours in standby.

To use the device in its PowerPack mode, the switch is moved to the "off" setting, and the male plug is inserted into the female socket on the front of the Power Charger. For products that don't come with a male cigarette-lighter plug, the modular accessory slides onto the side mount for connection. The green LED lights to indicate that all systems are go, and you simply turn on your transceiver, computer, or whatever.

In addition, you can use the Power Charger to recharge the other 12-volt battery packs, such as those for camcorders, that have a male lighter plug or a female lighter socket attached. Once the battery pack is connected, the Power Charger's switch is turned to the 15 V CHARGER position, and the lighted yellow LED indicates that the connection is made and the battery is being charged.

Although it isn't mentioned in the instruction sheet, we'd imagine that you could also use the Power Charger with an inverter to run small household items in the case of a power failure.

The Power Charger's three LED's also serve to keep you aware of the device's status. A red light in the 12-volt power mode warns that there's a blown fuse that must be replaced; in the 15-volt charger mode, the red LED warns of a short circuit in the vehicle under charge. When the green LED flashes, it means that the power is low, and it's time to recharge the Charger.

Innova recommends that you recharge the Power Charger immediately after every use, and routinely charge it once every three months (even if it hasn't been used). Using one of three methods, First, with the vehicle running, you can use the cigarette-lighter socket to recharge the unit in one to three hours. The second and third methods involve using optional accessories: The AC/DC Charger, a 12-volt wall transformer, recharges the Power Charger overnight (8 to 10 hours); the Trunk Charger, a

(Continued on page 20)
Wide (Soundfield) Receiver

YAMAHA RX-V1050 AUDIO/VIDEO RECEIVER. From: Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, 6722 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620. Price: $1199.

Despite the sluggishness that has affected most areas of the economy—including consumer electronics—there are some bright spots. One of them is the sales of receivers. The growing popularity of home theater has given consumers a real reason to trade in their old but still-good receivers for A/V receivers that incorporate Dolby surround-sound processing and video-switching capabilities. The A/V receiver, some would argue—and we wouldn't disagree—is the most important home-theater component.

For manufacturers, the competition in A/V receivers is fierce. Everyone, it seems, is doing justice to Pro-Logic decoding. (We have yet to review a Pro-Logic receiver that we felt was audibly flawed.) While A/V receivers from different manufacturers are, indeed, similar, there are three important differences: center-channel power, DSP, and user convenience.

Yamaha takes a sensible view of center-channel power with the RX-V1050—the amplifier is rated to deliver 110 watts into 8 ohms to the center channel, the same as the right- and left-channel specifications. (Our laboratory tests showed that it could deliver even more.) An adequately powered center channel is important because in a Dolby-encoded soundtrack, that's where most of the action takes place. The center channel is what gets you to pay attention to the on-screen action. Virtually all of the dialogue—and quite a bit more—is in the center channel.

Most of the A/V receivers we've seen recently incorporate some form of digital signal processing, or DSP, and include such DSP modes as “hall,” “theater,” or “jazz club.” Each manufacturer does things a little differently, however. (Even manufacturers that use the same digital signal processor chip can program it differently.)

Yamaha, the first consumer-electronics manufacturer to introduce DSP to audio in 1986 with its DSP-1, calls its particular flavor of DSP “Digital Soundfield Processing.” The RX-V1050 is the first receiver to combine Yamaha's Digital Soundfield Processing with Digital Dolby Pro Logic Surround in what Yamaha calls “Cinema DSP.” The intent of Cinema DSP is to provide an in-home experience that rivals the best cinema sound-system experience.

Six digital soundfield modes are provided by the receiver. First is Digital Dolby Pro Logic, which adds DSP to Pro Logic decoding to improve crosstalk and to “transfer the sound source more smoothly and precisely,” according to Yamaha. An enhanced Pro-Logic mode is also offered, in which DSP is used to simulate “the multisurround speaker systems of the 35-mm film theater” and to widen “the surrounded-sound field with greater presence.” The idea is to make the surround-channel information sound as if it is coming from a movie-theater surround system (which uses many speakers around the side and back walls) instead of from two point sources in your living room.

The other modes are intended primarily for listening to music. The DSP effects simulate reflections that might be heard in various venues. A Concert-Video mode is provided for watching music videos and concert footage. The objective is to widen the soundfield of the front speakers, and to bring the vocals up front and center. A Rock Concert mode, in which “a big, powerful sound is reproduced lively and dynamically” imbues contemporary music with “a life-like feeling of thrust and energy,” according to the manual. For classical music lovers, the Concert Hall mode attempts to move the center deeply behind the front left and right speakers to create a large-hall ambience. The final mode is Mono Movie, which enhances mono source material to add spaciousness while moving the image forward.

Our first reaction to DSP in audio amplifiers was that it didn’t belong. An amplifier, after all, is supposed to recreate sounds accurately, adding a minimum amount of coloration. The purpose of DSP is, by definition, just the opposite.

Our attitude has been changing, albeit slowly. That’s mostly because we’ve heard plenty of processors that sounded bad and downright annoying. But that’s far from being the case with the RX-V1050. Although, as with any other digital signal processor, it is possible to add unnatural effects to the audio, we found ourselves listening to a wide variety of music with the DSP turned on! DSP actually can add pleasing ambience to everything from Gershwin to Guns ’n Roses.

The receiver provides five output channels, but its outputs actually contain information from seven channels. Along with the left, right, center, and two surround channels, there are left and right DSP channels. The DSP channels are combined with the traditional stereo channels. The amount of the DSP effect that is added is adjustable, however, by a front effect level control.

To aid in the adjustment of the various DSP settings, the receiver is equipped with a switch that turns the effects on and off. You can also quickly switch between DSP and surround modes both from the remote control and the front panel to choose the mode that best suits what you’re listening to. (The names of the various DSP modes, while chosen for sound reasons, may not be consistent with your preferences. We, for example, preferred listening to our rock and roll in the “Hall” mode.)

If you don’t find any of the pre-defined modes to be suitable, you can customize them by changing the delay time of the rear-speaker sound. For both Pro-Logic modes, the delay time can be set from 15 to
ABS SPEEDY BOXES
Will not crack or split when drilled or punched. Complete with four screws and lid. All sizes below are for interior dimensions.
Color: black

VECTOR PROTOTYPING BOARDS
Prototyping boards with punched holes are convenient, economical tools for assembling circuit components — and cost-effective alternatives to custom designs.

CAPACITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Size (L x W x H)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P10606</td>
<td>1µF 50V..........</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P10997</td>
<td>22µF 50V..........</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P10911</td>
<td>100µF 50V..........</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P11123</td>
<td>470µF 50V..........</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P10833</td>
<td>2200µF 16V..........</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AXIAL LEAD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Cap. Volt.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P30633</td>
<td>0.01µF 100V.</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P30684</td>
<td>0.1µF 100V.</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P30696</td>
<td>1µF 100V.</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P30701</td>
<td>1µF 100V.</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MYLAR CAPACITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P33241</td>
<td>TL028C........</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33579</td>
<td>LM137T.........</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33583</td>
<td>LM324N.........</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33771</td>
<td>LM336Z.........</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33851</td>
<td>LM339N.........</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34722</td>
<td>NE553Y.........</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34328</td>
<td>LM565N.........</td>
<td>$0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34467</td>
<td>LM723CN........</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34539</td>
<td>LM741CN........</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33133</td>
<td>LM458N.........</td>
<td>$0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33137</td>
<td>LM458N.........</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P33181</td>
<td>LM458N.........</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34278</td>
<td>ULN2003A........</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34230</td>
<td>LM9141N........</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P37385</td>
<td>NE5532.........</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P31626</td>
<td>7805T..........</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P31334</td>
<td>7812T..........</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Name brand IC's in stock

IC SOCKETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P35157</td>
<td>08P........</td>
<td>8-pin low profile.......</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35761</td>
<td>14LF........</td>
<td>14-pin low profile ...</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35772</td>
<td>16LF........</td>
<td>16-pin low profile ....</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P39335</td>
<td>24LF........</td>
<td>24-pin low profile ...</td>
<td>$0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P40301</td>
<td>28LF........</td>
<td>28-pin low profile ...</td>
<td>$0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P41110</td>
<td>40LF........</td>
<td>40-pin low profile ...</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P34761</td>
<td>XC356G........</td>
<td>T1 3/4, (green).......</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34796</td>
<td>XC565G........</td>
<td>T1 3/4, (red)..........</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P34825</td>
<td>XC567G........</td>
<td>T1 3/4, (yellow)........</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P32867</td>
<td>PN2222........</td>
<td>TO-92 case........</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P32864</td>
<td>PN2907........</td>
<td>TO-92 case........</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35991</td>
<td>IN4004........</td>
<td>DO-41 case........</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P38236</td>
<td>2N2222A........</td>
<td>TO-18 case........</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P36126</td>
<td>IN4735........</td>
<td>DO-41 case........</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P38359</td>
<td>2N3904........</td>
<td>TO-92 case........</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P36290</td>
<td>1N751........</td>
<td>DO-35 case........</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P38841</td>
<td>2N4401........</td>
<td>TO-92 case........</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P36038</td>
<td>IN4148........</td>
<td>DO-35 case........</td>
<td>$0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P38308</td>
<td>2N3055........</td>
<td>TO-3 case........</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWITCHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P32662</td>
<td>3P21936........</td>
<td>SPDT...........</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CARBON FILM 1/4 WATT 5% RESISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Ohm</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3P35996</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35997</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35998</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35999</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3P35996</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For International Sales, Customer Service, Credit Department and all other inquiries, call 415-592-8907 between 7AM-5PM PST.
CA Residents please add applicable sales tax.

$50.00 Minimum Order

Terms: Prices subject to change without notice. Terms subject to availability and price scale. Complete list of terms/warranties is available upon request.
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Other Jameco Resources

- Test/Measurement and Prototyping Equipment
- Computer Upgrade and Accessory Products
- Full line of Integrated Circuits and Electronic Components

Order toll-free 1-800-831-4242
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The amplifier section of the RX-V1050 is rated to deliver a minimum of 110 watts per channel into an 8-ohm load. Our measurements showed that it could deliver 133 watts to the front left and right channels, and more than 168 watts to the center channel. Those are positive differences of 1.7 and 3.7 dB, respectively. The surround channel was also conservatively rated, we measured 2.3 dB higher than Yamaha’s specifications.

The amplifier’s dynamic power, that is, its ability to handle musical transients, was measured in our labs at 172.3 watts for the three front channels, and 49 watts for the surround channel. Those also exceeded the manufacturer’s specifications by a healthy amount.

The frequency response of the amplifier was measured at the phono input according to the RIAA (Recording Industries Association of America) equalization curves over the audio range. They were also measured at the line-level inputs, and at the main amplifier inputs. (The receiver provides pre-out and main-in terminals) The results are summarized in the table. The -3 dB points were found to be 15.4 Hz and 94 kHz.

The response of the front-, center-, and surround-channel inputs are also shown in the accompanying charts for both the Pro-Logic and the Enhanced Pro-Logic modes. Note that the customized frequency response of the Enhanced mode, which DSP makes possible, would be virtually impossible to duplicate with analog filters.

The tuner-section measurements showed the frequency response to be down about 1.5 dB at the 15-kHz top end of broadcast audio. Although that's not as high as other receivers we've examined recently, it fell right within Yamaha's published specifications. The stereo separation at 1 kHz was measured to be 41 dB as shown in the charts—that's not quite up to the 50-dB specification.

As little as 12.8 dB of input signal for mono reception, and 37.2 dB for stereo, was required to achieve 50-dB quieting. The signal-to-noise ratio was measured as 73 dB for stereo, 80 dB for mono.

The AM section was poor, as is typical with otherwise high-quality receivers. At 7 kHz, where new standards suggest AM receiver performance should extend to, the response was down 40 dB! Otherwise, the RX-V1050 proved to be a top performer. We would have no hesitation in adding this A/V receiver to our home theater.
The rear-channel Pro-Logic frequency response. The Dolby specification calls for a roll-off at 7 kHz.

The enhanced-mode front-channel frequency response. Compare this to the standard pro-logic mode.

Frequency response of the center channel in the enhanced-mode. DSP makes such customized responses possible.

The Enhanced-mode rear-channel frequency response.

30 milliseconds. For the other modes, the delay can be set to anywhere from 1 to 100 milliseconds. That extraordinary amount of adjustment makes it possible to create some rather unnatural effects. A solo guitar, for example, can begin to sound like a pair of guitars; we're not sure if that is a good thing.

Most of the important amplifier functions can be handled from the remote control that's supplied with the receiver. The remote can also be taught to control a variety of devices including tape players, a laserdisc player, VCR, and more.

One of the major differences between an A/V receiver and a standard stereo receiver is the ability to route video signals between all of the components of your home-theater system. The RX-V1050 offers a healthy array of video inputs and outputs: laserdisc in, two sets of VCR inputs and outputs, and a monitor out connector. S-video jacks are provided for all connections. Audio inputs include those for connection to a tape deck, a compact-disc player, and a turntable. A set of front-panel auxiliary jacks (located behind a swing-down door) is provided for connecting a camcorder or any other video or audio device.

The RX-V1050 A/V receiver offers a collection of features that are sensible and convenient. The tone-bypass switch is one example. It lets you revert instantly to flat bass and treble settings without changing the setting of the controls.

The receiver also offers 40 station presets. Rather than naming them simply as 1–40, they are stored in five groups (A–E) of eight stations (1–8). That's especially convenient if, for instance, different family members tend to listen to different stations.

The memory locations not only hold the station frequency, but also the mode (stereo or mono). We wish all receivers did the same. Tuning and antenna adjustment are aided by a 13-segment tuning meter.

Recording is made more convenient by an A/V RECORDER OUT selector, which lets you record one source on a cassette deck or VCR while listening to or watching another. Other convenience features include a sleep timer and a line-level subwoofer output. A bass-extension mode provides a boost to the low frequencies.

Some people prefer their music straight—no processed sound enhancements in their amplifiers, and no video equipment in their listening rooms. Many more people, according to recent sales trends, find their stereo systems sharing shelf space in the entertainment center with their TV and VCR. Finally, an increasing number of consumers have come to appreciate the effects generated by DSP. Whichever group you fall into, Yamaha's RX-V1050 can handle the job easily.

8mm Standard

SONY CCD-TR31 8mm CAMCORDER.
From: Sony Corporation of America, 1 Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Price: $1100.

If you're considering purchasing a camcorder, the odds are that you're thinking about 8mm models. Despite initial projections that the 8mm camcorder format was doomed to failure, it is by far the format of choice for shooting home video, currently commanding 70 percent of new camcorder sales.

Sony, who invented the 8mm format, often sets the standard for other 8mm manufacturers to follow. Its latest Handycam camcorder, the CCD-TR31, packs a host of practical features into a small (7 × 4½ × 4½) and light (1.7 pounds stripped, 2.2 pounds fully loaded with batteries, tape, and shoulder strap) package. Like most of Sony's other camcorders, the CCD-TR31 is easy to use. It's a good camcorder to take a look at if you want to get an idea of where the 8mm format stands today.

One of the most important things to consider when purchasing a camcorder is whether it is easy to use. Once the initial excitement of owning a camcorder wears off, most camcorders find only occasional duty—a friend's wedding, your kid's birthday, the company picnic. All those occasions are ones that you'll want to relax and enjoy; you don't want to spend the entire day fumbling with the camcorder controls. That's why it's important to pay attention to how a camcorder's autoexposure system works.

When it comes to still cameras, we generally want to take manual control over its settings. When it comes to camcorders, we don't feel that way. We prefer to keep our eyes on the action, and let the camcorder take care of the rest.

The CCD-TR31 is the first of Sony's TR-series camcorders to offer a four-program autoexposure control in addition to the standard full-automatic mode. The four modes set the camcorder for special situations with a minimum of trouble. A rotary dial on the side of the unit lets you select the appropriate mode. Portrait mode gives you a narrow depth of field so that the subject is in focus, but potentially distracting objects in the background are out of focus. A Sports mode is intended for shooting fast-moving subjects. For capturing even faster events, such as a golf swing, a High Speed Shutter mode sets the shutter speed to 1/4000 second. That lets you see a clear and sharp picture even when you play it back frame-by-frame. A Twilight Mode is intended to let you capture natural-looking scenes in low-light.
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conditions: specifically, you can shoot brightly lit subjects in an otherwise dark scene without increasing the overall gain and ending up with a lot of background noise. The standard Automatic mode is also provided.

Autoexposure modes are a good compromise between the convenience of automatic and the control of manual operation. You get the results you want without a lot of effort.

One situation that often poses problems for videographers is when a subject is backlit with very bright light—say, a skier on a sunny snow-covered slope, or someone in front of a window on a sunny day. Many camcorders offer a backlight function, which opens the lens aperture to properly expose the darker foreground. Sony chose to add automatic backlight compensation. While it makes the camcorder easier to use in most situations, it does remove some control from the user.

An autofocus system is another essential camcorder feature. But unlike autoexposure controls, we often find ourselves taking manual control. That's because autofocus systems have inherent limitations. They generally run into trouble when shooting low-contrast scenes (a cloudless sky, for example) through dirty glass, or when distracting objects are in the foreground.

Like all other camcorders, the CCD-TR31 can be focused manually. Unlike many camcorders, the button that puts the unit into the manual-focus mode is sensibly placed near the lens and easy to use. A small wheel, also at the front of the camcorder near the lens, serves as the focus control. We liked the feel of the control and found it easy to use, even though we prefer traditional focusing-ring arrangements (as found on 35-mm still cameras). We're glad that Sony did not use a power-focus toggle switch or ring as some manufacturers do.

Another must-have camcorder feature is power zoom, even though it's frequently overused and misused by beginners. (Watch any well-produced movie and note how infrequently zooming is used.) The CCD-TR31 offers a two-speed zoom. Pressing the zoom toggle lightly gives you a leisurely fast zoom; pressing it firmly gives a relatively fast zoom. A somewhat uncommon feature that is included on this camcorder is a zoom meter in the viewfinder that indicates your relative zoom position. The 10 x zoom of the camcorder is equivalent to a 45-450 mm zoom lens for a 35-mm still camera. The zoom is handled entirely by optics, not electronically. (Electronic zoom systems can decrease the resultant resolution.)

The CCD-TR31 also features a dual-speed edit-search feature. Edit search lets you check the recorded picture in the viewfinder without entering the playback mode. While you're still in the record mode, a single press of the toggle switch will show the last few seconds of the recorded portion in the viewfinder and returns the camera to the standby mode, ready for the next recording. To go back further, you can press and hold the edit-search toggle. At any point, you can stop and record over a previously recorded scene. That's a procedure you should try to get used to. Although it can't replace video post-production editing, such in-camera editing can greatly reduce the amount of editing that has to be done to end up with a watchable video. The CCD-TR31 does offer a flying erase head, which allows for glitch-free picture transitions. It's a feature worth looking for in any camcorder.

Another way to get good results in-camera is to use the fader that has become a standard feature on virtually all camcorders. Sony adds an interesting twist on the CCD-TR31 fade: Along with the usual sound and picture fade to (or from) black, a digital mosaic effect is offered. The mosaic fade—which produces a picture reminiscent of the effect broadcasters use when they are trying to conceal a subject's identity—added a refreshing touch to our test shots.

Most first-time camcorder purchasers, enthralled by the novelty of shooting home videos, rarely consider that their "masterpieces" will require editing. In reality, forcing someone to watch unedited tape can be considered cruel and unusual punishment. To simplify editing, one feature to look for is a Control-L or LANC (Local Application Control Bus System) control jack. LANC is a standard to which various camcorders, VCR's, and editing controllers conform. LANC allows those devices to "speak the same lingo" for easy, synchronized dubbing and editing. (Not all camcorders that offer a "remote" jack conform to the standard, so be sure to ask before buying!)

The LANC-compatible CCD-TR31 also supports Advanced Synchro Edit, a feature that can be used exclusively with Sony editing equipment such as the EV-SS300 Hi-8 editing VCR reviewed here in our December 1992 issue. In the Advanced Synchro Edit mode, the tape on both the source and recording deck are backed up, and then rolled forward to synchronize them. Interestingly, the owner's manual for the CCD-TR31 does not mention the feature.

One feature that we had never seen before was the built-in lens cover. A flick of a lever either covers or uncovers the lens. No more loose lens cover hanging by a string—or getting lost. We expect to see other manufacturers copy Sony's sensible design.

Like most other 8mm camcorders, the CCD-TR31 is equipped with an infrared remote control. Although a remote can be helpful in some shooting situations—when you want to get into the picture, for example—it's primarily intended for playback. Remember that you can't play back an 8mm tape in a VHS VCR; you must connect your 8mm camcorder to your TV or monitor instead. An easy-to-use adapter (an RF modulator) allows you to play back a tape through your TV's antenna input. Direct audio and video connections can also be made to a monitor. (Of course, you can also play back your tape on one of the 8 mm VCR's that are becoming increasingly available.) If you're using the remote for recording, you'll appreciate the beeps that confirm recording stop and start. Thankfully, the beep can be turned off.

(Continued on page 20)
Sharpen Your Skills With These Electronic Guides

MASTERING TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS Solve any technical math problem that comes your way. Step-by-step instructions and sample equations help you gain a true understanding of mathematical concepts. Includes techniques for use in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and calculus. 586 pp., 420 illus. $348.95, $39.95

HOT ICS FOR THE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST Featuring 200 of the most powerful ICS, this guide gives you the how-to's you need to use creative circuits and designs—and save money! Build simple power converters, function generators, video, audio, alarm, and filter devices; and more.
464 pp., 400 illus. $412.95, $39.95

HOME VCR REPAIR ILLUSTRATED Save hundreds of dollars in repair bills by fixing your own VCR—no expensive equipment or experience needed. Easily repair picture and sound quality, fast forward and rewind functions, dc motors, audio heads, and more. 400 pp., 459 illus. $311.95, $29.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN Delve into RF circuitry. Build your own radio frequency amplifiers, preselectors, signal generators, inductor coils, antennas, microwave circuits, and more. Includes how-to's for repairing receivers and components.
436 pp., 375 illus. $317.95, $32.95

MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING VCRS—3rd Ed. Successfully repair any VCR malfunction. This new third edition takes an illustrated, problem-solving approach to fixing every VHS, 8mm, and camcorder in the business—from diagnosing the problem to servicing broken power supplies.
400 pp., 400 illus. $420.95, $34.95

FANTASTIC ELECTRONICS: Build Your Own Negative-Ion Generator and Other Projects Dive into the mysterious and exciting world of futuristic electronics with the 24 innovative projects found in this guide. Learn to build a negative-ion generator, biofeedback/ice detector, geiger counter, cloud chamber, helium-neon laser, and holography machine; and more.
240 pp., 150 illus. $397.95, $23.95

Find ANY Circuit You Need—and Save $30!
THE ENCYCLOPEDIAS OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, VOLS. 1–4 Get the answers you need on any circuit. For your projects, designs, or applications, you'll use over 4000 circuit components in computers, telecommunications, laser and fiber optics, thermal reactors, alarms, antennas, and more. $250.00; Only $149.95—regularly $240.00

Pass the CET with ease!
THE CET STUDY GUIDE and THE CET EXAM BOOK SET, 3rd Editions Ace the Associate or Journeyman exam. Find the technical information you need from antennas and digital circuits to test equipment and troubleshooting—to become an expert CET. Use the many sample tests and advice to identify and conquer the gaps in your electronic know-how.
600+ pages, 300+ illus. $586.74, $55.95; Now $47.50

To Order Call 1-800-822-8158 24 Hours A Day
FAX: 1-717-794-2080 • Or mail coupon to:
McGraw-Hill, Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17234-0840

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED—Within 30 days, pay the stated amount plus shipping, handling, and state and local sales tax or return the book(s) and owe nothing.

Please send me the book(s) indicated below for a FREE 30-day exam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book #</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Name
Signature
(Orders invalid without signature)

Address
City/State/Zip
Telephone

Orders outside the U.S. must be prepaid in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks and include $5.00 for shipping and handling. Orders over $150.00 or more require prepayment. Order subject to credit approval.

Thank You For Your Order
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SONY CCD-TR31
(Continued from page 18)

Another popular camcorder feature is the ability to record an on-screen indication of the date and time. Although we like the feature, we often forget to turn it on when we start shooting, or we forget to turn it off and end up with the time and date emblazoned on our entire video. Sony's Auto Date feature is a sensible one: Once each day at the beginning of your recording, the date is inserted for 10 seconds. It's also possible to insert the date and time manually.

The camcorder also features a linear time counter that shows the tape position in hours, minutes, and seconds instead of as simple counter numbers. A battery meter in the viewfinder gives you an approximate idea of how much life is left before recharging is necessary. A world clock is also provided; if you travel outside your own time zone, resetting the clock is a simple as changing the "area." On a trip to Europe, for example, you would set the clock to "London" or "Paris."

CORDLESS CHARGER
(Continued from page 13)

permanently mounted recharging bay, takes 1 to 3 hours to recharge the unit with the vehicle's engine running. During recharging using any of the methods, the yellow LED lights. When the unit is fully recharged, the green LED comes on.

There's no need to worry about being there as soon as the green LED lights: the unit can remain plugged in indefinitely without overcharging its internal battery. So the Trunk Charger makes a lot of sense.

Cautious motorists—those whose trunks already contain tire-repair kits, a jug of water, a good spare tire, a working jack, replacement belts, jumper cables, a flashlight, a flare, and a complete tool kit—should run right out and buy a Power Charger to add to their peace of mind. And even those motorists who take a more cavalier attitude toward traveling by car might want to carry a little extra "insurance" in the form of the Power Charger. That's particularly true for anyone who has experienced memory lapses when it comes to turning off their headlights or closing their car doors in long-term parking lots.

When it comes to buying any consumer electronics item, you're confronted with a seemingly endless number of models, features, and options. It is quite easy to become totally confused. When comparison shopping, having a "standard" cuts the confusion. If you're shopping for a camcorder, and you've managed to narrow your choices to a mid-range model in the 8mm format, take a close look at Sony's CCD-TR31 Handy cam. It offers a host of sensible features, and provides an excellent example of the state of 8mm camcorders today.

For more information on any product in this section, circle the appropriate number on the Free Information Card.

CD Jukebox
Restaurant, shop, and club owners, as well as audiophiles whose CD libraries have outgrown their bookshelves, will appreciate the convenience and storage capacity of the CAC-V3000 300-disc autochanger system from Pioneer Laser Entertainment, Inc. (2265 East 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90810). The system features two playing heads with a built-in cross fader for "zero wait time," which means that there are no silent pauses between selections. The broadcast-quality system can be programmed to play up to nine days of music without interruption. To make programming easy, the system is designed to interface with a wide variety of PC's. Once a library of up to 300 discs is loaded into the CAC-V3000, the operator no longer has to handle the CD's, reducing the chance of lost or damaged discs. Price: N/A.

Music on the Road
Designed for ease of use, Sherwood's (14830 Alondra Blvd., La Mirada, CA 90638) Model XC-681P automotive AM/FM/CD player gives the user a "control central" of backlit, logically positioned buttons. CD controls include intro scan, fast forward/reverse, track skip up/down, repeat, shuffle, and program play. The "CompuTuner Plus" tuning system uses a PIN-diode mechanism for consistent, accurate reception, and its "Auto Memory System" automatically stores the local area's strongest signals in memory. Other tuner/amplifier features include 6 AM and 12 FM presets with scan, automatic noise canceler, pulse-noise blanking system, a loudness button, a processor loop, and front and rear preamp outputs for system expansion. Price: $475.
Hi-8 Stereo Camcorder

The R-87H palm-sized Hi-8 hi-fi stereo camcorder from Ricoh Consumer Products Group (180 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, NJ 07004) features an internal rechargeable battery, a variable-speed zoom control, and a quick-connect modular system for fast hook-up to a TV or monitor. The 6-volt, lithium-ion type battery, which runs for about 45 minutes at full power, is inserted in the back of the camcorder. It can be recharged in about 45 minutes by placing it in the recharging stand, which connects to an AC outlet. A second, optional, battery can be recharged while the camcorder is in use. Users can control the speed of the zoom (5.9—47.2 mm f/1.4) from 1.5 to 16 seconds using a rocker switch. The amount of pressure exerted on the switch controls the speed of the zoom. By placing the camcorder into its quick-connection stand, which requires no cables or power cords, playback of videos on a TV or monitor is a snap. The R-87H also features programmable auto-exposure with three settings: portrait, sports, and high-speed. The camcorder weighs only 20 ounces without the battery or a cassette, and measures just 3.5 x 3.8 x 6.6 inches. Price: $1599.

CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Universal Remote/VCR Programmer

With its full 32K memory, the Universal Remote!"Quick Set" VCR Programmer (Model 8258) from Jasco Products Company (P.O. Box 466, Oklahoma City, OK 73101) can be used to control virtually any home entertainment equipment. It is quick to set up, controls as many as eight audio and video devices, and is upgradeable to prevent obsolescence. To make VCR recording easier, the remote poses a series of questions on its LCD. Programming the VCR requires just five quick "answers" to those questions. Price: $99.99.
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Cordless Phones

Two cordless phones from Sanyo (21350 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311-2329) feature "Super Comander III" technology, the third generation of the company's noise-reduction technology. The audio signal is compressed at the base and expanded at the headset, keeping noise outside of audible levels. The CLT4300 and CLT4600 both feature a sculpted design, 4096 digital security codes, and backlit handset keypads. The handset's volume level can be adjusted, and its ringer turned on or off. The handset, which can stand upright, also has a 7-day standby feature that allows it to stay away from the base for up to a week before recharging is required. To prevent children (or others) from making toll calls, up to five numbers can be locked out (900-numbers, for instance). In addition, the CLT4600 also adds a keypad and speaker to its base, allowing calls to be made or received from both the base and the handset. Its base also features a ringer on/off control and an LED intercom indicator. Prices: CLT4600, $149.95; CLT4300, $119.99.
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Travel Clock Radio

At home, we wake to music, instead of an alarm. When traveling, however, many hotels don't even provide a standard alarm clock, let alone one that includes a radio. Executive Travelware (P.O. Box 59387, Chicago, IL 60659) offers travelers the Flat Pak, a low-profile AM/FM travel clock radio that measures just 4½ x 3½ x 1 inches when closed. With the touch of a button, its black clam-shell case pops open to reveal a large digital LCD time display, angled for easy reading. All controls are also inside. Users can choose to wake to music or to a beeper alarm. Other features include a telescoping whip antenna, a snooze button, and a momentary light to see the time in a dark room. The radio is turned off immediately whenever the clam-shell case is closed. Price: $29.95.
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TSM 3-Digit DC Voltmeter Kit

A one-hour project that can really dress up the display of your next project or your car's dashboard.

DC power supplies must be among the most popular and practical projects we hobbyists build. I've made dozens of them myself, but no matter how nice I made each power-supply cabinet, they all looked "home-brewed." I always knew a digital readout would really give them a slicker look, but I thought a readout would either require a lot of parts and assembly time or be prohibitively expensive to buy pre-assembled. I was proven wrong by the TSM 177 3-Digit DC Voltmeter kit, which is both inexpensive and easy-to-build.

Among the meter's specifications are accuracy to ±1% of a volt, a range from -9.9 to +99.9 Volts DC, and a wide power-supply voltage range from 9 to 12 volts DC at 0.5 amps maximum. As we'll discuss later, the design is open to modifications that allow you to expand the range and use of the meter, so these specifications are actually minimal. Let's talk about the basic assembly procedure for the kit before covering those modifications.

Assembly. Building TSM kits is typically easy, and the voltmeter kit was no exception. For the beginner, there are some helpful soldering hints, pinouts, parts-identification tips, and a color-code chart printed onto the binder of the TSM kit case—indicative of the product line. Of course, if you're a veteran hobbyist you won't need to read them (except maybe to refresh your memory), but it's nice to know TSM is looking out for newcomers to electronics.

Moving on to the instructions, they are very concise and to the point. Instead of a lot of theory, the text describes how to install any component on the board guided by the two-color silk screening. It advises that you connect the components in the order that they are listed in the parts list to avoid any difficulty. That is a particularly useful suggestion because most of the components are taped together to form a strip that places the parts in the order that they appear in the parts list.

I followed the parts list as instructed and things went smoothly. All but one of the components in the strip were in order, so I would just pluck a component from the strip, check the parts list to find out its designation, locate its place on the circuit board, and pop it in. Once all of the components were in place, I soldered them. The whole process took less than a half hour, and should take even an absolute beginner less than an hour.

By the way, the part that was out of order on the strip was an off-board resistor used during a calibration procedure that follows the main assembly. The resistor was placed on the tape close to the other resistors to make taking inventory easier for the builder. The resistor is so obviously out of order that it shouldn't cause anyone trouble.

Once the on-board components were in place, I connected one lead of the off-board resistor (which limits input-signal current) to the appropriate point on the circuit board. Then I attached one wire to the remaining lead of the resistor and another to a grounded solder pad. Those two wires are used as the signal input. I also attached wires to the power-supply inputs. If you wish to run the display off a 9-volt battery, you can attach the appropriate battery clip to those points instead of the wires.

The finished board with the wires was depicted in the assembly instructions for clarity. With all the parts installed and the leads added, the unit was ready for calibration.
Graduate as a Fully Trained Electronics Professional!

If you want to learn about electronics, and earn a good income with that knowledge, then CIE is the best educational value you can receive. CIE's reputation as the world leader in home study electronics is based solely on the success of our graduates. And we've earned our reputation with an unconditional commitment to provide our students with the very best electronics training.

Just ask any of the 150,000-plus graduates of the Cleveland Institute of Electronics who are working in high-paying positions with aerospace, computer, medical, automotive and communications firms throughout the world.

They'll tell you success didn't come easy...but it did come...thanks to their CIE training. And today, a career in electronics offers more rewards than ever before.
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DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER ELIMINATES ALL VIDEO COPYGUARDS

While watching rental movies, you will notice annoying periodic color darkening, color shift, unwanted lines, flashing or jagged edges. This is caused by the copy protection jamming signals embedded in the video tape, such as Macrovision copy protection. The DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER 3670X COMpletely ELIMINATES ALL COPY PROTECTIONS AND JAMMING SIGNALS AND BRINGS YOU CRYSTAL CLEAR PICTURES.

WARNING The DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER IS INTENDED FOR PRIVATE HOME USE ONLY. IT IS NOT INTENDED TO COPY RENTAL MOVIES OR COPYRIGHTED TAPES THAT MAY CONSTITUTE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT.

To Order: $39.95 ea. + $5.50 p & h Visa, M/C, COD Mon-Fri: 9-6 EST 1-800-445-9285 ZENTEK CORP. DEPT. CPC393 3670-12 WEST OCEANSIDE RD. OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
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Calibration and Testing. For testing purposes, I powered the meter off a 9-volt battery. That provided the circuit with a test voltage as well as power. When the battery was first connected the display flickered briefly then went out. As it turns out, that was perfectly normal for the unit, which required some calibration before the display would light continuously.

To calibrate the unit I had to adjust two potentiometers: one to set the zero-volts point of the meter and the other to adjust the scale. To set the zero-volts level, the input wires were connected together (grounding the input) and one of the potentiometers was adjusted till the display lit and showed 0.0.

To adjust the scale you must supply a calibration voltage to the circuit's input. Luckily, you can use the output of a 5-volt regulator on the circuit board for that purpose. With the signal input connected to the regulator's output, I simply adjusted the second potentiometer till the display read 5.0.

As a double check I connected the circuit's input to the 9-volt battery. The display indicated less than the expected 9-volt reading. I took out my multimeter and, sure enough, the battery voltage was low. That was due to the high current draw of the display circuit, which you should keep in mind if you want to run the display off a battery.

Additional Uses. As mentioned earlier, the voltmeter circuit can be modified to go an extra mile. For example, if you wish to include the voltmeter in a project that has its own 5-volt supply, you can leave the 5-volt regulator off the voltmeter circuit board and power it from the main supply. To do that, just run a wire between the pad for the regulator's output pin to the 5-volt source and another wire between the voltmeter ground and the supply ground.

Similarly, if you want to use more than one voltmeter in a project it would be a good idea to use a single regulator to power all the units. That would reduce the amount of power dissipated due to regulation and lower the parts count.

The meter can be used as a current meter as well. To do that you just shunt the meter input with a precision 1-ohm resistor and place the modified meter in the current path. Most of the current will pass through the resistor causing it to develop a voltage drop. The drop will be one volt for each amp that passes. That voltage is detected by the meter and displayed to yield a reading that is equal to the current flow.

The meter need not be limited to DC applications either. By using a full-wave bridge rectifier and filter capacitor at the signal input, you should be able to take reasonably accurate root-mean squared readings of alternating current and voltage.

As should be obvious, a basic building block like the 3-Digit DC Voltmeter could be useful in a number of different projects to perform a variety of tasks. It is easy to build, and only requires a minimum of time to assemble and set.

The TSM 3-Digit DC Voltmeter Kit No. 177 is available from American Design Components (P.O. Box 2601, Secaucus, NJ 07096-2601; Tel: 1-800-776-3700) as item No. 21264 for $34.95. Contact them for further information, or circle No. 119 on the Free Information Card.
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The Sony STR-D990 is a relatively inexpensive receiver that offers a great deal of performance and can serve as the central component in a "home theater" audio/video installation. Few audio/video receivers that we know of offer as many features and as much power for a suggested price of only $480.00 as does this Sony Dolby Pro Logic unit.

A "station index" system associated with the tuner section allows you to divide as many as 30 preset stations into categories such as rock, jazz, etc. Tuning can be done via the presets or by entering the frequency of the desired station directly. In addition, an auto-tuning mode can be used to scan stations automatically, stopping at either all received FM stations or at the strongest signal stations, depending upon the setting of a "tuning level" pushbutton.

In the Dolby Pro Logic or Theater mode, the surround decoder provides the kind of surround sound you experience in Dolby-Stereo equipped motion-picture theaters. Four Dolby operating modes are provided: "normal" (using front left, front right, center channel, rear left and rear right speakers), "phantom" (which omits the center channel speaker), "wide" (used when a full-bandwidth center channel speaker is used) and "3-channel" (when rear or surround speakers are omitted). In addition to the Dolby decoder settings, you can choose six factory preset sound-field environments ("theater," "live," "disco," "simulated (stereo)," and "acoustic.")

You can also store up to seven settings that you create yourself, manipulating tone settings, delay time for the rear channels, and rear level to suit your own taste. Factory preset or customized sound fields can be linked to specific preset stations or other external audio-program sources.

A multi-function remote control is supplied with the Sony STR-D990 receiver. That unit allows the user to remotely control virtually all of the receiver's functions as well as the functions of equipment that is connected to the receiver.

**CONTROLS**

The left end of the front panel of the STR-D990 is equipped with the power switch, a speaker-selector switch, and a headphone jack. Nearby are two buttons for audio or video editing. A large display window occupies much of the top section of the front panel, and to its right are cursor-mode indicator lights (tone, index, and surround) and four cursor buttons whose function depends upon the setting of a nearby "cursor-mode" button. This arrangement reduces the number of controls and buttons needed to perform all the control functions of which the receiver is capable. For example, if the cursor-mode button is used to select "tone," the horizontal cursor buttons nearby are used to select bass or treble adjustments, while the vertically pointing cursors either boost or cut the portion of the audio spectrum selected. In the index mode, the cursors are used to select the alphabetic characters used to designate the desired index classification. In the surround mode, the cursor buttons are used to adjust the required time delay.

Below the display area there are various pushbuttons associated with tuning, sound-field selection, and tone defeat. Still lower on the panel are additional numerical buttons, a memory button, the direct-tuning button, an AM/FM band-selector button, an FM-
mode button (stereo or mono), a tape-monitor button, and the program-source selection buttons. At the extreme right of the panel there is the master volume control, a "DFSB" (Dynamic Bass Feedback) button for selecting enhanced bass reproduction (it adds a 12-dB narrow-band boost at around 100 Hz for those listeners who like their bass response "boomy" or "gut shaking"), a balance control, a muting button, and a front-panel set of audio/video inputs that make it convenient to connect a camcorder to the unit.

The rear panel of the STR-D990 is equipped with the usual FM and AM antenna terminals (an AM loopstick antenna is supplied for mounting to the receiver); spring-loaded speaker terminals for front-, rear-, and center-channel speakers (two center channel speakers can be used if desired); the required number of audio- and video-input jacks; tape-monitor jacks; a monitor-output jack (for connecting to your TV monitor/receiver); and video- and audio-output jacks to be used for connecting to the inputs of a VCR. Two switched AC convenience outlets are also found on the rear panel as is a grounding terminal for those users who still own and use record turntables.

**LAB TEST RESULTS**

We measured tuner performance first, with the receiver set to the stereo mode. The frequency response of the FM tuner

### TEST RESULTS—SONY STR-D990 A/V STEREO RECEIVER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Manufacturer's Claim</th>
<th>PE Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM-Tuner Section</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable sensitivity</td>
<td>11.2 dBf</td>
<td>14.5 dBf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-dB quieting (mono/stereo)</td>
<td>18.3/38.3 dBf</td>
<td>13.5/34.5 dBf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N (mono/stereo)</td>
<td>80/74 dB</td>
<td>76/71.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD @ 1 kHz (mono/stereo)</td>
<td>0.3/0.5%</td>
<td>0.4/0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation @ 1 kHz</td>
<td>45 dB</td>
<td>44 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freq. response (30Hz-15kHz)</td>
<td>+0.2 dB</td>
<td>See text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>60 dB</td>
<td>62 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture ratio</td>
<td>1.2 dB</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Suppression ratio</td>
<td>54 dB</td>
<td>55 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image rejection</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF rejection</td>
<td>70 dB</td>
<td>72 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious rejection</td>
<td>80 dB</td>
<td>85 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Amplifier Section**

- Front (stereo only): 100 W/ch. Confirmed
- Front & center (surround): 65 W/ch. Confirmed
- Surround: 25 W/ch. Confirmed
- THD (stereo only): 18% Confirmed
- Input sensitivity (high-level/phonos): 2.5 mV/200 mV Confirmed
- Tone control range (high-level/phonos): +1/-10 dB @ 8-10 dB Confirmed
- Muting: -20 dB Confirmed
- DFSB (maximum): +10 dB @ 70 Hz +10 dB @ 80 Hz Confirmed

**Additional Data**

- Power requirements: 120V AC, 60 Hz Confirmed, 240 W
- Dimensions (W x H x D, inches): 17 x 5 1/2 x 13 1/2 Confirmed
- Weight (lbs/kg): 23 lbs, 2 oz/10.5 Confirmed
- Suggested Retail Price: $490.00

The frequency response of the FM tuner section was essentially flat (within ±1 dB) from 30 Hz to around 13 kHz, and exhibited an attenuation of around 4 dB for the left channel at 15 kHz and less than 2 dB for the right channel.

For mono reception, THD-plus-noise measured 0.4% at 1 kHz, while in stereo, THD-plus-noise was nearly 0.6% for the same modulating frequency.

The THD-plus-noise versus signal-strength test was performed after a lengthy warmup of the receiver. Surprisingly, the stereo THD-plus-noise was actually lower (0.3%) than that of mono, which still measured 0.4%.
section was essentially flat (within ±1 dB) from 30 Hz to around 13 kHz, and exhibited an attenuation of around 4 dB for the left channel at 15 kHz and less than 2 dB for the right channel.

Next we looked at how residual noise varied with signal strength for both mono and stereo incoming signals. In mono, 50-dB quieting was attained with signal levels of only 13.5 dB, or far better than the 18.3 dB claimed by Sony. In stereo, 50-dB quieting required an input signal strength of 34.5 dB, again bettering the claimed specification of 38.3 dB. The best mono signal-to-noise ratio was 76 dB, while in stereo, S/N reached 71.5 dB for strong signals.

The next test examined how THD-plus-noise varied with frequency. For mono reception, THD-plus-noise measured 0.4% at 1 kHz, while in stereo, THD-plus-noise was nearly 0.6% for the same modulating frequency. We also looked at how THD-plus-noise varied with signal strength. The modulating frequency was a constant 1 kHz. This test was performed after a lengthy warmup of the receiver and, surprisingly, the stereo THD-plus-noise was actually lower (0.3%) than that of mono, which still measured 0.4%.

Next, we measured stereo separation of the FM tuner section. It was excellent, with 44 dB of separation at mid-frequencies, 43 dB at 100 Hz, and just over 30 dB at 10 kHz. It should be noted that in the stereo mode, automatic switching back to mono occurs below signal strengths of approximately 30 dB.

As is true of so many AM-tuner sections of high-fidelity stereo receivers, the frequency response of the AM tuner section of the Sony STR-D990 was very poor, extending only from around 140 Hz to 2.6 kHz for the -6 dB roll-off points. Despite pleas from AM broadcasters, makers of these receivers continue to treat AM as an afterthought, putting little effort into designing an AM tuner section that can properly reproduce the AM signals being broadcast now by many conscientious AM stations.

Most of the tests we conducted for the amplifier section of this receiver were done in the stereo mode, with surround sound turned off. Under those conditions, the frequency response of the preamplifier/amplifier section was down about 0.3 dB at 20 Hz and about 1.7 dB at 20 kHz. The response was the same regardless of whether measured with the tone controls defeated or in the signal path. We also looked at the response of the center-channel outputs when the surround sound "Normal" Dolby Pro Logic circuitry was used. The response curve of that output showed marked roll-off at both the bass and treble ends; that is deliberate and is called for by the Dolby Surround system. This type of response helps to emphasize spoken dialog, which is what is mainly supposed to emanate from a center-channel speaker. As for the rear or surround speaker amplifiers, we had to judge them strictly with subsequent listening tests, since the time delay introduced for these outputs makes it impossible for our test equipment to properly "track" a frequency response curve.

Reverting to the stereo mode, we looked at how harmonic distortion plus noise varied with frequency when the output was maintained at the rated value of 100 watts/channel with both channels driven. At mid-frequencies, THD plus noise was only 0.048%, and even at 20 Hz distortion remained within the 0.1% limit specified by Sony. We were able to repeat that test for the center channel, using the "Normal" Dolby Pro Logic mode while maintaining a regulated output of 65 dB.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC

There is a growing concern over possible health hazards from low-frequency electromagnetic fields. When the story first broke, the fields of greatest concern were those given off by overhead power-line transformers.

At the time, the reasoning was unless you worked in the electronics field or lived in close proximity to power lines, you could consider yourself unaffected and relatively safe. New evidence suggests that that really isn't the case. It appears that the ELF (extremely low-frequency) magnetic fields given off by many household appliances and computer monitors can be of sufficient strength to be considered potentially hazardous.

For those of us who dabble in electronics, or earn our livelihood in electronics or a related field, the concern becomes more prominent. That being the case you should be aware of what research has taken place and what's been reported thus far. If after reading the following material you feel the concern to be legitimate, you can construct a simple ELF monitor to check and modify your environment. The ELF monitor described later in this article is simple to build and should cost less than $25.

Why Worry Now? You might be wondering if ELF radiation is such a health hazard, why has it taken so long for anyone to mention its dangers? To answer that question, we must look at how scientists first sized up the potential harm of low-frequency magnetic fields.

To begin with, it was originally believed that weak low-frequency fields could not have a significant impact on living systems. This belief was based on the amount of thermal energy the ELF fields could produce in biological tissue. The energy produced by ELF radiation is much smaller than the normal thermal energy internally generated by a cell's metabolic processes. In addition, the quantum energy of the fields is far too low to break any chemical or nuclear bonds in the tissue. Therefore, scientists felt DNA would be safe from mutating. Finally the electric field of the body is much greater than the induced field from ELF radiation. Looking at all these factors, it's easy to understand why the scientific community quickly dismissed epidemiological studies that indicated a statistically significant hazard associated with ELF radiation.

As a result, the scientific community has of late been portrayed in the press as a bunch of hacks or bureaucratic puppets genuflecting for grants from government agencies and power companies. However, the reason for the quick dismissal was one of genuine disbelief, not a mass cover up. Although in truth, a few scientists have stepped over the line and maligned good researchers based upon the profit and loss statements of their employers. These scientists are few in number and the entire scientific community should not be condemned based upon their isolated unethical endeavors.

The Real Deal. Although the mechanism by which ELF fields affect biological tissue is still not exactly known, it has been unequivocally shown that cells are affected. The best research to date shows that a cell's membrane, or receptor molecules in the membrane, are sensitive to extremely weak low-frequency magnetic fields.

Some of the effects reported so far include changes in the flow of ionic compounds through cellular membranes. Also noted are changes in DNA synthesis, RNA transcription, and the response of cells to signaling molecules such as hormones and neurotransmitters. In addition, changes have been noted in the kinetics of some cellular biochemical reactions.

Not all ELF radiation produces all of those effects, it's more complex than that. Some effects are only noted at discrete frequencies and amplitudes of the magnetic field. Others depend on the strength and orientation of an ambient constant magnetic field. Still others require a threshold of exposure time rather than field strength.

The inherent danger or increased likelihood of various forms of cancer due to ELF radiation has been emphasized in the press. As stated pre-
viously, the quantum energy of these fields isn’t sufficient to produce any type of chromosomal damage. Simply, that means that ELF radiation doesn’t initiate cancer. The increased incidence of cancers is due to the fact that ELF radiation can promote the disease after the cancer has been triggered by another agent. The cancer is promoted because ELF radiation can suppress the body’s immune system. In addition, it has been determined that at the cellular level the ELF fields increase the production of the enzyme ornithine decarboxylase, which has been cited to support the promotion of cancer in the body.

The Evidence As studies progress, more information will be forthcoming. Here is a short list of reported events that indicates the potential hazards of ELF fields:

- In 1972, Soviet researchers linked electromagnetic fields with low-grade health problems such as fatigue and headaches.
- In 1977, Robert Becker, physician and biophysicist Andrew Marino testified before the New York State Public Service Commission about the results of their experiment that showed negative health effects due to exposure to ELF fields.
- In 1979, Nancy Wertheimer, an epidemiologist and physicist Ed Leeper published a study that showed a statistical link between childhood cancers and the proximity of certain types of high-current power lines to the home.
- In 1982, a Washington State study examined the data for the deaths of 438,000 workers in the State occurring between 1960 and 1979. The results of the study showed that leukemia deaths were elevated in 10 out of 11 occupations where the workers were exposed to ELF fields.
- In 1986, Dr. Bernard Tribukait, a professor of radiobiology at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, reported that the fetuses of mice exposed to sawtooth electromagnetic fields had a greater incidence of congenital malformation than unexposed mice. The sawtooth waveform is a typical waveform generated by monitors and TVs.
- In 1988, the Maryland Department of Health and Hygiene found an unusually high rate of fatal brain cancer among men employed in electrical occupations.
- In 1989, John Hopkins University found an elevated risk of all cancers among New York Telephone Company cable splicers.
- In 1990, David Savitz, an epidemiologist at the University of North Carolina, determined through a study that pregnant women who used electric blankets have children who have a 30% increased risk of cancer as compared to children whose mothers didn’t use electric blankets.

So far I have concentrated on the negative effects of 60-Hz ELF fields. But you should know that there are positive medical uses for ELF fields. Robert Becker had discovered that ELF fields when appropriately applied (at a specific frequency and amplitude) can promote healing and therapeutic responses in tissue. The ELF fields appear to be a double-edged sword, being able to heal as well as harm.

Computer Monitors. Concern over the radiation from televisions and computer monitors (which are closely related in operation and technology) is nothing new. A number of years ago there was concern as to whether radiation given off by color television could have a negative impact on health. This concern was based primarily on ionizing radiation, (low-level X-rays) whose intensity fell off dramatically a few inches away from the TV screen, and turned out to be incidental. But more insidious than this overt threat is one that has passed unnoticed until quite recently: the low-frequency magnetic fields generated by the coils on the TV’s CRT (Cathode-Ray Tube).

Computer monitors (or VDT’s, which stands for video-display terminals) generate these low-frequency magnetic fields, which emanate in all directions, too. They present a greater hazard than TVs because a user must sit closer to them during use. In fact, there have been numerous reports from female computer operators of cluster miscarriages. The word cluster refers to a greater-than-average incidence of miscarriages among a group of women.

The latest study on cluster miscarriages was performed in 1988 by doctors Marilyn Goldhaber, Michael Polen, and Robert Hiatt of the Kaiser Permanente Health Group in Oakland, California. The study involved 1,583 pregnant women. The results of the study showed that female workers who used computers more than 20 hours a week had double the miscarriage rate as female workers who did similar work without computers.

What the study didn’t take into account, but which I’m sure will be studied in the near future, is the incidence of malformations and cancers in the children born to women who use computers as compared to the children of women who don’t. If we extrapolate the information from David Savitz’s 1990 study, we may see another side to the problem.

Excessive ELF fields emitted by computer monitors is an industry-wide problem, virtually all CRT computer monitors emit excessive ELF radiation unless specifically stated otherwise. Recently, MacWorld Magazine (in the July, 1990 issue) did ELF studies on 10 popular monitors. All of the monitors tested emitted excessive ELF radiation at close range. The only recommendation that they can offer you at this time is to increase the distance between you and the monitor. A working distance of two feet is recommended.

The ELF field propagates from all points around the monitor, not just from the front screen. That fact becomes important in offices where computer terminals are in close proximity to one another, because workers can be exposed not only from their own monitor, but also from a neighbor’s monitor.

It’s important to realize that the ELF field given off will vary somewhat from monitor to monitor. Table 1 summarizes some measurements I took of...
the 60-Hz ELF field from my 1084 Amiga monitor. As you can see, the ELF field strength drops off dramatically with distance from the monitor. (I could not check the ELF radiating from the bottom of the monitor because of the way it is situated in my work space.)

Shielding. It would be nice if we could purchase a radiation shield for our monitors, similar to the antiguare shield on the market. Unfortunately none exist. Be very careful, there are some antiglare screens on the market that make a claim of blocking the electric and magnetic fields given off from the monitor. First, electric fields are far from our monitors, similar to the antiglare field that makes a claim of blocking the electric and magnetic fields given off from the monitor. First, electric fields as far as I know have not been reported to have any negative impact upon health. Second, the magnetic field the screens claim to block are in fact the visible-light frequency fields generated by the CRT. Those high-frequency magnetic fields have not been shown to have a negative impact on health. These antiglare screens have no impact on the low-frequency (60-Hz) magnetic fields that I am talking about.

There is no easy way to filter the monitor to reduce the propagating ELF field. I have tried a number of different methods, none had any appreciable impact on the ELF radiation. The best recommendation is to keep the monitor 18–24 inches away from yourself.

Another possibility is to use an alternative type computer monitor. Liquid-crystal display (LCD) and plasma-display monitors do not emit ELF fields. However, their drawbacks are higher cost and lower resolution.

Precautions Around the Home. There are sources of ELF around the typical home. Before I discuss them, I would first like to explain a little bit about dose-rate. An appliance in the home may generate a very strong ELF field, but if the appliance is only used a short time, its risk factor is probably low. (Note the word "probably" in the last sentence; currently, exact data on short-duration high-strength fields hasn't been gathered.)

Electric razors fall into this category. Line-operated (plugged into a wall socket rather than battery-powered) razors do produce extremely strong ELF fields, and are held in very close proximity to the body, but because they are only used for a short time, the total exposure or dose is small and they are probably safe. In contrast to the electric razor is the electric blanket. It emits a much lower ELF field strength, but for a much longer exposure time.

Dr. Nancy Wertheimer, who first published the epidemiological study showing a correlation between 60-Hz power lines and the increased incidence of childhood cancer in this country, has also performed similar research on users of electric blankets. She has found that there is a higher incidence of miscarriages among pregnant women who use electric blankets as compared to pregnant women who do not.

For users of electric blankets, the following recommendations can be made. One, switch to ordinary blankets. If you like electric blankets, use one to heat your bed before going to sleep, but unplug the blanket before you actually get into bed. It is not sufficient to just turn off the blanket because many blankets still produce an ELF field as long as they're plugged into a socket.

Fluorescent lights are much more efficient (more light per electrical watt!) than ordinary incandescent bulbs. Because of that, they have become the standard lighting system used in most offices, industry, and now around the home. However, fluorescent lights require a ballast transformer that generates an ELF field. If you're using a small fluorescent lamp as a desk light, you may want to consider switching to an incandescent lamp, which generates virtually no ELF.

That also applies to the new energy-saver fluorescent lamps that replace standard incandescent bulbs. They are okay for overhead lighting, but you may want to reconsider using them for close-up work or desk lighting.

Television sets fall into the same category as our computer monitors. Like our monitors, they produce a field that propagates from around the entire set. The ELF field will propagate through standard building materials such as wood and plaster. So if a TV set is placed against a wall, the ELF will propagate through the wall into the adjoining room. So it becomes important not to place a bed against a wall with a TV set on the other side.

The small motors in AC-powered clocks also produce ELF fields. If the clock is an alarm clock that lies close to the sleeper's head, it could be giving that person a significant dose of ELF radiation during the night. The recommendation would be to move the clock a significant distance away. Or purchase either a battery-powered clock or a digital clock that produces a negligible field.

Hair dryers fall in the same category as electric shavers since using them means short-term, high-field-strength exposure. They are probably safe for most people. Notable exceptions are people who use them in their occupation, such as hair stylists and hairdressers.

Electric baseboard heaters are another potential problem appliance. A minimum of 4 feet of distance is recommended from such heaters.

It's impossible for me to state what a safe, long-term dose rate is because it hasn't been established. Effects have been reported at dose rates as low as 1.2 to 3 milligauss. So I would venture to say try to limit long-term exposure to 1 milligauss or less.

Bottom Line. A controversy still rages as to the impact and extent of ELF fields on human health. However, I feel there is sufficient evidence for we hobbyists (especially since we daily with electronics) to take a conservative view on the amount of exposure we should allow ourselves. I would try to limit long-term exposure to one milligauss or less. Of course, its
difficult to know what your ELF exposure level is without a milligauss meter.

That's where the ELF Monitor described in this article comes in. It senses the 60-Hz magnetic field from any appliance and indicates whether the radiation level is safe or not. The warning trip point of the circuit is about 1.5 to 2.5 milligauss. Using the meter around your home, apartment, or work space will enable you to identify potentially hazardous ELF fields and their sources so you can implement corrective action. If you decided not to build the meter, I'd advise you to at least follow the precautions outlined above, as they will help you to reduce exposure.

**The Monitor Circuit.** The key to the ELF Monitor circuit (see Fig. 1) is the ELF sensor. The sensor—a telephone pick-up coil normally used to monitor phone calls. Any 60-Hz hum picked-up by coil is rectified, amplified, and then used to charge a capacitor.

In practice, the millivolt-level AC signal from the sensor is put through a half-wave rectifying op-amp amplifier, where D1 compensates for the voltage drop across diode D2. The second half of the op-amp then provides additional amplification of the signal so it is sufficient to drive the two LM339 comparators, which are used as display drivers.

I chose to use germanium diodes for D1–D3 since they have a lower voltage drop (about 0.3 volts) than silicon diodes and extract superior performance from the op-amps. The PC-mounted potentiometer (R5) allows the unit to be calibrated (as described later). Capacitor C1 is used to block DC that may flow from resistor R2 through the coil.

**Construction.** There are a few construction tips worth mentioning for building the ELF Monitor. First of all, you should use a non-conductive plastic case such as the one mentioned in the Parts List. A metal case will impede any measurements. You can assemble and solder components on a small piece of perfboard. However, keep all lead lengths as short as possible to minimize stray pickup in the wiring.

Once the main circuit is completed, you will have to connect it to the pickup coil. The coil has some shielded cable protruding from its side. Cut this cable off leaving about 3 inches attached to the coil. Split and strip the wires in the cable. Attach the pickup coil to the front of a plastic case using epoxy or hot glue.

The top of the case must be drilled to accommodate the two LED's and the power switch. You will also have to arrange a suitable mounting scheme for the battery. Calibration must take place in an area that is relatively free of 60-Hz radiation. Turn on the monitor and adjust R5 so that the green LED is just about to turn off and the red LED is about to turn on. That's the proper operating point.

The monitor quickly detects an ELF field, however it is a little sluggish (typically, there is a delay of around 1 second) in responding once the field is removed.

(Continued on page 85)
Reduce Heating Costs with the Fuel Miser

BY ANTHONY J. CARISTI

Tame home-heating costs by installing our super-efficient furnace controller

The price of everything is steadily going up these days. And one of the major drags on most household budgets is home heating costs; be it gas, oil, or electric. That's because a properly designed heating system operates with a 100% duty cycle, meaning that the burner is either 100% on—producing possibly 80,000 to 120,000 BTUs of heat energy for each hour of operation—or 100% off at any given time. Unfortunately, there is a flaw in that type of operation; the thermostat knows nothing of the amount of heat that has built up in the heat exchanger, which can transfer just so many BTUs of heat. Thus, the burner can run and run until the temperature set-point is reached, and so a great amount of heat is simply wasted. Not a very efficient method of operation, to say the least.

Some thermostats have a "heat anticipator" feature that shuts off the burner before the thermostat set-point temperature is reached. That helps somewhat; but a significant amount of heat (fuel) is still wasted. Of course, there are other ways to reduce heating-fuel consumption, installing better insulation and/or lowering the thermostat settings, for instance. But what can be done after those measures have been taken?

That's where the Fuel Miser described in this article comes into play. The Fuel Miser, which is designed to be connected to the thermostat circuit of a heating system, takes control of the system and meters out a selected amount of fuel, as we'll soon see.

How It Works. The Fuel Miser, a solid-state, optically isolated, duty-cycle controller, is connected in series with the thermostat wiring of a heating system. Without regard to the thermostat setting, the Fuel Miser allows the furnace burner to operate at selectable duty cycle increments of 10% of up to 100%. There is no apparent loss of comfort level because the Fuel Miser, while keeping the burner cut off, allows the heat normally trapped and wasted in the exchanger to be distributed, thereby enhancing fuel efficiency.

Gas- and electric-heating systems respond well to short bursts of fuel demand. For gas- and electric-heating systems, the Fuel Miser is designed so that each 10% of duty-cycle time is just 45 seconds, and a complete on-off cycle takes 450 seconds or 7½ minutes. Oil systems are more restrictive in their cycling requirements because the system must be allowed time to cool down before it can be restarted. For oil systems, the Fuel Miser's duty cycle is 3½ minutes for each 10% increment of duty cycle, thus a full on-off cycle (100% duty cycle) takes 35 minutes.

The Fuel Miser's duty cycle is set by a specific value of timing capacitor—one value for gas and electric systems and another for oil-fired systems. The circuit's duty cycle is instantly adjustable at any time by means of a 10-position rotary switch. An optoisolator/Triac circuit is used to interface the Fuel Miser to the heating system.

About the Circuit. Refer to the schematic and timing diagrams in Fig. 1. In the schematic diagram (Fig. 1A), U1 (a 555 oscillator/timer) is configured as an astable multivibrator (or free-running oscillator), whose operating frequency is determined by R1, R2, and C2. The value of C2 (the timing capacitor) must be selected for the type of fuel used by the system; gas, electric, or oil. For gas and electric systems, U1's operating frequency should be 0.02 Hz; for oil systems, it should be set to 0.005 Hz.

The output of U1 at pin 3 is fed to the clock input of U2 (a CD4017B decade counter/divider with 10 decoded outputs) at pin 14. That causes U2 to advance one count for each low-to-
Fig. 1. Here are the schematic and timing diagrams for the Fuel Miser. The Fuel Miser is comprised of a 555 oscillator/timer (U1), a CD4017B decade counter/divider (U2), half of a CD4001 quad two-input nor gate (U3), an MOC3011 optoisolator/coupler (U4), a BS170 N-channel, enhancement, TMOS field-effect transistor (Q1), a T2322D Triac, and a handful of support components.

The U2 outputs selected via S1 are fed to the other input of the latch at pin 6. Together, those two U2 outputs are used to start (set) and stop (reset) the latch, which in turn determines the duty cycle of the circuit.

Now, let's assume that S2 is set to the 80% duty-cycle (U2 pin 4). When pin 4 (which corresponds to a count of 2) goes high, the latch sets, causing its output at pin 3 to go high and pin 4 to go low. The latch remains in that state until U2 goes from count 9 to count 0.
At that point, a positive-going signal appears at pin 12 of U2 and is applied to pin 1 of U3, causing the latch to reset. The latch remains in the reset state until U2 again reaches a count of 2, and the cycle repeats.

Note that the output signal appearing at U3 pin 3 has a duty cycle of 80%, which is the setting selected by S1. One can see that if S1 is set to any of the other nine decoded outputs of U2, the resulting duty cycle at U3 pin 3 will respond accordingly.

The signal appearing at U3 pin 3 is used to bias Q1 (a BS170 N-channel, enhancement, TMOS field-effect transistor) on and off. The drain of Q1 is connected through LED1 to the cathode end of U4's internal LED. When Q1 turns on, current flows through U4 (an MOC3011 optoisolator/coupler), causing LED1 to light and U4's Triac-driver output stage to turn on. With U4 activated, the Triac-driver applies gate current to TR1 (a T2322D), causing it to conduct. At that point, operating power is fed through the thermostat wiring of the heating system, permitting the burner to operate (provided that the thermostat is calling for heat).

When the signal at U3 pin 3 is low, Q1 is cut off and no current flows into U4, so TR1 remains off and the heating system's burner is prevented from operating during the off-time of the Fuel Miser. However, heat continues to flow from the heat exchanger into the system, maintaining the comfort level, without consuming fuel.

The Fuel Miser can be set to 100% duty cycle at any time; that restores the heating system to its normal operating state. When S1 is set to any of the other positions, the circuit provides a fuel savings that depends on the selected duty cycle.

The Fuel Miser can be powered from any 9-15 volt DC power source (although the author's unit was powered from a common wall adapter). Any ripple voltage generated by the power source is filtered out by C1. Diode D1 is included in the circuit to protect against accidental reverse polarity connections.

Construction. There is nothing critical about the construction of the Fuel Miser. In fact, if you choose, the circuit can be built on perfboard using point-to-point wiring techniques.

However, the author's prototype was built on a small printed-circuit board, measuring about 3 1/4 by 1 3/4 inches; a full-size template of that printed-circuit pattern is shown here. You can etch your own board from the pattern shown or purchase one from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

Once you've obtained all the necessary parts and the printed-circuit board, construction can begin. Assemble the printed-circuit board using Fig. 3 as a guide. It is recommended that sockets be provided for all of the IC's. The use of sockets allows for ease of troubleshooting and servicing of the circuit should it ever become necessary. If you do not have 6- or 8-pin sockets on hand (for U4 and U1, respectively), they can be simultaneously fabricated by carefully cutting a 14 pin socket into two pieces with a small hacksaw.

After the sockets are installed, place and solder all the passive components (resistors, capacitors), except the timing capacitor (C2). Follow the passive components with the active components. Be sure that all of the polarized components (electrolytic capacitors and all semiconductor devices) are properly oriented; all it takes is one misoriented polarized part to render the circuit inoperative. That error can also cause parts to be damaged.

Timing-Capacitor Selection. As mentioned earlier, the Fuel Miser's timing circuit (U1) must be set for the type of fuel—gas and electric or oil—that is used by the heating system. It does not matter what kind of heat is produced by the system . . . hot water, warm air, or steam . . . the Fuel Miser will operate properly when the correct value of timing capacitor (C2) is installed. For gas (either propane or natural gas) and electric systems, make C2 a 22-µF unit. For oil burners,
use a 100-μF unit. Low-leakage electrolytic capacitors are a must to ensure timing accuracy.

Note: If an oscilloscope is available, the Fuel Miser can be put through a rapid test by temporarily using a 1000-pF (0.001-μF) 50-volt, ceramic-disc capacitor in place of the specified C2 values to temporarily increase U1's oscillating frequency. (We'll discuss the rapid test procedure later.)

**Final Assembly.** When the board is fully populated (excluding C2), inspect it carefully for any possible shorts, especially between closely spaced conductors. All solder joints must be shiny, smooth, and filleted. Any that appear as dull blobs of solder (known as cold solder joints) must be corrected by removing the old solder and redoing the joint. It is far easier to correct such faults at this stage of the game than attempting to do so later after you've discovered that the project is inoperative.

The Fuel Miser's circuit board can be housed in the furnace enclosure or placed in a small plastic enclosure of its own and installed next to the thermostat, furnace, or anywhere you choose. A suitable enclosure is suggested in the Parts List. LED1, which provides a visual indication of the Fuel Miser's operation may optionally be placed on the front of the cabinet or furnace where it can be seen.

The rotary switch may be installed in any convenient location near the circuit board, with the positions marked 10%, 20%, etc. (in 10% increments) up to 100%. That allows you to instantly change the Fuel Miser's duty cycle at any time. When wiring S1 refer to Fig. 3, which illustrates the location of the connections.

Power for the author's prototype was provided by a 9- to 15-volt DC wall adapter (but any power supply with an output voltage within the specified range will do just fine). Be sure to check your power source with a DC voltmeter to be sure that its output voltage is within the specified range. Connections between the power supply and the Fuel Miser can be hard wired, or made through a miniature plug and jack arrangement. In any case, be sure to observe proper polarity.

When installing the Fuel Miser in a cabinet, a pair of binding posts or a two-wire connector should be used to bring TR1's MT1 and MT2 terminal connections out to the heating system. The polarity of those wires does not matter. Once those terminals are installed, **do not** connect the Fuel Miser to the heating system until instructed to do so, which will come later, after the checkout procedure.

**Checkout.** Since the Fuel Miser's timing circuit operates at a very low frequency (0.02 Hz for gas and electric systems and 0.005 Hz for oil systems), a DMM or VOM with an input impedance of 1 megohm or more and a clock or stopwatch can be used to checkout the circuit. If, on the other hand, an oscilloscope is available, a more rapid checkout procedure can be performed by temporarily substituting, as mentioned previously, a 1000-pF capacitor for C2 and observing the output waveform's duty cycle. In addition, if a 24-volt step-down transformer is available, it can be used to check the Triac output of the circuit.

Begin the checkout procedure by connecting a 9- to 15-volt DC power source to the circuit, and after making sure that the source voltage is properly polarized, apply power. Check the signal at pin 3 of U1. A normal indication is about a 67% duty cycle (high level 2/3 of the time and low level 1/3 of the time). The period of the signal should be about 45 seconds (gas/electric systems) or 3½ minutes (oil systems) with the specified value of C2 installed. With a 1000-pF unit installed, the period (as observed on the oscilloscope) should be about 2 milliseconds.

If you do not obtain the correct signal at U1 pin 3, troubleshoot the circuit before proceeding. Check the power supply voltage and its polarity. Check the orientation of D1, U1, U2, and C2. Check the values of R12, R2, and C2. If everything looks correct, try a new 555 oscillator/timer (U1).

Set S1 to the 50% position, and observe LED1 or examine the scope display of the signal at pin 3 of U3. After the circuit has gone through one on-off cycle, the duty cycle should, thereafter, be 50%. With the specified value of C2 for gas and electric or oil systems in place, the off and on times of the LED should be either 3½ minutes or 1½ minutes each, depending upon which timing capacitor has been installed in the circuit. With the 1000-pF test capacitor installed, the off/on times should be 10 milliseconds each.

Try different positions of S1, and verify that the duty cycle can be set from 10% to 100% (in increments of 10%) by observing LED1 and/or the scope display of the signal at U3 pin 3. If the LED
Fig. 4. When the circuit is working properly, the output circuitry can be checked using a 24-volt step-down transformer, a 1k resistor, and an LED. Together those components simulate the load that the Fuel Miser sees during normal operation.

Fig. 5. This drawing shows the Fuel Miser connected in series with the thermostat of a two-wire gas furnace that's powered by a 24-volt transformer.

Fig. 6. Some oil-fired systems use three-wire thermostats to control the operation of the burner motor and ignition system by activating a relay. This is a typical installation for such systems.

Fig. 7. Electric-heating systems may or may not use a relay in the thermostat circuit. Those that do have a relay can be controlled by the Fuel Miser by wiring its output circuit in series with the relay coil connections as shown here.

Fig. 8. Electric-heating systems that do not contain a low-current thermostat (as in the previous installation), use a heavy-duty thermostat that directly feeds current to the heating element. For such systems, it will be necessary to install a heavy-duty relay (K1 in this example) to control the heavy heating-element current.

Installation. As previously stated, the Fuel Miser can be installed directly into the furnace enclosure, on the wall next to the thermostat, or in any desired location where the thermostat wiring is accessible. Be sure to turn off power to the furnace before attempting the installation.

Figure 5 shows the Fuel Miser connected in series with the thermostat of a two-wire gas furnace that's powered by a 24-volt transformer that is located inside the furnace enclosure. The polarity of the connections from the Fuel Miser to the furnace circuit is not important. The thermostat directly controls the gas valve, which operates at 24-volts AC and draws about 1-ampere of current. The Triac in the Fuel Miser switches current off and on in the thermostat circuit.

Three-wire thermostats are used in some oil-burner systems to control the operation of the burner motor and ignition system (by activating a relay). (Continued on page 93)
Electronic circuits depend heavily on input devices for information about the outside world. An input device may be as simple as a switch or magnetic sensor, or as intricate as an optical or ultrasonic sensor. Sensors are typically driven by mechanical force, pressure, temperature, position, light, and sound. Sensors translate such physical quantities into either voltage or current for use by an electronic circuit.

This article will explain the construction, characteristics, and operation of commercially available sensors such as mechanical switches, magnetic switches, photocells, phototransistors, and optocouplers. For the more interesting sensors, we will present a simple application or two.

**Mechanical Switches.** Switches in which an external mechanical force actuates a set of electrical contacts to complete or break a connection are probably the simplest form of input device available. In a momentary switch, the connection is made or broken when the mechanical force is removed and the contacts return to their original position. A maintained switch may use similar electrical-contact sets, but the connection will remain after the actuating force is removed until another force (usually in the opposite direction), is applied to the switch.

Pushbutton, toggle, and rotary-type switches may be either momentary or maintained. As you probably know, there are momentary and maintained versions of each different type of switch available in a large selection of sizes, shapes, and ratings to suit many different applications.

There is one type of mechanical switch that deserves special mention as it is readily used as a sensor: the microswitch. A microswitch is ideally suited as a sensor to detect physical limits and position. It can be mounted in any position using regular screws.

All of the types of switches mentioned can be separated into two general categories: commercial and industrial. Commercial switches are used for light-duty, low-current applications in homes and offices, or any other environment that is reasonably dry, clean, free of dust and harmful vapors, and protected from vibration and high impact forces. Radios, televisions, and computers typically make use of commercial-grade switches.

An industrial switch usually handles heavier current (over 5 amps), and is built to withstand constant abuse from shock and vibration. Many industrial switches are sealed to resist the dust, dirt, oils, chemicals, and harsh solvents that are present in many industrial environments.

Contact corrosion and electrical arcing are the two greatest problems with mechanical switches. Gold, silver, palladium, platinum, molybdenum, and tungsten are among the most widely used contact materials because they can conduct electricity very well. Yet, in the presence of an oxygen atmosphere, each of these metals will eventually react with oxygen to form a layer of poorly conducting oxide on the contact surfaces. This oxidizing phenomenon will degrade the reliability of the switch since a good electrical contact may not be formed each time the switch is activated.

Arcing, on the other hand, is caused when switch contacts must handle high currents. Each time a heavily loaded switch closes, electrons jump the gap between contacts before a good connection is formed. When an arc occurs, a minute amount of metal is deposited from one contact to another. The size of the deposit depends on the current that is being switched—greater current results in a greater arc, and a faster breakdown of the contact surfaces. Over time, arcing will cause gaps and pits in the contacts, which will eventually ruin the switch. Table 1 (see page 44) lists some of the characteristics of common contact materials and their susceptibility to arcing and oxidation.

There is another problem that must be considered when using switches in high-speed circuits, such as a computer interface. Most switch contacts will not make a perfect contact right away. A mechanical switch can take up to 10 milliseconds for the contact surfaces to settle together and form a low-resistance connection. During this time, mechanical noise (or "bounce") can cause unpredictable operation.

A switch de-bounce circuit, such as the one in Fig. 1, can be used to overcome that problem. The circuit effectively ignores the bounce to provide a clean digital output signal. The feedback from one side of the inverting gate to another will cause a brief delay before the digital output can change. That delay will usually be enough for most bounce to settle. When the output of U1-b finally changes, the output will be a single, clean change in logic level. It is usually a good idea to de-bounce any switch input that will be used to drive a digital input, or in any other sensitive application where noisy contacts can cause erroneous operation.

**Flex Switches.** A flex switch, as shown in Fig. 2, can be used to sense touch or strain. The switch can be actuated by pressing on it with a certain amount of force, or bending it.
They are generally sealed to keep out moisture and oils. Flex switches are well suited as weight sensors, "part-in-place" detectors, and as alarm-system triggers.

The touch alarm shown in Fig. 3 uses a flex switch as the sensing element. When the remote switch is flexed, stepped on, or pressed with sufficient force, the contacts will close and enable the 555 timer tone-generator circuit. The frequency of the tone output depends on the value of resistor R4, and capacitor C2. To increase the frequency of the output tone, decrease the value of R4 or C2 (or both).

The tone will sound for some amount of time after the flex switch is released. The on time will depend on the value of resistor R3, and capacitor C1. To lengthen the duration of the tone when the switch is released, increase the value of R3 or C1 (or both).

By the way, the speaker capacitor (C3) is needed to block any DC that may be present in the output signal, allowing only the AC component of the signal to be passed to the speaker. That method of DC blocking is called "capacitive coupling" and is widely used in audio and amplifier applications. In fact, we will use such a capacitor in many of the circuits that follow.

**Mercury Switches.** At room temperature, the metal mercury is a liquid that is an excellent conductor. A mercury switch has two contacts and a small amount of liquid mercury typically housed inside a small glass bulb. When the liquid mercury touches both contacts at the same time, it forms a low-resistance electrical connection between them. The bulb is also filled with an inert gas (usually nitrogen) that not only inhibits contact arcing, but also prevents oxides from forming on the contact leads. As a result, a mercury switch may be cycled on and off almost indefinitely without a failure.

The drawback to a mercury switch, however, is that it is delicate. The glass bulb can easily shatter if it is subjected to any real impact forces. It should also be pointed out that mercury is a poison that can be readily absorbed through the skin causing sickness and death. Use caution when mounting mercury bulbs. A miniature pan mounted in an enclosure below the bulb is a good idea as it may be able to catch any mercury that may escape in the event of a bulb fracture.

The circuit of Fig. 4 has such a switch used as a simplified tilt sensor. As long as the bulb is held slightly below the horizontal, its contacts will remain open, and the pull-down resistor (R2) will pull the inverter input to a logic 0 state. The inverter will output a logic 1, which will prevent current from flowing in the LED, so the LED will not light.

If the mercury bulb should tilt above the horizontal, liquid mercury will flow back and complete the circuit. So 5 volts will appear on the inverter input, driving its output to a logic 0 state. Current will then flow through the LED and it will light to indicate a tilt (or non-horizontal) condition. The mercury switch itself could also be substituted for the flex switch in Fig. 3 to create an audible tilt alarm.

**Magnetic Proximity Sensors.** A magnetic proximity sensor detects the presence of any magnetic object that moves within its sensing range and generates a switch closure. A plain magnet is typically used as the actuator for these switches. Proximity sensors are available in the normally-open (the switch is off when the magnet is withdrawn and turns on when the magnet is applied) and the normally-closed (the switch is on when the magnet is withdrawn and turns off when the magnet is applied) models to accommodate various applications.

An audible magnetic-field sensor circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the circuit is very similar to the one used in the tone-alarm that was shown back in Fig. 3. In this circuit, a switching mechanism is used to enable a tone output from a 555 timer. Almost any magnetic field that is brought close enough to the proximity switch will be enough to actuate the alarm and produce an output tone. The circuit will generate a tone only as long as the normally-open switch is held closed (i.e., when the magnetic field is removed, the tone will stop).

The frequency of the output signal can be easily adjusted by varying the value of resistor R3 or capacitor C2. An increase in the values of R3 or C2 (or both) will decrease the frequency of the output tone.

The operation of the circuit could be reversed by replacing the normally-open sensor with a normally-closed one. In the absence of a magnetic field, the sensor would be on and a tone would sound. When a magnetic field is applied, the sensor contacts will open and the alarm will stop.

In many alarm systems a sensor is placed over a door, with the actuating magnet mounted in the door itself. As long as the door remains closed, the magnet will hold the proximity sensor open and the alarm will remain off. If the door is opened, the magnet moves away, allowing the sensor to turn on and sound the alarm.

Switches are ideal for sensing applications that detect only closed and open conditions, but in many situations, the sensor must be able to generate an output that is proportional to the physical condition being measured. Optical sensors suit this purpose perfectly, so let's discuss them.

**Photocells.** A photoconductive cell (typically called a photoresistor) is a two-lead semiconductor device whose resistance will vary with the amount of incident light striking its surface. Cadmium-sulfide (CdS) is the most common semiconductor material used in photocells. Its sensitivity is very similar to that of the human eye. Cadmium-selenide (CdSe) is also used, but it has a slightly different response to light than cadmium sulfide.

Photocells are relatively slow devices. A CdSe sensor may need up to 10 milliseconds to respond to a change in light, while a CdS cell may take as much as 100 milliseconds to settle after light input changes. That slow response makes them difficult to interface to digital circuits directly, but photocells are remarkably sensitive to small variations in ambient
light, making them very easy to use as analog light detectors.

The resistance of a photocell depends upon its particular construction. It's dark resistance (the resistance measured with all illumination removed) is usually very high—on the order of 1 megarhms or higher (5 megarhms is not unusual). The light resistance (the resistance measured across the leads of the sensor when it is fully illuminated) may fall below 250 ohms for some devices.

Figure 6 contains a photocell used to control the output frequency of a 555 timer. The resistance of R2 and the CdS cell form a voltage divider that feeds the control-voltage pin (pin 5) of the timer. As the light increases on the surface of the sensor, its resistance will decrease. That will reduce the control voltage on pin 5, and the output frequency at pin 3 will increase. The base frequency of the oscillator is set by the resistor (R3) and capacitor (C2).

The frequency range of the circuit depends on the value of R2. If R2 is very small relative to the light resistance of the sensor, the cell will have a great effect on the frequency. If R2 is very large relative to the dark resistance of the sensor, the frequency range may be limited. As a rule of thumb, choose a value for R2 that is mid-way between the light and dark resistance of the sensor.

By reversing the locations of the CdS photocell and R2, the operation of the voltage divider will be reversed, and output frequency will decrease as more light shines on the CdS cell. Photocells are used extensively in light meters and other analog circuitry, but their slow response time can sometimes be a problem where light intensity changes quickly. For a faster response time, a phototransistor is used.

Phototransistors. All semiconductors have a certain sensitivity to light, therefore if you remove the actual transistor from its case, it will react to light. Photons of incident light that strike the base region will liberate free electrons and generate a small amount of current flow.

A phototransistor is an optical sensor that is specially designed to take advantage of this phenomenon. The base region of a phototransistor is very much larger than the base of a typical bipolar transistor and its case has a window that allows light to enter. Usually, only the collector and emitter leads are available from a phototransistor. The window is typically a clear mica or quartz lens in the top of the device.

Phototransistors are typically NPN devices built from selenium, silicon, or germanium. Each of these semiconductor materials has an optimum response in a different portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Selenium phototransistors work well in the visible portion of the optical spectrum. They are sensitive to most of the wavelengths of light the human eye responds to. Silicon devices will work in the visible range, but they are most sensitive to wavelengths above visible light in the near-infrared area. Germanium phototransistors will respond to light over a very broad range of wavelengths (which include those of visible light), but their peak sensitivity occurs in the very far infrared region. Phototransistors are much faster than photocells, with typical response times as low as 1 microsecond.

Like many transistors, a phototransistor may be operated as an amplifier or as a switch, as shown in Fig. 7A and 7B, respectively. In the circuit of Fig. 7A, a VT9012 phototransistor is used as an adjustable optical sensor. The phototransistor (Q1) will remain in an off, or non-conducting state as long as light is absent. While Q1 is off, the 2N2222A driver transistor (Q2) and the 12-volt relay will be off.
As light is applied to the sensor, it will begin to conduct, and the voltage drop across the sensitivity-adjustment resistor (R1) will rise. When this voltage drop becomes high enough, the driver transistor (Q2) will turn on and activate the 12-volt relay. The setting of R1 will determine the turn-on point for the driver transistor. If illumination is removed, Q2 will shut down and turn off the relay.

In order to reverse the operation of the circuit, you must reverse the positions of Q1 and R1 as shown in Fig. 7B. In that circuit, Q1 will not conduct in darkness, and the voltage drop across it will activate Q2. This, in turn, will keep the 12-volt relay on. When light is applied to the phototransistor, it will begin to conduct. Increasing the light will gradually decrease the voltage across Q1. If enough light is available, there will not be enough voltage across Q1 to keep Q2 turned on. Driver transistor Q2 will then shut down and release the relay. Again, the turn-off point for Q2 is determined by the setting of R1.

**Infrared Emitters.** Infrared emitters are little more than light-emitting diodes designed to generate optical energy in the infrared (IR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. When the infrared LED is forward-biased, electrons move through a specially formulated semiconductor junction in the LED, causing it to give off energy in the form of photons. The amount of energy emitted by the IR LED is directly proportional to the current flowing through it. There are two common wavelengths that are created by IR LEDs. An IR LED made with Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) will emit a wavelength of 940 nanometers. An IR LED fabricated from Gallium Aluminum Arsenide (GaAlAs) will produce a wavelength of 880 nanometers.

Figure 8 contains a simple infrared remote-control circuit using the SEP8703-001 IR emitter in the transmitter (Fig. 8A), and a SDP8403-301 IR phototransistor in the receiver (Fig. 8B).

The transmitter portion of the system is very straightforward. A 9-volt battery provides power for the remote transmitter. When S1 is pressed, the IR LED is forward biased and will emit a continuous optical output. Current through the LED is limited by resistor R1. The receiver is a modification of the light-activated sensor shown in Fig. 7A. The IR from the transmitter turns on the phototransistor (Q1) whose sensitivity is adjusted by the variable resistor R1. When Q1 is activated, the driver transistor (Q2) will fire and activate the SPDT 12-volt relay.

Notice that one set of the normally open relay contacts will short Q2 when the circuit is activated. That latches the relay on. In order to disengage the circuit after it has been tripped, you would momentarily press the normally closed pushbutton S1. That breaks the flow of current to the relay so it releases.

**Optoisolator Pairs.** A great advantage to using optical transmitters and receivers is that there is no actual physical connection between the sending circuit and the circuit that is receiving. Both circuits are then said to be "electrically isolated" from one another. Such isolation is very useful when an interface is required between two completely incompatible types of circuits. For example, a TTL logic gate cannot deliver enough current to drive a relay directly. Some form of isolation is needed to drive the appropriate voltage and current to a relay under the control of a TTL gate. An optical emitter and detector, or an "optoisolator pair" can be used for that purpose.

The "enclosed pair" configuration like that shown in Fig. 9A is used almost exclusively for electrical isolation. As shown, the emitter and detector are usually placed very close together in a light-tight rigid-plastic enclosure. The pairs may consist of a neon bulb...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Resistivity (micro-ohms/cm)</th>
<th>Oxidation Resistance</th>
<th>Arcing Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Pits at high current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Pits at high current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Resists arcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Resists arcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Pits at high current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Resists arcing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1—CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMON CONTACT MATERIALS**

![diagram](image)

**Fig. 9.** Enclosed-pair isolators like the one in A are generally used in industrial control systems. Hobbyists are more likely to come across optoisolators in IC packages, as shown in B.

![diagram](image)

**Fig. 10.** A slotted-pair isolator (A) is effectively an enclosed-pair isolator with a slit that will allow an obstacle to interrupt the light path. That could be useful for building a code key (B).

The type of package shown in Fig. 9A is called a Vactrol. Optoisolators of that type are typically used for high-power applications. There are a large number of low- to medium-power optoisolators available in IC packages as well.

The circuit in Fig. 9B is a simple voltage-conversion interface that can be used to translate TTL logic levels into CMOS logic levels. A TTL signal is buffered through the 7408 AND gate which drives the LED input of the TIL-111 optoisolator. A logic 1 TTL signal in will turn off the LED and thus the phototransistor. This removes the presence of V_{cd} from the inverter's input allowing R2 to pull it low. The 4049 output will therefore become a CMOS logic 1, thus duplicating the original TTL logic signal at CMOS voltage levels.

Note how the TTL logic and CMOS logic are totally isolated from one another, yet the flow of logic is carried through. This technique of optoisolation is widely used in electronic circuits for its simplicity and its flexibility.

**The Slotted Pair.** A second very popular sensor pair is the “slotted pair” shown in Fig. 10A. Applications for slotted-pair sensors can range from limit switches, position sensors, and optically debounced switching, to many forms of object-motion and location sensing.

The circuit in Fig. 10B uses a model VIL10G1 slotted photoswitch as a bounceless optical switch for a Morse-code keyer. The source IR LED is kept on at all times, its current is limited by resistor R4. When the key is up in its resting position (see the key construction detail of Fig. 10B), the LED will keep the phototransistor on. That shuts off the 2N2222A transistor and disables the tone output from the 555 timer.

When the code key is pressed, it breaks the light path between the emitter and the detector. The phototransistor will shut off triggering Q1. Current will flow through Q1, and the 555 will generate a tone through the speaker. The tone will sound as long as the key is depressed. The tone frequency may be adjusted via the 100k variable resistor (R2), or capacitor C1.
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A 10k volume-control potentiometer may be inserted into the circuit where indicated if the circuit's volume is too high.

Note that there are three leads at the phototransistor side of the VTL10G1. The center lead is a base lead for the phototransistor. In some circuits, it may be useful to trigger the receiver electronically to override the optical input. However, if you wish to build a circuit like the one shown, leave it disconnected.

The Reflector Isolator. The third general type of optical sensor configuration is the "reflector isolator" that is shown in Fig. 11A. As the name implies, this type of sensing arrangement relies on the optical energy that is reflected from an object to trigger the detector. Since the optical energy reflected decreases as the object moves away, it is possible to use this arrangement to measure the proximity of an object, as well as its location. For reliable performance, one must keep the range of the pair limited by keeping the angle of the detector at 45 degrees to the LED, or greater. That will force the detector to sense reflections at a point that is closer to the infrared emitter, where emitter power will be greater.

A simple optical proximity sensor is shown in Figure 11A. The IR LED is driven continuously, and the phototransistor (Q1) will receive any reflected IR energy to trip a light-activated sensor. With nothing to reflect against, Q1 and Q2 will remain off.

The closer an object moves to the IR LED the more energy it will reflect towards the phototransistor. When Q1 is sufficiently stimulated by the IR light it will begin to conduct current. Then Q2 will fire and turn on the 12-volt relay. The relay will continue to stay on as long as the object remains within range. The circuit turn-on point can be adjusted by setting R2.

Ultrasonic Transducers. An echo is a perfect example of object detection by sound. First a sound is emitted into the air. When those sound waves strike an object, some of that sound energy will be reflected back to the sender. A larger object will reflect more sound to produce a larger echo. The time taken for the sound sample to travel from the transmitter to the object and back again to a detector can be used to determine the distance of the object. The signal produced by the echo can be used to trigger an alarm if an object is too close.

If several sound samples are taken in succession, any differences in travel time will indicate that the object is in motion. This is the basic principle behind older motion detectors used in security systems.

The J4-815 device shown in Fig. 12 is an ultrasonic transducer made by GC Electronics. It may be used as either a transmitter or a receiver, depending on the circuit it is used in. The transducer is designed to send or receive a frequency of 40 kHz, which is well above the range of human hearing.

(Continued on page 85)
If you have a shortwave or high-frequency receiver or scanner that is struggling to capture signals with a short, whip antenna, and you’d like the kind of performance that a 60-foot longwire antenna can provide but lack the space to put one up, consider building the AA-7 HF/VHF/UHF Active Antenna described in this article.

The AA-7 is a relatively simple antenna that is designed to amplify signals from 3 to 3000 megahertz (MHz), including three recognized ranges: 3–30 MHz high-frequency (HF) signals; 30–300 MHz very-high frequency (VHF) signals; 300–3000 MHz ultra-high frequency (UHF) signals. Those bands are typically occupied by shortwave, ham, government, and commercial radio signals.

**Active Antennas.** In its simplest form, an active antenna uses a small whip antenna that feeds incoming RF to a preamplifier, whose output is then connected to the antenna input of a receiver. Unless specifically designed otherwise, all active antennas are intended for receive-only operation, and thus should not be use with transceivers; transmitting into an active antenna will probably destroy its active components.

A well-designed broadband active antenna considers field strength of the desired signal (measured in microvolts per meter of antenna length), atmospheric and other noise, diameter of the antenna, radiation resistance, and antenna reactance at various frequencies, plus the efficiency and noise figure of the amplifier circuit itself.

**Circuit Description.** Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the AA-7, which contains only two active elements: Q1 (an MFE201 N-channel dual-gate MOSFET) and Q2 (a 2SC2570 NPN VHF silicon transistor). Those transistors provide the basis of two independent, switchable RF preamplifiers. Two double-pole double-throw (DPDT) switches play a major role in the operation of the AA-7. Switch S1 is used to select one of the two preamplifier circuits (either HF or VHF/UHF). Switch S2 is used to turn off the power to the circuit, while coupling the incoming RF directly to the input of the receiver. That gives the receiver non-amplified access to the auxiliary antenna jack, at J1, as well as the on-board telescoping whip antenna.

With switch S2 in its power-on position, the input and output jacks are disconnected and B1 (a 9-volt transistor-radio battery) is connected to the circuit. With switch S1 in the position shown in the schematic, incoming RF is directed to the HF preamp circuit built around Q1 (an MFE201 N-channel dual-gate MOSFET). The HF preamp operates with an exceptionally low noise level, and is ideal for copying weak CW and single-sideband signals.

When S1 is switched to the other position, the captured signal is coupled to the VHF/UHF preamp built around Q2 (a 2SC2570 NPN VHF silicon transistor), which has excellent VHF through microwave characteristics. With the on-board whip antenna adjustable to resonance through much of the VHF-UHF region (length in feet = 234 divided by the frequency in MHz), the VHF/UHF mode is ideal for indoor and portable use with VHF scanners and other receivers.

Either mode can be used when tuning 3–30-MHz HF signals. The VHF/UHF preamp offers higher gain that the HF preamp, but also has a higher noise level. You can easily choose either amplifier for copying any signal of interest—just try both S1 positions. The RF gain control (RS) can be used to trim the output of either amplifier.

**Caution:** The AA-7 is not intended for transmitting operations (be it ham, maritime, or CB); if it is used with a transceiver of any kind, make sure it is not possible to transmit by accidentally pressing a mike button or CW keyer. Transmitting RF into the AA-7 is likely to ruin one or both of the transistors in the circuit.

**Construction.** The AA-7, which can be built from scratch or purchased in kit form from the supplier listed in the Parts List, was assembled on a printed-circuit board, measuring about 4 by 4 1/2 inches. A template for the printed-circuit board is shown in Fig. 2. You can either etch your own board from that template, or purchase the circuit board or a complete kit of parts (which includes a printed-circuit board and all parts).

The kit comes with a 16-page kit assembly and instruction manual that gives step-by-step assembly instructions and contains additional information not covered in this article. Kit assembly time, working slowly and carefully, should take less than an hour.

Most of the parts specified in the Parts List are standard components and can be procured through conventional hobby electronics suppliers.
Fig. 1. The AA-7 Active Antenna contains only two active elements; Q1 (an MFE201 N-channel dual-gate MOSFET) and Q2 (a 2SC2570 NPN VHF silicon transistor), which provide the basis of two independent, switchable RF preamplifiers.

Fig. 2. The AA-7 was assembled on a printed-circuit board, measuring about 4 by 4½ inches. A template for the printed-circuit board is shown here.
for Q1 and Q2 are given in the Parts List.

The telescoping whip antenna screw mounts to the board; the screw provides contact between the printed-circuit board traces and the antenna. To save time and trouble locating and ordering hard-to-find parts, a Special Parts Kit is also offered by the supplier listed in the Parts List.

A parts-placement diagram for the AA-7's printed-circuit board is shown in Fig. 3. When assembling the circuit, be especially careful that transistors Q1 and Q2, and electrolytic capacitor C4, are oriented as shown.

Although not shown in the schematic (Fig. 1) or the parts-placement (Fig. 3) diagrams, an optional LED power indicator can be added to the circuit. Adding a power indicator to the circuit allows you to tell at a glance if the circuit is on; leaving the circuit on, even though the AA-7 draws only about 0.7 mA, will eventually discharge the battery. Of course, adding an LED will increase the current drain by about 7 mA, but the red glow makes it obvious when the unit is on.

If you decide to include the indicator in your project, power for the indicator can be easily taken from the switched 9-volt DC terminal of S2 (center terminal, right side, looking at the top of S2). Simply connect the positive voltage to the anode (longer wire) of the LED and connect the cathode lead through a current-limiting resistor of about 1000 ohms to a ground point on the printed-circuit board, or as the author did from the frame of R5. Mount the LED at any convenient point near the switch.

Although not supplied with the kit, a custom plastic enclosure (with front and back panels, and knobs for the switches and gain control) is offered in the Parts List. The enclosure comes pre-drilled and silk-screened with the appropriate legends for all the circuit controls and connectors, but is not equipped with holes for the whip antenna or the LED (if you include one).

Use. Prepare a coaxial cable to connect the RF output of the AA-7 to the antenna input of your receiver or scanner. One end of the interconnecting cable must be terminated with an RCA phono plug; the other end connector depends on the target receiver. With some receivers, the only practical connection is to clip the output of the AA-7 to the receiver's antenna, although that connection method won't be as effective as conventional (ground-return type) coupling.

To increase signal strength, especially for the lower frequencies, you can connect a simple supplementary portable antenna of any design (a dipole, a random-length wire with Earth ground, a bigger vertical whip of some kind, etc.) to the circuit. Just use a small-diameter coaxial cable terminated in an RCA plug for mating with J1.

No alignment is required. If you're (Continued on page 93)
The 555 timer is one of the most useful and popular IC's ever made. It is inexpensive, readily available, and can easily be used to make a variety of "monostable multivibrator circuits." In such applications, the IC's output changes state on the arrival of a suitable pulse, but automatically resets again after a pre-set time delay. In this article, we'll show how to use the 555 to form some useful monostable circuits.

**555 Timer Basics.** The standard 555 timer IC is a robust and easy-to-use device that is housed on an 8-pin DIP. It can be used with any DC supply in the 4.5- to 16-volt range, consumes a quiescent current of only a few milliamps, and can drive up to 200 mA of current into an external load connected to its output terminal. Figure 1 shows a functional diagram of the IC and the external components and connections needed to make it act as a basic "triggered timer" or monostable multivibrator. Note that the internal resistors, R1 through R3, form a supply-driven voltage divider. That network generates a 1/3\(V_{cc}\) reference voltage on the non-inverting input of the lower comparator and a \(2/3V_{cc}\) reference on the inverting input of the upper comparator. The comparator outputs control the R-S flip-flop, which in turn controls the output stage and slave-transistor Q1. The flip-flop state can also be controlled via pin 4.

When the timer circuit is in its normal quiescent state, pin 2 is held high via R4, the transistor is switched fully on (saturated) to form a short across timing capacitor \(C_r\) and the IC's output (pin 3) is low. The monostable timer action can be initiated by feeding a negative-going trigger pulse to pin 2. When the pulse falls below the internal 1/3\(V_{cc}\) reference voltage to the lower comparator, that comparator changes state and triggers the flip-flop. That turns Q1 fully off and drives the output at pin 3 high. Since Q1 turns off, it removes the short from across \(C_r\) which then charges exponentially via \(R_r\) until its voltage rises to 2/3\(V_{cc}\). At that point, the upper comparator changes state and switches the flip-flop state again, turning Q1 on to rapidly discharge \(C_r\) and also switching pin 3 low again.

Note that once triggered, this circuit cannot respond to another trigger pulse until the timing sequence is complete, but the sequence can be aborted at any time by feeding a negative-going pulse to the reset input at pin 4. The timing period (T) over which pin 3 remains high, is given as:

\[
T = 1.1 R_1 C_r
\]

where T is in seconds, \(R_1\) is in ohms, and \(C_r\) is in farads.

In practice, \(R_1\) can have any value between 1000 ohms and 10 megohms, and \(C_r\) (which should be a low-leakage component) can have any value in the range from 1 nF to 100 \(\mu\)F.

**A Practical Timer Circuit.** Figure 2A shows a practical fixed-period (about 50 sec) manually-triggered 555 timer, and the waveforms of the important points in the circuit are shown in Fig. 2B. The circuit is similar to the circuit model back in Fig. 1. However, in the Fig. 2 circuit, the timing action is initiated by briefly closing S1, pin 5 is decoupled from noise via C2, and the output state is visible via LED1. As you can see from Fig. 2B, the fixed-period output pulse (set via R1 and C1) is available at pin 3, and a high-imped-
Fig. 1. This is a functional block diagram of the 555 timer IC, with the external components needed to use it as a monostable timer.

ance exponential "sawtooth" is available at pin 7.

The circuit can be subjected to a variety of useful modifications. For example, by replacing R1 with a 10k fixed resistor and a 1-megohm variable resistor wired in series, the timing period of the circuit can be varied from 1.1 to 120 seconds. A reset facility can also be added by connecting the reset pin to V+ through a resistor, and momentarily bringing it low through a pushbutton switch, just like the trigger input.

Relay-Output Designs. A 555 timer can be used to directly drive a variety of loads via pin 3. They can directly drive non-inductive loads (such as lamps and LEDs) at currents up to 200 mA; but if inductive loads such as relays, buzzers, motors, etc., are used, diodes must be used to protect the IC's output against damage from inductive kick-back, as shown in Fig. 3. Note in the Fig. 3A circuit that the relay load is connected between pin 3 and ground, so the relay is normally off, but is driven on for the duration of the 555 timing period; however, in the Fig. 3B circuit the relay is wired between the positive-supply line and pin 3, and is thus normally on, but turns off for the duration of the timing period.

Relay-output timers are particularly useful, since their relay contacts act as

Fig. 2. The circuit for a simple 50-second timer is shown in A; note its similarity to the previous circuit. The waveforms produced at different points in the circuit are shown in B.

Fig. 3. There are two ways of driving a relay from the output of a 555, depending on whether the relay is grounded (A) or connected to V+ (B).

Fig. 4. You can build a precision, two-range (0.9-10 sec, and 9-100 sec) relay-output timer from this schematic.
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fully isolated switches that can be used to apply power to almost any type of external load. Figure 4 shows a relay-output timer that can operate from 0.9 to 100 seconds in two ranges, and uses a relay with two sets of normally-open contacts to prevent consuming any current when it is in the standby mode.

In the circuit, power is initially fed to the timer via S2 when that switch is pressed. That causes C3 (which is initially uncharged) to charge and thus feed a trigger pulse to the 555's pin 2 via R4 to start a timing cycle. That drives relay K1, closing its contacts. The pair of contacts in parallel with S2 short the switch to provide power to the circuit even after S2 is released. At the end of the timing cycle, the relay turns off again and the relay contacts open, thus removing power and disabling the circuit. The relay contacts labeled "output" can be used to control external circuitry or devices.

The circuit's timing is controlled by R1, R5, and either C1 and R6, or C2 and R7, depending on the position of S1. Potentiometers R6 and R7 allow the timing of the two scales to be adjusted so a single calibrated dial can be used for R5 even if wide-tolerance capacitors are used for C1 and C2.

To adjust the circuit, first set R5 to its maximum value, set switch S1 to use R6 and C1, press the start button, and trim R6 to give a timing period of precisely 10 seconds. Next, set S1 to the other position, activate S2, and trim R7 to give a timing period of 100 seconds. At this point, the two ranges are calibrated and you can make up a dial for R5.

Figure 5 shows a simple variation on the last circuit. It acts as a manually-triggered delayed-turn-off headlight (or spotlight) control system for use in automobiles. It holds the lights on for a pre-set period after the car is parked, thus illuminating a pathway, etc. Since one set of contacts on the relay is in parallel with the car's light switch, the circuit will not interfere with normal headlight operation. The circuit operates so that, if the vehicle has its lights off, they can be turned on for a pre-set 50-second period by momentarily depressing S1.

**Pulse Generator Circuits.** The 555 can be used as a pulse generator by feeding a pulse-train to pin 2. It can generate good pulses with periods from 5µs and up. Its maximum useful pulse-repetition frequency is about 100 kHz. Of course, the trigger pulses to pin 2 must be negative-going with amplitudes that rise above 2/3VCC and fall below 1/3VCC (triggering actually occurs as pin 2 drops below 1/3VCC), and their widths must be greater than 100 ns but less than that of the desired output pulse.

Figure 6 shows a practical pulse generator that can be used as an add-on to an existing squarewave generator. In the circuit, Q1 will be switched on and off by the incoming squarewave pulses to produce a signal that switches fully between the supply rails. That signal is then differentiated into an appropriate triggerpulse via the short time-constant network composed of C2 and R4 and the

(Continued on page 85)
Today, much research is being done on Intelligent Vehicle/Highways Systems (IVHS) technology in the United States. The Europeans have equally ambitious projects to put smart vehicles on smart highways in Europe.

Just about every major European automaker is participating in the PROMETHEUS (Program for European Traffic with Highest Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety) for short. Many European automotive component suppliers, research institutes and universities are also involved.

The PROMETHEUS program is aimed at making the entire European transportation infrastructure safer, more efficient and friendlier to the environment. Foremost, are projects that will make driving safer such as:

- Vision enhancement for driving at night and in poor weather.
- Proper vehicle operation using advanced technology to make both cars and drivers safer.
- Collision avoidance, probably the first important use of IVHS technology that will hit the market.

Another important part of PROMETHEUS is traffic-flow harmonization to decrease the effects of traffic congestion, accidents, driver stress, wasted energy, and pollution. Projects along those lines include:

- Autonomous intelligent cruise control to automatically maintain a safe relative speed and distance between vehicles.
- Intelligent maneuvering and control for safer passing, lane changing, and exiting/entering of highways.
- Intelligent intersection control to optimize flow through crowded intersections.
- Medium-range pre-information to provide drivers with information about situations beyond the range of direct vision and perception.
- Emergency warnings that automatically summon emergency services to an accident and help prevent mass collisions.

As we said, PROMETHEUS is aimed at improving the entire European transportation system, so another area of research it affects is travel and transport management by promising the following systems:

- Commercial-fleet management to assist truckers through techniques like automatic vehicle locating, continuous communication, and hazardous-cargo tracking.
- Dual-mode route-guidance system that combines an on-board navigation system with a traffic management system that provides drivers with up-to-date information on road conditions and traffic congestion.
- Travel information services that provide travelers with information on routes, schedules, costs, etc., on all available means of transportation to get from point A to point B.

Since there are really too many individual PROMETHEUS projects to cover in detail in a single article, we will look at some of the most interesting ones here.

**Vision Enhancement.** In Sweden, Volvo and Saab-Scania are developing ultraviolet (UV) headlamps (see Fig. 1). Normal highbeams are effective to ranges up to 1000 feet, but because they can blind oncoming drivers, they cannot be used in heavy traffic. Ultraviolet lights would be invisible to oncoming traffic and would be used with low beam highbeams to extend visibility out to as far as 500 feet. When UV lights, operating at shorter wavelengths (100–400 nm) than ordinary visible light, strikes a fluorescent material, it triggers a physical process that makes the material luminous. The glow of fluorescent material under UV lighting is often used in posters, nightclubs, and advertising.

UV lighting would require special fluorescent coatings to be applied on signs, roads, bridge pillars, and other vehicles in order for them to be visible. Fortunately, pedestrians would also benefit since many ordinary fabrics such as denim used in jeans are very...
visible in UV light. UV light in the 315–400-nm region of the light spectrum would be used since UV at lower wavelengths has been shown to cause aggressiveness, which is not exactly a desirable trait to have while driving.

Ultraviolet illumination does not work on the principle of reflection like normal light. Instead the fluorescent material emits light of its own when exposed to UV light. Therefore, the "white-wall" effect in fog, mist, snow, and rain does not occur. Ultraviolet lighting is also relatively insensitive to external disturbances such as frost, temperature, moisture, dirt, snow, etc. For example, fluorescent road signs could still be visible under UV light even when hidden by frost or a light covering of snow.

So far, results are promising with visibility ranges at least double that of ordinary headlights. If applied properly, motorists would be assured of better visual information, but without resorting to dazzling each other. Solving legal problems needed for widespread use of this technique could be the greatest hurdle.

Other vision-enhancement projects are investigating more sophisticated ways to enhance vision. For example, in France, Renault, PSA, and Matra are using headlights that operate in the near-infrared (IR) wavelengths for improving visibility at night and under other low-contrast conditions. The scene illuminated by these IR headlights would be viewed by a CCD camera mounted on the windshield (see Fig. 2). After image and data processing, the image is presented to the driver on an instrument-panel mounted display.

In England, Jaguar is using thermal
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projects the sensor’s image onto a holographic combiner screen placed in front of the windshield using lights, filters, optical lenses, and a spatial light modulator.

**Proper Vehicle Operation.** There are many separate PROMETHEUS projects designed to make driving safer under changing road conditions, or when sudden, adverse changes occur in either the condition of the vehicle or the driver. Other research projects are aimed at reducing driver workload especially during stressful driving conditions.

Volkswagen is developing a visibility monitor that uses the backscatter from an IR-laser range finder to measure the instantaneous visibility range. These measurements are used to recommend a safe speed for these conditions and higher maneuvering limits. Saab replaces the steering wheel with a fighter-like sidestick controller, or joystick, in its “Driver Assisting Copilot-Steering” concept. The sidestick controller’s location allows an unobstructed view of the instrument panel. The lack of a conventional steering wheel eliminates a major crash-safety hazard and makes it easier to install the driver-side airbag. Also like modern fighters, Saab uses a “fly-by-wire” (actually “steer-by-wire”) system where mechanical linkages, hydraulic lines, and actuators are replaced by wires and motors. Saab’s computer-aided active steering filters out unwanted road disturbances and irrelevant feedback to the driver. It could also be adaptable to varying driving conditions and even different drivers.

Other proper vehicle-operation projects are aimed at eliminating the danger when, for example, a driver wanders out of his or her lane. Besides just detecting and warning, systems separately designed by BMW, Matra, and PSA would actively intervene if the driver did not heed the warning.

**Autonomous Intelligent Cruise Control.** For over a year, Mercedes-Benz has been testing a 300E sedan equipped with autonomous intelligent cruise control. It uses a hood-mounted, five-ray infrared-sensor system. Distance and relative speed between the 300E and the preceding vehicle are determined by measuring the time it takes for IR signals emitted by the sensor’s transmitter to be reflected off the other vehicle and received by the sensor’s receiver. Measurements are constantly transmitted to an on-board computer via fiber-optic cables. The computer sends commands to actuators that move the accelerator, throttle valve, and brakes. Commands are also sent to the automatic speed controller and the automatic transmission.

The sensors monitor a distance of up to 150 meters (500 feet) on a straight stretch. The shortest distance is five meters (16 feet). Like regular cruise control, the driver sets the desired top speed via the cruise-control switches. Unless the driver specifies otherwise, the car in front will be followed at the legal distance computed from the speed setting. If the
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**Fig. 2.** Near-IR vision-enhancement systems require IR headlamps to illuminate the road ahead, a CCD camera to view the scene, plus image processing before it can be displayed to the driver.

imaging in the far-IR wavelengths. Here, IR images resulting from differences in the thermal radiation emitted by all objects are captured by an IR-sensitive camera and thus special headlamps are not needed. Italy’s Fiat is investigating a “Gate Intensified Camera” system. In it, a light-pulse generating headlamp illuminates objects ahead of the car. The gate intensified camera views the reflected pulsed light to improve long distance visibility especially at night or in fog.

An important part of vision enhancement are the heads-up-displays, or HUD’s, that would overlay the image obtained by an IR camera or other vision-enhancement sensor over the driver’s normal view of the road (see Fig. 3). For example, Fiat and Renault are developing a HUD that

**Fig. 1.** Filters are key technology items required to make UV headlamps practical. For example, filters must filter out visible and low wavelength UV light that can cause biological aggressiveness.
distance becomes less or greater, the car will brake or accelerate like an experienced driver would. An alarm sounds if there is a very large speed difference with respect to the preceding vehicle. When the vehicle in front turns off the road, the system automatically switches over to normal cruise control. When another vehicle moves in front, distance control is resumed. In all cases, the driver has final control and can override the system at any time by touching the brake or accelerator pedal.

The AICC's computer software uses sophisticated algorithms to distinguish between vehicles or obstacles in the pathway and roadside objects. Objects detected and distances measured by the middle IR channel are given priority with the reflection from the roadside objects mainly ignored.

While using the same basic logic, several other manufacturers are using different sensing techniques for their automated intelligent cruise-control systems. For instance, PSA and Renault are using a single-beam IR-sensor and IR-laser scanner respectively. Matra's system incorporates a CCD-based telemetric sensor, while Volvo and Saab are employing a transponder. The bottom line is that AICC can relieve stress and allow drivers to concentrate better on traffic. Because it automatically closes the gap between vehicles, traffic flow is improved and highways could handle even more traffic.

**Collision Avoidance.** Collision avoidance combines many of the concepts found in vision enhancement, automated intelligent cruise control, and proper vehicle operation. The whole idea here is to prevent, or at least mitigate, accidents by detecting other vehicles and obstacles in time for the driver to take appropriate action to avoid an accident. Or the vehicle could even maneuver automatically. Several automakers are developing collision-avoidance systems, the main difference between approaches are in the types of sensors used to detect vehicles and obstacles. Most systems use several sensors to acquire information on the driving environment. Sophisticated computer algorithms are used to interpret and evaluate the situation, and then for assessing and prioritizing the potential collision threat. The threat is reduced either by warning the driver or, if there is insufficient time for the driver to react, by computer commands to actuators and motors to provide instantaneous intervention.

Computer vision is one popular approach that is being used by BMW, Daimler-Benz, Jaguar, Renault, and PSA. For example, Daimler-Benz has fitted out a Mercedes-Benz van as a testbed for its Vision Technology Application, or VITA, project. The van is filled with computers and other electronic equipment, plus three video cameras. The two cameras in the front window view the path ahead and one in the rear window captures the scene behind. The cameras are equipped with telephoto and wide-angle lenses. The images are displayed on a monitor located in the instrument panel.

VITA's software first discriminates between important and unimportant data. Then it uses the remaining information to compute parameters like distances to the road edges, approaching obstacles, preceding vehicles, and road topology such as its radius of curvature. The information is digested and analyzed by more software to produce warnings, instructions for the driver, or commands given directly to servomechanisms that steer, accelerate, or brake the van.

VITA provides information on several levels, the simplest merely assists in maintaining safe distances in stop-and-go traffic and safe speeds for road conditions, or for help when parking. More complex functions include warning or automatic intervention if the vehicle veers out of its lane should the driver "nod off." By flipping
on the turn signal, VITA could carry out a lane-change maneuver on its own, that is after it determined it was safe. Even more demanding jobs are planned for VITA in the future including detection of oncoming traffic or safely negotiating traffic-filled intersections.

All this sophistication presents some difficult challenges. For instance, the computer algorithms have to be as proficient in both analysis and execution as a reasonably experienced driver. Furthermore, the automated systems should not replace human error with computer error caused by faulty analysis or computer logic.

Other automakers are investigating alternative types of sensors for collision detection and prediction. Jaguar is using microwave radar while "LIDAR" is being used by Fiat, Renault, and PSA. Volvo is using a transponder system.

Collision avoidance will take longer to bring to market than other IVHS technology because of the complexity of the task, though elementary systems such as blind-spot detection and ones for stop-and-go driving could start appearing as options quite soon. According to Mercedes-Benz, "autopilots, which is [sic] now taken for granted in aviation, will never become a reality in road transport, since there will always be situations in which the decisions must be left to the driver." Because of that, driver-assistance systems like VITA will continue to give the driver the final responsibility for decisions.

Emergency Systems. If accident avoidance fails, emergency systems are then needed to minimize the consequences of an accident. Two basic types of actions are required to reduce the devastating consequences of a major highway accident and prevent the emergency from becoming even more serious: First, quick response from emergency-service vehicles to minimize injuries and save lives. Second, other approaching vehicles must be warned to protect the accident site and prevent further collisions.

BMW's prototype COMPANION system performs both emergency-call and emergency-warning functions, plus a few more jobs. At the heart of COMPANION are roadside posts (see (Continued on page 98)
Have you ever merged onto an interstate highway from an on ramp and several miles down the road realized that your turn signal never went off as you entered traffic? Suddenly, you realize that there are 16 cars slightly behind you in the left lane that have been refusing to pass for several miles, fearing that you may really intend to change lanes. You turn off the signal, and as those vehicles fly past you, their drivers give you a look that, as they say, could kill.

Well, the Tune-Signal described in this article—which is designed to set off a musical chime—will prevent that from happening by alerting you when your signal has been left on a little too long. The circuit uses a small, inexpensive, pleasant-sounding musical chime, rather than an irritating buzzer; you probably already have enough irritation while drive without adding more irritation to it.

About the Circuit. A schematic diagram of the Tune Signal is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit consists of U1 and U2 (a 4093 quad two-input NAND Schmitt trigger and a 4040 12-stage ripple-carry counter/divider, respectively), Q1 (a TIP42 PNP silicon power transistor), BZ1 (the aforementioned chime module), and a handful of support components.

The input to the circuit—a series of pulses plucked from the load (or output) wire of the auto’s flasher module—immediately divides along two signal paths. In one path, the signal is applied to gate U1-c, which is configured as an inverter. The output of that gate is fed through diode D1 and used to charge C2, a 470-µF capacitor. The charge on C2 is applied to both inputs of U1-c (also set up as an inverter), pulling its output low, in effect, enabling U2.

In the second path, the signal is fed to U1-a, which squares the applied signal in preparation for its application to the clock input of counter U2. The squared-up pulses applied to U2’s clock input cause the counter to advance one count for each clock pulse received. When both pins 3 and 4 (the q3 and q7 outputs, respectively) are high at the same time, the output of U1-b is pulled low. That low is applied to the base of Q1, causing the transistor to turn on. With Q1 turned on, power is applied to the chime module (BZ1), causing it to sound. The chime module—which puts out enough volume to be heard over the road noise—will chime twice, wait a few seconds and chime again if the circuit is not reset.

After the chime has sounded, and the turn signal is switched off, the charge stored in C2 is bled off through R3. With C2 no longer charged, the output of U1-c goes high, resetting U2. When U2 is reset, its outputs (at pins 3 and 4) go low. That low, which is applied to the base of the transistor, causes Q1 to turn off, removing power from the chime module.

The number of flashes that the circuit counts depends on which two of U2’s outputs are connected to U1-b. With the circuit wired as shown in Fig. 1, about 70 flashes are allowed to occur before the chime sounds. The number of flashes that the counter counts before triggering the chime can be altered by connecting pin 6 of U1-c to another of U2’s outputs. For example, connecting pin 13 (the q8 output) of U2 to pin 6 of U1-b, rather than to pin 4, directs the circuit to count 144 flashes before sounding the chime. Even greater counts can be achieved by connecting to the higher q outputs (say, the q1 and q7 outputs, at pins 15 and 1, respectively) of U2 to pins 5 and 6 of U1-b.

Power for the circuit is taken from any keyed (switched) power line at the vehicle’s fuse panel, so that the circuit receives power only when the ignition key is in the on position. Fuse F1 is included in the circuit in case of a wiring error or short.

Circuit Assembly. The author’s prototype of the Tune Signal was hard-wired on a small section of perfboard. Use Fig. 1 as a guide when assembling your unit. It is recommended that sockets be provided for the two integrated circuits (U1 and U2). That will prevent thermal damage to the IC in the event that a component is misconnected to an IC pin. The IC’s, being CMOS units, are highly susceptible to damage due to heat and electrostatic discharge.

The chime module (BZ1) was not mounted to the perfboard along with the other components, but was instead mounted to the front panel of the enclosure in which the circuit was housed. You could, however, mount the chime module remotely in some other position that allows it to be heard. The circuit was housed in a small plastic enclosure with a metal lid. The only enclosure preparation required is to make a hole (or slot) in the enclosure for the wires that connect the circuit to a keyed (switched) 12-volt power source, ground, and the flasher’s load wire, and (as appropriate) a cutout for the chime module or a second hole for the connecting wires between the circuit and a re-
As shown in this schematic diagram, the circuit consists of U1 and U2 (a 4093 quad two-input NAND Schmitt trigger and a 4040 12-stage ripple-carry counter/divide, respectively), Q1 (a TIP42 PNP silicon power transistor), BZ1 (the chime module), and a handful of support components. (Fig. 1)

Here is the author’s perfboard assembly. The chime module can be installed in a cutout in the front panel of the enclosure, and secured in place with silicon cement, as shown here, or mounted remotely in some other convenient location within earshot.

Here’s the completed unit just prior to installation.

Installation. The first step in installing the circuit is to locate the vehicle’s flasher module. Connect the project’s positive-supply line to a switched power source (the 12-volt power line that feeds the flasher module is ideal) and the negative line to ground (preferably somewhere on the chassis). Then connect the Tune Signal’s input wire to the load (or output) of the vehicle’s turn-signal flasher module. The signal and power connections can be simplified by using small “self tap” snap connectors.

To test the operation of the circuit simply turn the vehicle ignition on, and activate the turn signal (any direction will do). After a predetermined number of flashes, the circuit should activate the chime. Let the turn signal remain on for a while. The module will chime, wait a few seconds, and the unit should chime again if the circuit is not reset. If the circuit works as outlined, you can turn off the turn signal, and mount the unit near the bottom of the dash so that sound will be directed into the car and not up into the dashboard. The author used Velcro fasteners to attach the unit to the underside of the dash. That allows the project to easily be removed should it become necessary to service the unit.

That’s all there is to it. Once the Tune-Signal is installed, you and your fellow drivers should enjoy safer and saner motoring.

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE TUNE-SIGNAL**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

U1—4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt Trigger, integrated circuit
U2—4040 12-stage, ripple-carry, binary counter/divider, integrated circuit
Q1—TIP42 PNP silicon, power transistor
D1—1N4006 1-amp, 800-PIV, rectifier diode

**RESISTORS**

(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1—2200-ohm
R2—100-ohm
R3—10,000-ohm
R4—470-ohm

**CAPACITORS**

C1—5-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C2—470-µF, 25-WVDC, radial lead electrolytic

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

F1—1-amp, fast-blow fuse
BZ1—Chime module (Radio Shack 270-071)

Perfboard materials, enclosure, in-line fuse holder, snap-on connectors, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
Replace that raspy sounding mechanical buzzer with a pleasant-sounding electronic substitute.

I was awakened one morning for the umptehth time by the loud rasping noise produced by our bedside tea-making machine. My wife and I would hate to be without our morning resuscitator. However, I thought that it deserved a more civilized sounding device than an electro-mechanical buzzer. So, I decided to replace it with a less crude alternative—the Electronic Gong described in this article.

Circuit Operation. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the Electronic Gong, which is comprised of a power supply, an oscillator, an active filter, and an audio-output amplifier.

Figure 2 shows a full blown schematic diagram of the Electronic Gong. Power for the circuit is provided by a 12-volt step-down transformer (T1) coupled with a fullwave bridge rectifier (BR1). The power supply provides a non-critical DC voltage, which is filtered by capacitor C1, and is used to power the rest of the circuit.

Application of power causes an asymmetrical astable multivibrator or oscillator (formed around U1-a and U1-b) to begin generating pulses. Resistor R1 is included in the oscillator circuit to minimize voltage dependency. Components R2 and D1 provide a fast alternative discharge path, causing the circuit to produce a series of very sharp output pulses, about 12 seconds apart.

One requirement of simple CMOS astables is that the timing capacitor be non-polarized. For short periods that's not a problem, since the value of capacitance would be low (e.g., below 1 µF). The timing period (T) in seconds is roughly equal to 0.7RC, where R is resistance in megohms and C is capacitance in microfarads. That means that the capacitance would have to be about 1.4R.

Unfortunately, for periods of more than, say, 5 seconds, with the value of R kept below 5 megohms, the value of the timing capacitor would have to be greater than 1.4 µF. That would normally call for an electrolytic unit. However, that problem is easily circumvented by using a pair of equal value, back-to-back electrolytics in series (C2 and C3 in Fig. 2). That produces an effective capacitance that's half the value of the individual units, while at the same time, doubling the effective voltage rating; in effect, the voltage ratings of the two units are additive. (Incidentally, the capacitors do not have to be equal in value, however, equal values make the calculation simple.)

For any two values given C2 and C3, the resulting capacitance is calculated like resistors in parallel, from 1/ C = 1/C1 + 1/C2. (That can also be quite a handy dodge when you have no capacitor on hand with a high enough voltage rating; just use two back-to-back units and treat the result as having twice the rating.)

The output of the oscillator (at pin 4 of U1-b) is coupled via C4 to the base of Q1 (a BC108 NPN silicon transistor), causing it to briefly conduct. With Q1
conducting, pin 2 of U2—a 741 general-purpose op-amp, which forms the heart of the active twin-T filter circuit—is pulled close to ground which is all that is needed to strike the gong.

The twin-T filter configuration, see Fig. 3, is normally used as the basis for notch filters (or sometimes as a sine-wave generator). In our application, however, the filter is set up to be on the threshold of oscillation. In the twin-T circuit, two separate T-filter elements—lowpass (Fig. 3A) and highpass (Fig. 3B) filters—combine to produce a bandpass filter. Figure 3C shows the basic configuration for the twin-T filter used in the Electronic Gong. Also shown in that figure is the relationship between the components values of the two filter elements. The bandpass frequency of the circuit is given by:

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi RC} \]

where \( f \) is frequency in Hz, \( R \) is resistance in ohms, and \( C \) is capacitance in farads.

Table 1 gives the bandpass frequency of the filter network base on a fixed capacitance (in our case, 1500 pF) and various resistor values. For example, if you want to try for a bass drum sound, you might try replacing R7 and R8 (220k, respectively) with 1-megohm (100k) resistors. You would additionally have to alter the values of R9 and R10 so that their combined resistance could be adjusted to about 50k; that could probably be best achieved by making R9 a fixed 470k unit and presetting R10 to 47k. (Natu-
Fig. 3. The filter network is comprised of two separate T-filter elements—lowpass, A, and highpass, B, filters—which combine to produce a bandpass filter. The basic configuration for the twin-T filter used in the Electronic Gong is shown in C. Also shown is the relationship between the component values of the two filter elements.

Fig. 4. The prototype of the Electronic Gong was assembled on a printed-circuit board, measuring approximately 4 1/4 by 4 1/2 inches. Here's a template of that foil pattern.
Before we get to the main business of this month's column, I have a couple of items to cover. First, I'd like to give you an update on our Hallicrafters "Sky Buddy" restoration. In the January, 1993 column, I reported that the refurbished and newly-reassembled radio was still not performing up to par. Although it picked up signals on all bands, the set was insensitive and its volume was quite low.

CAPACITOR CONTROVERSY

The other thing I want to be sure to do this month is to respond to reader Greg Lindsay's (Jacksonville, FL) statement, quoted in last month's column, that he believes in routinely replacing all capacitors in an antique radio (paper as well as electrolytic) before doing any serious troubleshooting or restoration. Greg believes that most caps in antique sets are leaky, degrading performance and just waiting for an opportunity to fail completely, taking other, hard-to-obtain components with them.

Whether you follow Greg's advice or not depends a lot on your approach to antique-radio collecting. As an antiquarian, I like to preserve the looks of my old sets as well as to make them operate. In fact, I have many radios on my display shelves that don't work; I just enjoy looking at them. I'd also enjoy fixing them if I had time, but I have too many sets to consider repairing every one.

As far as I'm concerned, what's under the chassis is as important in how a set looks as what's outside. I care about preserving the old parts, even the gummy paper capacitors. I also care about preserving the wiring techniques used to install those parts. And I enjoy employing the troubleshooting techniques required to isolate individual defective components. So my approach tends to be somewhat conservative; I try to disturb the set as little as possible.

I'm not pushing my point of view just telling you how I feel. Of course, if you plan to operate one of your old sets quite regularly, it really might be prudent to replace all the caps, or at least put a fuse in the power-supply circuit!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO COUNTERSPY

Back in the November issue, I ran an item ("The Kaiser's Clandestine Station") about a high-powered radio station built around 1915 in Tuckerton, NJ by German interests. According to information sent by reader Ron Oberholzer (North Cape May, NJ), the station was located in an isolated area, put together very quietly, if not exactly secretly, and probably used to direct U-boat activity. It was confiscated soon after our entry into World War I.

In concluding the discussion, I mentioned that I had read somewhere about a German station of the period that was closed down by our government after its "unneutrality" was exposed by a resourceful experimenter who deciphered its coded transmissions. I wondered if the Tuckerton station was
the one involved, and asked it someone could enlighten me.

As it happens, the person who wrote in—none other than Bart Lee of the California Historical Radio Society—was the source of the information I had remembered reading a few years ago. To jog my memory, Bart included a copy of his pamphlet America's Wireless Spies, which includes the story in question and a few others. Bart didn't mention whether this interesting pamphlet is still in print, but if you're interested in acquiring one, you might write him at Greenthumbs Press, 327 Filbert Steps, San Francisco, CA 94133.

In any case, quoting freely from Bart's write-up, here's how Charles Apgar, "America's First Radio Counterspy," exposed some German chicanery and closed a communications channel that was threatening Allied shipping.

DECRYPTING THE "NAUEN BUZZ"

The radio station involved was not the Tuckerton installation, as I had surmised, but another German station: Telefunken-owned Radio WSL at Sayville, Long Island, New York. WSL regularly exchanged traffic with its sister station, Radio POZ, at Nauen, Germany (near Berlin).

Those who monitored transmissions between WSL and Nauen around 1915 were frequently treated to an odd listening experience. After the passing of routine traffic in ordinary Morse code, the stations often began sending an indecipherable chatter that became known as the "Nauen buzz."

The odd signal aroused government concern. The United States had not yet entered World War I, and it was our policy that all activities conducted on American soil be of a strictly neutral nature. Yet the "Nauen buzz" could easily be a coded transmission of sensitive information benefitting the German war effort.

Even though the U.S. Navy stationed observers at the station, however, nobody could prove that any of the activities carried out there were of an "uneutral" nature. Nobody, that is, until amateur-radio operator and electrical experimenter Charles Apgar entered the picture.

Apgar was leading an amateur-radio operator of the day, and had a special interest in audio recording. Using Edison Dictagraph cylinders, he had recorded the signals from WSL as early as 1913, and had even presented some of the cylinders to the station.

Some time in 1915, Apgar's Edison machine happened to slow down while he was playing back a recording of one of the "Nauen buzz" transmissions. As it did so, the indecipherable buzz changed to readable Morse code. The secret of the mysterious signal had been uncovered at last!

HOW THE GERMANS DID IT

Apgar turned over some 175 wax-cylinder recordings of the Sayville transmissions to the U.S. Secret Service. The nature of these transmissions is not now known, but apparently they provided telling evidence of war-related strategic communications. On July 6, 1915, the government seized WSL for violation of the U.S. Neutrality Act.

Somehow, Telefunken obtained advance notice of the seizure, and was able to remove critical equipment and evidence the night before. Thus, our ideas about how the "Nauen buzz" transmissions were created are based on supposition. However, we know that Sayville was equipped for automatic paper-tape keying, a technology that was routinely used in Europe to send Morse code at 100 wpm.

In a book published in 1915, Dr. Jonathan Zenneck, the station engineer at Sayville, reported that speeds up to 300 wpm had been achieved. That would certainly have been fast enough to create the "Nauen buzz." But how did the Germans receive this primitive "data burst" signalling and slow it down for replay?

It seems likely that the instrument used was a crude, early form of wire recorder known as the Telegraphone. Little known in the West, this machine was invented by Valdemar Poulsen of Denmark. It seems to have been an important means of confidential communications for the German armed forces, and was found even on certain submarines.

Such an instrument could easily be played back at a slower speed than that used for recording, making the signals intelligible in much the same manner as Apgar's Edison Dictagraph machine.

As Bart Lee points out in his pamphlet, one can easily imagine a submarine surfacing briefly, just long enough to record the "buzz," then quickly submerging for a leisurely

(Continued on page 84)
Self-help books and programs have never been my cup of tea. Hence, I was skeptical when I first heard of a program called The Idea Generator Plus (TIGP). However, the potential benefits seemed high enough—and the hype level low enough—that the program seemed worth investigating. And I'm glad I did. TIGP doesn't claim to solve all your problems; its more modest goal is to help you to generate ideas for solving them yourself. And if you take the program even half-way seriously, it really can help.

The kinds of problems that it can help solve include those that you understand well enough to summarize succinctly. Here are several examples. A student needs to develop a list of possible topics for a research paper. A magazine editor needs to increase circulation and advertising. A retail-store owner needs to increase display attractiveness to entice more customers. A teacher or professor needs to create curriculum to grab students' attention. A business manager needs to develop more efficient methods of communicating among company divisions.

The Idea Generator Plus helps you brainstorm creative solutions to your problems using a simple DOS interface. You can export results into any word processor, outline program, or personal-information manager.

This program is made up of three sections, plus a notepad for your ideas called the IDEA SCREEN. Use the F2 key to reach this notepad anytime.

1. First, describe your situation and list your goals.
2. Allow yourself to play with the techniques here—and watch your list of ideas grow.
3. Then pick your best ideas to evaluate.

This process repeats until you're satisfied with your results.

The Idea Generator Plus helps you brainstorm creative solutions to your problems using a simple DOS interface. You can export results into any word processor, outline program, or personal-information manager.

Suppose, for example, that you feel bad about your job, but don't know why. Your goal in that case might be to understand why you feel bad, and develop a plan for improving things. Following through on the plan is, of course, up to you.

TIGP has four main sections: Problem Statement, Idea Generation, Evaluation, and Reports. The Problem Statement helps you to describe the situation that you wish to attack, specific goals that you wish to attain, their relative priorities, and the people involved (both helpers and hinderers).

Using a sort of interview technique, the Idea Generation section helps you to come up with new ways of understanding the problem by: 1. comparing it with similar situations; 2. creating metaphors for it; 3. viewing it from other perspectives; 4. focusing on goals one by one; 5. reversing goals; 6. focusing on people involved; and 7. making the most of your ideas. You are encouraged to express whatever ideas come to you, without regard to their practicality or appropriateness. Even "bad" ideas may spark additional "good" ideas later on.

The third section involves evaluating your ideas according to goals, costs, benefits, and effects on people. The fourth section lets you print summary reports; you can also export a file as ASCII text or directly into several programs (GrandView, Agenda, etc.).

Using TIGP is simple: You can probably get by without reading the manual, although doing so is painless because it's short and to the point. The program also has a small online help module (non-context-sensitive) that explains how to use the program; the program itself contains numerous hints on how to approach idea generation.

Each problem is stored in a separate file, and disk space is the only limiting

### Problem Statement
- **Definition.**
- **Goals.**
- **Constraints.**
- **Variables.**
- **Assumptions.**
- **Solutions.**

### Idea Generation
- **Techniques.**
- **Grouping.**
- **Evaluation.**

### Evaluation
- **Criteria.**
- **Scoring.**
- **Ratings.**

### Report
- **Summary.**
- **Recommendations.**
- **Implementation.**

---

**By Jeff Holtzman**

**Creative Thinking**

**COMPUTER BITS**

[Image of the IDEA SCREEN interface]

---
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factor on the number of problem files. The program has no directory function, so an eight-character DOS file name has to spark your memory about the problem attacked in each file.

THE IDEA FACTORY

The heart of the program is section 2, Idea Generation. You can use any or all of the seven subsections to attack a given problem. Some methods may be more applicable to some problems than others, or you may find that your own mental processes function better in some areas than in others. In either case, that's fine; the point is to create new ways of understanding your problem. For example, as a writer, I find method 2 (developing metaphors) particularly valuable.

One interesting method is to reverse your goals, think about how to obtain the opposite, and then use those ideas to think about how to obtain the real (positive) goal. For example, suppose you were manager of a company and wanted to maximize employee satisfaction. The opposite goal would be to make employees miserable; ways of getting there would be to reduce wages, vacation, breaks, bonuses, and working conditions. (I don't know what it is about human nature that makes it easier to think about things in a negative way—witness the 1992 presidential race.) Now with the cards on the table, so to speak, it should be pretty easy to figure out how to make the employees happy.

Another interesting method is to view your situation from other perspectives. For example, method three allows you to hold a virtual or imaginary "board meeting" with anyone involved in the situation—and anyone else you'd care to invite—and then make suggestions from the perspective of each. For example, what would your siblings say, or your parents? How about someone you admire—a teacher, a public figure, a scientist, inventor, or writer from the past? It may sound silly, but making the effort can go a long way toward putting your problem into perspective.

After creating as many ideas as you can, you go to the evaluation section, which helps you group ideas, eliminate ones that are unfruitful, to estimate the effects on others, and to do a simple cost/benefit analysis. That's not to say that TIGP can substitute for a sympathetic friend, family member, or professional counselor. The program assumes you've got basic problem-solving capabilities, and a goal-oriented approach to solving those problems. Without them, the program probably won't do you much good.

The program normally lists for $195, but the company has arranged a special $79.95 offer for student readers of Popular Electronics. Contact Experience in Software, 2000 Hearst Avenue, Suite 202, Berkeley, CA 94709-9944; Tel. 800-678-7008, 510-644-0694. Tell 'em we sent you.
T**his month, we are going to explore an electronic component that is often overlooked or even avoided by the average electronics hobbyist. If you've never worked with stepper motors, and even if you have, this month's expedition just might spark an interest in using one of these electromechanical devices in a future project.**

Stepper motors, unlike your everyday garden variety of motor, are a breed of motors that are designed to rotate one step at a time—typically 1.8 degrees per step—in either direction. That means that the unit must undergo 200, 1.8-degree steps to complete one 360-degree rotation (200 × 1.8° = 360°).

Stepper motors, like other electronic components, are available in several varieties. Our discussion will center around the more common 6-lead bifilar wound configuration, illustrated in Fig. 1, which consists of two center-tapped windings. Note that the center tap of each winding is connected through a current-limiting resistor (R1 or R2) to a power source.

The motor is made to rotate in the desired direction by switching power to the motor windings on and off in the correct sequence. Before our motor (one salvaged from an old piece of machinery) could be placed into service, it was necessary to use an ohmmeter to determine and mark each coil and its center tap. To perform that operation, we used four SPST switches (numbered S1 through S4) connected to a power source (check voltage rating stated on the motor's nameplate before applying power to the motor) as shown in Fig. 1.

Then, as outlined in Table 1, the switches were activated (turned on) in various sequences; for example, step 1 indicates that switches S1 and S3 were turned on simultaneously to make the motor rotate one step at a time in a single direction. Try all four steps outlined in Table 1 and when the motor rotates smoothly in a single direction, you are ready to move on to the experimentation stage of our discussion. It may be necessary to move the motor windings to different switches until the armature rotates smoothly in one direction. Once you've achieved a smooth forward rotation, try the last four motor steps in Table 1.

---

**CIRCUIT CIRCUS**

By Charles D. Rakes

---

**Using Stepper Motors**

**Fig. 1. This common 6-lead bifilar-wound stepper motor consists of two center-tapped windings. Note that the center tap of each winding is connected through a current-limiting resistor (R1 or R2) to a power source.**

**Table 1—Stepper Motor Full Step Input Sequence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP</th>
<th>SWITCHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**STEPPER MOTOR USES**

Stepper motors play a prominent role in robotic technology. The manufacturing industry, with its robotic assembly lines, makes extensive use of these devices to move and precisely position parts for automated assembly and machining. Stepper motors are also used in computer-related equipment, such as in printers and disk drives.
which should reverse the direction of rotation.

For what it's worth, the color coding of the motor windings shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to a popular stepper motor manufactured by Superior Electric (383 Middle St., Bristol, CT 06010).

**BIPOLAR MOTOR DRIVER CIRCUIT**

A complete stepper-motor/driver circuit is shown in Fig. 2. In that circuit, two inverters (1/8 of a 4049 CMOS hex inverting buffer) are wired as a low-frequency squarewave oscillator. The operating frequency of the oscillator is determined by C1 and R11. The output of the oscillator at pin 6 of U1-b is applied to the clock input of U2 (a 4017 CMOS divide-by-10 counter) at pin 14. Note that pins 10 and 15 of U2 are tied together, that makes the U2 counter count from 0 to 3 and repeat as long as clock pulses are present at pin 14.

The four outputs of U2 are each simultaneously fed to two of the four driver-transistor circuits through eight steering diodes, D1–D8. Each driver circuit is comprised of two transistors; one of which (a 2N2222A general-purpose bipolar unit) is used as a current amplifier, and the other (a 2N3055 power transistor) acts essentially as a switch. The current amplifier is used to provide sufficient base-drive current to the power transistor to ensure full saturation at turn on.

When the 0 count output of U2 at pin 3 goes high, a positive-bias pulse is applied to the base of Q1 and Q3 through steering diodes D2 and D3 respectively, causing them to momentarily turn on. That causes a positive bias to be applied to both Q5 and Q7, turning them on momentarily. That in turn applies power to their connected motor windings, causing the motor's armature to move one step and lock in place until the next pulse arrives.

The oscillator frequency can be adjusted via R11 to increase or decrease the motor's rotational speed. Of course, there is a limit to how fast each type of stepper motor can operate; if the motor is pushed beyond its rated speed, it will either sit in one position and chatter or run erratically. Setting the oscillator frequency to 3.3 Hz will cause the motor to rotate at 1 rpm, adjusting the oscillator frequency to

---

Fig. 2. In the bipolar stepper-motor/driver circuit the individual drivers are comprised of two transistors; one of which (a 2N2222A general-purpose bipolar unit) is used as a current amplifier, and the other (a 2N3055 power transistor) acts essentially as a switch.

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE BIPOLAR MOTOR-DRIVER CIRCUIT**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

U1—4049 CMOS hex inverting-buffer, integrated circuit
U2—4017 CMOS decade counter/divider, integrated circuit
Q1–Q4—2N2222A general-purpose bipolar transistor
Q5–Q8—2N3055 NPN silicon power transistor
D1–D8—1N914 general-purpose silicon diode

**RESISTORS**

(All fixed resistors are 1/2-watt, 5% units, except where otherwise noted.)
R1–R4—470-ohm 1/2-watt resistor
R5–R8—270-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R9, R10—Power resistors selected for motor's current rating

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

C1—0.05-µF, ceramic-disc capacitor
MOT1—12-volt stepper motor
Perfboard materials, enclosure, IC sockets, 12-volt power source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
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33 Hz, will cause it to operate at 10 rpm.

Some stepper motors, can be made to run faster than their rated maximum speeds by starting out at a low speed and slowly increasing the drive frequency. But if the motor's load is suddenly increased it will lose sync and stall or just sit and chatter. The maximum usable speed of any stepper motor is the speed the motor can maintain under varying loads.

**HEXFET DRIVER CIRCUIT**

Figure 3 shows a motor-driver circuit built around four IFR511 power hexFET's (Q1–Q4), instead of the eight bipolar transistors used in the previous circuit. The advantage of the hexFET circuit over the bipolar driver is that the hexFETs operate like on/off switches and require almost no drive power.

The positive output of U2 can be used to directly drive each pair of hexFETs through the dual steering diodes used in Fig. 2; the proper connection of those steering diodes is indicated in Fig. 3.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE HEXFET DRIVER CIRCUIT**

- Q1–Q4—IRF511 hexFET
- R1–R4—100.000-ohm ¼-watt, 5% resistor
- R5, R6—Power resistors selected for motor's current rating
- Board materials, enclosure, 12-volt power source, wire, hardware, etc.

**DUAL OSCILLATOR**

The dual-oscillator (built around two 4011 CMOS NAND-gate integrated circuits) shown in Fig. 4 can be used in place of the single, inverter-based oscillator used in Fig. 2. The dual-oscillator circuit allows you to choose either high- or low-speed operation and provides an override feature that can be used as a safety control to shut the system down should an operational failure occur.

In the high-speed oscillator, U1-a and U1-b are configured as a square-wave oscillator; pin 1 of U1-a controls the oscillator's on/off function, with a high input turning the oscillator on and a low input stopping it. The operating frequency of the high-speed oscillator is determined by C1 and R5 (which can be varied to adjust the oscillator's frequency of operation).

The low-speed oscillator (built around U2) operates in a like manner with pin 1 of U2-a controlling the on/off function of that oscillator, and R6 providing the frequency-adjust function.

The output of the high-speed oscillator (which can be varied to adjust the oscillator's frequency of operation).

**Fig. 3. This motor-driver circuit replaces the eight bipolar transistors of the previous circuit with four IFR511 power hexFET's (Q1–Q4).**

**Fig. 4. The dual-oscillator circuit shown here allows you to choose either a high- or low-speed operation and provides an override feature that can be used to shut the system down should an operational failure occur.**

(Continued on page 92)
Hello and welcome to another edition of Think Tank. This month I'm going to continue the tutorial on ICs. If you read last month's column, you know that we've already covered some common IC packages. This month, we'll discuss how binary numbers are represented by voltages. I will also continue to present some test equipment circuits sent in by clever readers.

By the way, the responses to my query last month (do you want more, less, or the same amount of computer coverage in this magazine) have been coming in. If you would like to express your opinion, please send it in; and thanks to those who've already contributed.

To the gentlemen who feared that I posed the question because I might be out of non-computer-related ideas: Don't you believe it! My stack of ideas for various projects and topics grows on an almost daily basis (much faster than I can build them or write about them) and has greatly accelerated in growth since I started writing this column.

In fact, I asked readers about what they would like to see because I have too many ideas and want to weed out the ones of least interest. As long as this column has a following, I'll keep pumping out the ideas. I promise.

**BINARY NUMBERS**

Basically speaking, whether a logic circuit is used to turn on a light bulb or correct a satellite orbit, it performs its job by doing math. Not the kind of math that we are used to—based on digits from one to ten—but Boolean algebra, more commonly called logic, which is performed using only two numerals: zero and one.

Since there are only two numbers in this branch of mathematics, the digits form what is called the binary (two-numeral) number system. If you are unfamiliar with binary, you might be wondering how to represent the number three in binary.

To help answer that question, consider what happens when we count in our number system (the decimal system). Once we count from zero to nine, we run out of digits, so we place a zero in the ones position and a one to the left of it (in the tens position) to indicate that we have already counted from zero to nine once. That gives us the number ten (10).

If we count in binary, we start with zero (0), proceed to 1, and since we've run out of digits, the next number (two) is represented by 10 (read "one zero") in binary, three is written 11, and so on.

**VOLTAGE LEVELS**

Of course, logic circuits don't have the ability to conceptualize numbers, they simply respond to voltages. So in a logic circuit, the binary numbers (one and zero) are represented by voltage levels. In positive-logic circuits, a voltage close to 0 volts represents a logical zero (or "logic low"), while a voltage reasonably close to the power-supply voltage is defined as a logical 1 (or "logic high").

Negative-logic circuits (which are less common than positive-logic) work in the opposite manner; a logical one is represented by a low voltage that's close to zero, while a logical zero is represented by a high voltage. Since negative-logic circuits aren't too numerous, I'll stick to discussing positive-logic circuits. However, keep in mind that all the technical attributes (power-supply requirements, fabrication techniques, architecture, etc.) of positive-logic chips are the same for negative-logic chips. The only distinction between the two is their definition of what is a one and what is a zero.

Next month, we'll discuss the exact values of voltage used by common circuits to represent binary ones and zeros. For right now, though, let's get to our letters.

**ZENER TESTER**

The following is a supply that I built for testing Zener diodes (see Fig. 1). It also

---

**Fig. 1.** This versatile circuit can be used to test Zener diodes or act as a stand-alone power supply. Note that it requires a voltmeter to work as a Zener tester.
Fig. 2. This DC supply is great for operating battery-powered antique radios, as it is designed to prevent harming the tube filaments.

ANTIQUE-RADIO SUPPLY

Those who own antique radios that use 01-A tubes may occasionally wish to exhibit them in operation at shows, etc. Production of 01-A's ceased in 1940, so they are all quite old and hence fragile, so the shock of having the full 6.3 volts of a storage battery applied to them may destroy their filaments.

With used 01-A's going at $12.50, the cost of the power supply shown in Fig. 2 is a good investment. It is cheaper than either a storage battery or dry cells. Also, it is easier to carry than the former and will not spill sulphuric acid on the rug.

Furthermore, the power supply is good insurance against anyone who can't resist turning a radio's rheostat knobs. The rheostats can be turned full on and left there. So the worst a busybody can do is lower the filament voltage.

Some regenerative detectors use the filament rheostat to control regeneration. The rheostat controlling the detector-tube filament will function normally using this supply. Receivers with up to 8 tubes, including any mix of 00-A, 01-A, 112A, or 71-A tubes, can be powered from the supply as these all require 5 volts DC at 0.25 amps. Look out for tubes with the same numbers but no A. They draw 1 amp each.

The LM7805's can be physically piggy-backed for convenience in wiring. Just mount one onto the other and solder their leads together. If one's clutch pile includes some surplus computer supplies, very likely most or all of the parts can be salvaged, reducing the total cost.

—Billy R. Pogue, Lake Havasu City, AL

I'm sure a lot of antique-radio buffs will like your circuit. I was a little surprised that the regulators don't enter a tug-of-war with each other. That can happen if their output voltages are slightly different, but you sound like you've used the circuit enough to know what you're talking about. I'll probably build this circuit to test its characteristics myself.

AC-SHORT DETECTOR

A while back, you presented some very simple circuits that make working on electronic projects that much easier. Well I have here (see Fig. 3) the simplest circuit I can possibly think of that has helped me through my many years in electronics, whether just experimenting or in the servicing field. For lack of a better name, I call it a "short-circuit indicator." It is just a simple a 100-watt bulb connected in series with the power line and an AC outlet.

I use this circuit on my test bench. Whenever I'm in doubt as to the condition of an AC device under test (DUT), instead of plugging the device directly into the house AC lines, I plug it into my short-circuit indicator. If the light bulb lights very brightly, I know that there is a short circuit in the DUT. If the light bulb lights dimly, then I know that the DUT is not short circuited and can be safely plugged in.

This circuit has saved me from blowing fuses late at night when I do most of my work. I'm sure that your avid readers might think of some other applications for this simple gadget.

—John A. Alvarez, Richmond Hill, NY

This makes an excellent...
Fig. 3. Do you deal with old equipment in unknown condition? If so, this little circuit could keep you from causing further harm to already shorted devices.

A companion for the power supply that we just discussed, Antique-radio enthusiasts can use the circuit to test for bad power-transformer primaries without damaging their latest acquisitions. However, anyone interested in repair work could use one of these gadgets. Thanks, your book is on the way.

Now let's switch gears. Instead of continuing with another piece of test gear, I'd like to present a letter that will help a former contributor to this column.

INTERCOM AGAIN

There may be several reasons why George R. Cote of Pittsfield, MA (August 1992 Think Tank) is having trouble with the June 1991 telephone power supply (see Fig. 4). One is that most telephones need at least 20 mA of loop current to operate, and many electronic phones require even more current. The fact that he is only drawing 7.96 mA with one phone off-hook is why he can't hear anything.

For a 12-volt DC supply, an output resistance of 1k (total value of R1 and R2) is probably too high. Batterypowered circuits need to present a reactive load, so that they provide some current reduction while presenting a high impedance at audio frequencies. It looks like the designer of this circuit tried to get around using inductors on each side of line by just going to a high resistor value, so that the audio would not sink into the power supply.

That may work on short line lengths to the phones at a standard telco voltage of 48 volts DC, but seems to have gotten George into trouble at 12 volts DC. Maybe using inductive wirewound resistors at 50 or 100 ohms would work. Just make sure that the power rating of the resistors can handle the current involved. Figure on an off-hook resistance of about 200 to 400 ohms for most phones.

Another problem can crop up with some electronic phones, and that is that they may be designed to work only at 48 volt DC, no matter how high the current is at 12 volts. Many inexpensive electronic phones have a Zener in series with the line; a monolithic telephone IC is then powered from the Zener-regulated voltage. If 12 volts is not enough to cause the Zener to conduct, the phone can't "turn on" and produce a proper off-hook condition.

A better solution for George may be to get four 12-volt lantern batteries wired in series to produce 48 volts DC, and wind his own inductors. The higher the series resistance presented by the inductors, the longer the batteries will last, as long as they deliver enough current to run the phones. To be on the safe side, 30 or 40 mA is a good minimum value.

If George wants to have 48 volts DC and standard telco ringing, the 46220 Telephone Hotline from Proctor and Associates of Redmond, WA may be the answer. The device provides connections for two phones; when one of the phones goes off-hook, the 46220 sends standard telco ringing voltage at 105 volts AC, 20 Hz to the other phone. You can contact Proctor at 206-881-7000; their fax number is 206-885-3282.

—Tad Cook, Seattle, WA

Thank you very much for your letter. I'm sure the information you have provided will really help George. You really know your phone technology.

That's all the room we have for this month. Don't forget, if any of you have interesting circuits or helpful advice then write to Think Tank, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Your effort will be rewarded with a copy of Think Tank II or another selection from our library.

It opens wide. You'll say Ahhh!

The newly improved 334 Portable Panavise now has a self-centering head big enough to easily hold objects up to 9 inches across! Double action jaws make quick work of clamping. Reversible jaw pads are ribbed on one side and grooved on the other for plenty of gripping power. And, weight is centered over the vise, so you'll be able to hold heavier objects. Plus, our newly patented 305 low profile base provides full tilt, turn and rotation control, and now holds twice as much weight as its predecessor. The new 334 Portable Panavise it cuts even the biggest jobs down to size.
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**DX LISTENING**

By Don Jensen

"What in the world is happening to shortwave broadcasting in what used to be the USSR?" queries Brian Garson, Raleigh, NC, in a recent letter. "When I listen in on some of the DX programs, like Radio Nederlands' Media Network, they talk about all sorts of independent shortwave stations in Russia. I'm sure confused."

Brian's not the only one feeling a bit perplexed. The shortwave situation in the former USSR has been very confusing since that country's breakup. There seem to be dozens of new Russian stations, most of which are reported to be broadcasting in the Russian language, but some do have limited English programming. Actually, according to the most reliable information available, there are very few genuinely independent Russian SW stations, if we define stations in the generally accepted sense.

What we have in growing numbers are independent program producers who lease air time on various government-owned stations, which are part of the vast transmitter network left over from the "pre-democracy" days of Soviet international broadcasting. Most of these new program services are the work of present and former employees of the now defunct Gosteleradio (the former Soviet broadcasting agency). They are intended as commercial operations, but it's unclear just how much advertising they have been able to attract thus far.

The largest of these "independent" broadcasters, supposedly, is Radio Ala, which began broadcasting in October 1991. Its programming, in the Russian language, consists mostly of music, with newscasts on the quarter hour. Ala, says N. Dyomina, the station's letters editor, means "wings, from the Latin." The program has its own news-gathering and writing staff, and claims to have as many as 75-million listeners in Russia.

It broadcasts its program from transmitters, leased from the Russian government, at Moscow, St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad), Ekaterinburg, and Kalingrad at various times and at up to about 12 hours a day or more. Some frequencies to try are: 7,370, 7,400, 11,685, 11,965, 12,030, and 15,255 kHz. Radio Ala's address is P.O. Box 159, 125047 Moscow, Russia.

**MAILBOX TIME**

Ah, the mail just keeps coming! And that's wonderful! I'm always glad to get feedback from readers. If you would like to get on board too, drop me a line. Tell me which are your favorite SW stations? Pass along your listening tips. I'm looking for your comments on the world-band broadcasting scene. Do you have questions about the SWL hobby? While I'm unable to personally reply to your queries, I'll answer the most interesting letters here each month. Send your letters (photos of you and your SWLing equipment, too) to me, in care of **Popular Electronics**, 500-B Bi-Country Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

"Myers is in. Meyer's out," writes Tom Marcinliak, Coral Gables, FL, who has been a faithful listener to Tom Meyer's popular Happy Station program Sundays on Radio Nederland. "Meyer had been hosting the Happy Station program for 22 years when he announced he was leaving to take up writing and dramatic interests. He was replaced by Pete Myers, who, himself, has been a longtime RN announcer."

Radio Nederland's Happy Station program dates back to 1928, when the Dutch first went on shortwave with pioneer station, PCJ. Eddie Starz hosted the multi-lingual show until 1970 (with an enforced interruption during the Nazi occupation of Holland during WW2). Meyer then took over for more than two decades. Myers becomes the Happy Station's third host in 65 years!

SWL fans of the DX Partyline show have often heard veteran HCJB producer John Beck filling in during regular host Rich McVicar's Winter-long absence from the air.
26 time zones," says Norman, "and each is designated by a letter from the standard phonetics. The Z or Zulu time zone covers the area of Greenwich, England, where GMT/UTC is based. "The United States time zones are designated, under the same system, with R (Romeo) for EST, S (Sierra) for CST; T (Tango) for MST, and U (Uniform) for PST." Thanks Norman.

MORE MONITORING

"I've always been fascinated by the idea that some shortwave listeners get paid for doing, more or less, what the rest of us do for fun," writes Fran Marteri, Terre Haute, IN. "I knew that a number of countries and their shortwave services employ professional monitors to listen in on what the other guys are broadcasting. There are, of course, agencies such as the U.S. government's Foreign Broadcast Information Service, the BBC's Monitoring Service and the professional monitors employed by Germany's Deutsche Welle and Canada's CBC.

"But," Fran continues, "I didn't know that Radio Moscow had a similar SW-monitoring service until I heard about it on a Radio Nederland Media Network program. It seems that the USSR's Communist Party Central Committee established its monitoring service back in 1964. Since it was taken over by the Russian Federation, after the breakup of the USSR, it has gone commercial, providing a daily digest of its monitoring operation of 27 international stations to clients such as financial institutions, banks, and businesses. It supposedly has a staff of about 50, who monitor some 50 hours of broadcasts per day."

STUCK ON STICKERS

Mary Ann Smith, of Meridian, MS, writes, offering this tip for other SWL's who like to collect those "little extras," that some stations send with their replies to listeners who write them about their reception.

"Radio New Zealand International sent me a really nice station sticker," she writes. "It came along with their current schedule and a verification card. If anybody wants to send RNZI a reception report, their address is Post Office Box 2092, Wellington, New Zealand."

Thanks, Mary Ann! And for readers who may be looking to log New Zealand, try 9,700 kHz during the early morning hours, between 0700 and 1100 UTC.

Speaking of UTC, I've received a couple of letters concerning my question (a few issues back) about the use of the letter Z or, phonetically, Zulu, to signify Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) or its predecessor, Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). For beginning listeners who still may be a bit confused about the use of UTC by most SW stations, it is a time standard equal to EST + 5 hours, CST + 6, MST + 7 or PST + 8.

Henry Schanding (ham-radio operator, W3RRF), Elizabeth City, NC, says the Z stands for Zero degrees Longitude, the Greenwich Meridian. Another radio amateur, Norman Wehrli (W5JKPC), Athens, TX, confirms my supposition, conveyed in last October's column, that Z or Zulu time references date to World War II military usage.

"The world is divided into

*Credits: Brian Alexander, PA; Jim Clar, NY; Richard D'Angelo, PA; Dan Ferguson, VA; William Flynn, OR; Harold Levison, PA; North American SW Association, 45 Wildflower Road, Levittown, PA 19056.
Direct Conversion Receivers

The direct-conversion receiver (DCR) is one of the simplest forms of radio receiver. Like the superheterodyne receiver, it uses a local oscillator (LO) to down-convert the RF signal. But there is a difference; in the superhet receiver, the LO output and the received RF are of different frequencies. The two signals are combined to produce a sum or difference frequency, which is then processed as an intermediate frequency (IF).

**DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVERS**

Figure 1 shows a block diagram for a direct conversion receiver. The mixer (preferably of the double-balanced variety) can be passive or active. The mixer is followed by a low-pass filter that has an upper -3-dB frequency of 3000 Hz. The filter reduces the noise level by passing only those frequencies that are necessary, while also removing any residual RF or LO signal that manages to "sneak past" the conversion process.

In a DCR that uses an active mixer, the audio amplifier provides most of the gain in the circuit. On the other hand, if a passive mixer is used, the audio amplifier provides all of the gain in the circuit. In such units, the amplifiers tend to have gains on the order of 80 to 120 dB in order to obtain good listening levels.

Notice that the circuit does not contain an RF amplifier, although some DCR designs do. In general, circuits designed for use below 14 MHz do not require an RF amplifier.

Indeed, if an RF amplifier is used in the design, it may be overdriven. Examine signals on the 40-meter band at about 2100 hours each evening to get an idea of what I mean. The dynamic range of those signals can extend from 'whispers of hot air to bone crushing blowtorches' (whether originating from local ham operators or international broadcasters).

There are several approaches to making DCR receivers for the ham bands. So this month and next month, we will take a look at two of the most popular forms of DCR circuit. The one that we'll discuss this month uses an active mixer and is built around the popular NE602/LM386 circuit combination. We'll follow up next month with a look at circuits based on a passive, double-balanced mixer.

The NE602 is an integrated circuit made by Signetics and sold by Digi-Key (P.O. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677; Tel. 800-344-4539). It has two sections: a multi-transistor Wilson Transconductance Cell connected as a double-balanced modulator (DBM), and a single-transistor local-oscillator circuit. The emitter and base connections of the local oscillator are brought out to pins 6 and 7 of the unit. The LO can operate at frequencies of up to 200 MHz, while the DBM can perform at frequencies ranging as high as 500 MHz.

The other chip, the LM386, is a low-voltage audio-power amplifier, which is capable of putting out about 500 mW of audio power. It contains the audio preamplifiers and power amplifiers needed to make the complete audio-amplifier section of a radio receiver.

**A LOOK AT THE CIRCUIT**

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram for a direct-conversion receiver built around the NE602/LM386 combination, which is based on a design by John Dillon (WA3RNC). A parts kit
for the actual Dillon version, which covers 75/80 and 40 meters (depending on the capacitors selected) is available from Penntek Electronics (14 Peace Drive, Lewistown, PA 17044). The parts kit, which includes a printed-circuit board and all the parts needed except the loudspeaker or earphones, and the variable capacitors, sells for $19.95.

Although DCR's are said to be prone to hum and instability, I found no sign of either problem when I configured the receiver to the 80-meter band. Actually, it performed quite well. I then built another one on perfboard, configured (as shown in Fig. 2) for the 40-meter band, for educational purposes.

For the input transformer and local-oscillator coils, I used 10.7-MHz IF transformers, like those available from Mouser Electronics (POB 699, Mansfield, TX 76063; Tel. 800-346-6873) as part No. 421F123. In the case of the input coil, the internal capacitor (Cₐ) is used to help resonate the coil. Because the coil was originally tuned to 10.7 MHz, additional capacitance was needed to resonate the coil to lower bands.

In the Dillon design, capacitor C₀ is 330 pF, while Cₐ is a dual-section capacitor of 59 pF and 140 pF with both sections connected in parallel. However, while toying with my experimental version, I discovered that replacing C₀ with a 440-pF variable capacitor, and not using Cₐ at all, allowed me to tune the coil down into the bands of interest. I was then able to adjust T₁'s tuning slug to allow the 440-pF capacitor to tune both 80/75 meters and 40 meters. The local-oscillator components, as shown, are connected to pins 6 and 7. The inductor (T₂) is another 10.7-MHz transformer, but the secondary is not used. Table 1 lists the capacitor values (in picofarads) required for the 80/75- and 40-meter bands; all of the capacitors should be silvered mica, NPO ceramic, or polystyrene units.

Those values will also work in adjacent bands. For example, if you want to use the receiver in the 8-MHz marine-CW band to listen to ships, use the 40-meter values and retune the coils.

The parts kit is of high quality. The only criticism I have of the kit is the lack of instructions. John designed it for an ARRL publication about five years ago, and it has been selling it ever since. However, as time goes on, fewer people have the original article. Ask him for a copy of the article when you order.
The majority of commercial, ham, and public-safety users of the scanner bands are equipped for Continuous Tone Code Squelch System (CTCSS) operation, often referred to as PL tones (which makes reference to the Motorola trade name, Private Line). There are more than 30 standard CTCSS tones, each of which is sub-audible. CTCSS-equipped stations in a given system all use the identical tone, and it is continuously sent out by each station while it is transmitting.

Why is that done? One reason is to permit only certain stations to access a repeater that will not key up except when it detects a signal on its input frequency that has the correct CTCSS tone. Another reason is to allow several different users to share the same frequency without causing too much disturbance to one another. Each user on the frequency has all of their units set up with a particular CTCSS tone, and it takes that particular tone to open the squelch of every radio in that system. Therefore, when units within one specific system are contacting each other, the radios of other users on the frequency remain silent. There are other uses for CTCSS, but those are the most popular ways that it is used.

As we mentioned, we can't hear those tones, although they are so often present and they are very distinguishing characteristics of the signals that we regularly monitor from police, ham, business, and many other types of stations. Other than ham stations, most VHF/UHF users aren't overly anxious for outsiders to learn which CTCSS tones they use.

An interesting scanner accessory is available, however, that finds and decodes all CTCSS tones, and then displays them via large LEDs. You can park your scanner on one frequency used by several systems and sort them all out by getting an instant reading of the CTCSS tones employed by each station that you're monitoring. Some systems use digital codes instead of CTCSS tones, and the accessory can also read those. It connects inside most late-model Bearcat and Realistic desktop scanners.

There are several versions of the unit, which is known as the Tone/Code Finder, available from Automated Industrial Electronics Corporation, 141 Granite Street, Batesburg, SC 29006, Tel: 803-532-9256. Have you seen a long, self-addressed, stamped (29-cents) envelope. Address your request to Scanner Scene at the address shown at the end of this column.

**UPDATED & REVISED**

One of the more popular scanner and shortwave directories has long been *Tune in on Telephone Calls*. The 160-page book has become the official handbook for those who are fascinated by tuning-in on phone calls from homes, offices, cars, aircraft, boats, and even trains.

There is now a fine, new, updated and revised edition, containing hundreds of new and changed frequencies. It includes such
Tune In On Telephone Calls
Scanner & Shortwave Frequency Directory
By Tom Kneitel, K2AES

information as the band for 900-MHz cordless phones, plus new frequencies for the 46/49-MHz cordless-phone band. Hundreds of HF high-seas telephone-call channels have been changed. New frequency information for phone calls from offshore oil-drilling rigs is provided, as well as updated information for the radio service created just to bring phone calls to rural, remote, and wilderness areas. New radio-paging frequency information is provided, too. Loads of new information in the book is intended to increase your monitoring enjoyment.

The revised Tune in on Telephone Calls is available from many scanner shops. Or you can order it by mail for $12.95 (plus $3.50 shipping) from CRB Research Books, P.O. Box 56, Com- mack, NY 11725. Residents of New York must add $1.40 sales tax. Visa and MasterCard orders (USA only) are accepted by mail and by phone (Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, 10 AM to 2 PM Eastern Standard Time only) at 516-543-9169.

SPACED OUT ON SCANNING
Scanning signals from the "final frontier"—that's space, for those of you who aren't Star Trek fans—is always interesting to try. Here are some frequencies you might want to program into your scanner to soar above and beyond the world of taxi dispatchers and other more commonly encountered VHF signals.

A ham-radio satellite called AMSAT-OSCAR 17 ("Dove") can be heard sending out telemetry and occasional bulletins on 145.825 MHz. If you can copy packet (you'll need a TNC) on your scanner, you should be able to start reading tons of data zipping across your screen as soon as Dove comes over the horizon.

There's also some voice traffic on Dove, noted being downlinked on 145.987 MHz (435.016-MHz uplink). Listen during the first four minutes of every 10-minute period past the top of each hour (such as at 0100, 0110, 0120, 0130, etc.). Of course, it can be heard only when the satellite comes over your horizon.

The Russian Mir space station is still being heard, and you can put 145.55 MHz into your scanner to hear that one. Mir kicks out a healthy signal, an AX.25 packet transmission that can be read on any TNC. But you don't need a TNC just to hear the data signal—and that's interesting in itself, even if you can't copy the traffic.

Also listen for satellite downlinks (mostly CW and SSB) on 145.857, 145.86, 145.862, 145.90, 145.903, 145.907, 145.908, 145.910, 145.912, 145.95, 145.953, 145.95, 145.958, 145.96, 145.963, and 146.00 MHz.

There are ham transmissions from many NASA Space Shuttle flights, but the frequencies used differ with each launch. That's all the room we have for this month, but be sure to join us again in April.

SONY STR-D990
(Continued from page 29)

Hands-On Tests
Hooking up the STR-D990 to a quintet of loudspeakers and connecting a TV monitor, a VCR, a CD player, and a videodisc player was simple enough. What took a bit of interpretation was the use of those multifunction pushbuttons. While they give the front panel an uncluttered look, they tend to confuse the user who refuses to consult the owner's manual (we're all guilty of that, from time to time). Happily, the last four pages of the owner's manual supplied with the receiver are titled "Quick Reference" and those pages provide step-by-step graphic illustrations of which buttons to push in which order to access the various functions.

Anyone harboring the misconception that a home-theater installation has to cost many thousands of dollars would do well to consider this receiver. If you own a large-screen TV set, a working stereo system with one or more program sources, and are willing to invest in two or three additional loudspeakers, all you need to add is the Sony STR-D990 and some popcorn to complete your home-theater installation!

For more information on the Sony STR-D990 audio/ video receiver, contact Sony (Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656) directly, or circle No. 120 on the Free Information Card.
CET EXAM BOOK: 3RD EDITION
by Dick Glass and Ron Crow

Written for those who are planning to take the Associate-level Certified Electronics Technician exam for the first time, as well as experienced technicians who are going for a Journeyman, Senior, or Master CET rating, this book contains all the information needed to pass the exams. After an opening chapter that explores the history of the Electronics Technicians Association (ETA) and the CET program, the book goes on to devote a chapter each to such topics as basic mathematics, electrical fundamentals, electronic components, serial and parallel circuits, semiconductors, basic circuits, decibels, antennas and wave propagation, block diagrams, digital concepts, safety, computers, and test equipment and measurements. Other chapters cover various career options in consumer electronics, industrial electronics, telecommunications, satellite TV, biomedical electronics, video distribution, radio communications, and avionics. Each chapter of the book includes a sample quiz that allows readers to gauge their progress and determine which subjects they most need to study. Practice questions and answers are followed by full explanations of all of the principles involved. The third edition has been completely revised and updated to cover every level of CET certification and each of the Journeyman options.

The CET Exam Book, 3rd Edition costs $17.95 and is published by TAB Books, Division of McGraw-Hill Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; Tel.: 1-800-822-8138.
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VOODOO WORDPERFECTION FOR WINDOWS: Tips & Tricks with an Attitude
by Kay Yarborough Nelson

In this book, shortcuts that never appear in traditional manuals are “conjured up.” For newcomers as well as advanced users, the book offers an array of tips and techniques intended to make the most of WordPerfect for Windows. The book includes information on installing and upgrading the program, and provides basic graphics and desktop-publishing hints. It explains how to open and close documents, use the Clipboard, take shortcuts when using the mouse and the keyboard, use dialog boxes, and avoid hidden traps. Editorial tips include advice on how to move through documents: select, copy, and paste text; take shortcuts for deleting, hyphenate; and call up the Speller and Thesaurus. The book also reveals secrets to formatting, using the File Manager, and mastering macros. A comprehensive index makes it easy to locate the various shortcuts.

Voodoo WordPerfect for Windows costs $19.95 and is published by Ventana Press, P.O. Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC 27515; Tel: 919-942-0220; Fax: 919-942-1140.
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ELECTRONICS: A SYSTEMS APPROACH
by Neil Storley

Aimed at students and professionals in all major engineering and physics disciplines, this introductory text takes a different approach to electronics, in that its coverage is from a systems perspective. It presents the principles of electronics in an integrated and coherent way by treating analog and digital circuits in one book. Written in a style that is suitable for specialists and non-specialists alike, the book uses a “top down” systems approach to explain the principles of system design. Design case studies highlight the choices and deci-
sions that must be made during the design process. A chapter on system design draws together the similarity of methods used in both analog and digital circuit design.

Electronics: A Systems Approach costs $38.75 and is published by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, One Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867; Tel: 617-944-3700.
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS/COMPUTER PRODUCTS CATALOG from Jameco

Jameco's 1993 catalog includes expanded product lines and, for the first time, a variety of educational and support information for customers. Intended for customers in the technology, hobby, home, business, and educational markets, the 100-page booklet describes more than 4000 products, ranging from integrated circuits to computers, to test and measurement equipment. A new, easy-access "Blue Pages" section contains 57 pages of electronic components. The Blue Pages include complete physical specification drawings for engineers, technicians, and purchasing agents, and list discounted quantity and bulk pricing options. Bound inside the 1993 catalog is the "Resources" newsletter, providing in-depth information about Jameco products and services as well as a review of basic computer and electronics technology.

The 1993 Electronic Components/Computer Parts Catalog is free upon request from Jameco, 1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002; Tel: 415-592-8097; Fax: 415-592-2503.
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UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS Third Edition by Gilbert Held

This book explains how various computer hardware and software components work and communicate to bring the world together. Filled with reference material and communications, the book helps readers to understand the basics of data communications, define the functions of data terminals and their components, understand the operation of different messages and transmission channels, discover the latest network design techniques and architectures, and understand the integrated services digital network (ISDN).

An overview explores the basics of data communications and explains real-world connections. The book explains how database services, information utilities, and electronic bulletin boards work. It also explores the inner workings of data terminals, transmission channels, asynchronous modems and interfaces, fiber optics, and satellites. Those concepts and...
principles are accompanied by a thorough look at the world of digital communications; included in that discussion is coverage of such topics as the advantages and disadvantages of local area networks, packet networks, and network design and management.

Understanding Data Communications costs $24.95 and is published by Sams, Division of Prentice-Hall Computer Publishing, 11711 North College, Carmel, IN 46032; Tel: 1-800-428-5331.
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THE ART OF SOLDERING
by R. Breuster

If you do hands-on work in electronics, either on the job or as a hobby, then soldering is important to you. While many people believe that proper soldering is a difficult skill to master, and that it is easy to make serious mistakes that are hard to correct later, this book takes the viewpoint that by learning the proper techniques, there's no need to regard soldering as a problem.

The book covers most hobbies that involve soldering, including electronics, model railroads, and stained glass. It explains how to choose the right soldering iron and accessories for the job, and describes in detail the various types of solder. Before explaining how to solder, the book explains the differences between inert and active types of fluxes, and outlines safety procedures. In separate chapters covering electronics, modelling, and stained-glass applications, the book recommends the type of soldering iron, flux, solder, and other tools to use and goes on to explain proper soldering technique. Making repairs and solder-removal techniques are also covered.

The Art of Soldering (order no. BP324) costs $5.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling, and is published by Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
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BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER ACCESSORIES AND SAVE A BUNDLE
by Bonnie J. Hargrave and Ted Dunning

As any computer enthusiast knows, the initial investment for a computer, printer, keyboard, and monitor isn't the end of the required expenditures. You'll be making frequent trips to the computer store for all sorts of accessories intended to enhance the performance of your system or network. This book shows how you can boost your computer productivity by building your own Mac- and IBM PC-compatible accessories.

The do-it-yourself guide outlines 27 money-saving projects, complete with step-by-step instructions, parts lists, tool requirements, schematics, and illustrations. Featured are hardware enhancements and diagnostic devices including cables and jumpers, port and cable testers, modem and printer switches, power strips, surge protectors, loopbacks, and gender changers. The projects are arranged in order of complexity, beginning with those that even novices can easily handle, such as cables, and progressing to advanced projects recommended for experienced electronics hobbyists; among those advanced projects are a stand-alone RS-232 cable tester and a time-domain reflectometer.

BUILD YOUR OWN Computer Accessories and Save a Bundle costs $19.95 and is published by Windcrest/McGraw-Hill, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; Tel: 1-800-822-8152.
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ANTIQUE RADIO
(Continued from page 67)

playback of the message at copying speed. That might have been exactly the method used to alert the sub responsible for the sinking of the Lusitania, for it is presumed that WSL forwarded the necessary information. The station at Tuckerton might also have been involved, as mentioned in my earlier column, but it is a known fact that U-boat sinkings declined substantially after seizure of the Sayville station.

Radio WSL (now operating with the call letters NDD) continued to handle supposedly commercial traffic with Germany under the supervision of the U.S. Navy until the U.S. entered the war in 1917. In fact, the infamous "Zimmerman telegram," which offered Mexico a piece of the American Southwest in return for entering the war as a German ally, was sent as an encoded message via Sayville under the eyes of the Navy censors. Later intercepted, that telegram was one of the primary causes of our declaration of war on Germany.

Thanks a lot, Bart, for passing along that fascinating bit of radio history.

THE AMAZING RADIO OF MAX WAX

Also included in Bart Lee's America's Wireless Spies book was a cut from Electrical Experimenter magazine for June, 1917 showing a sinister-looking fellow and a rather advanced-looking electronic device. Since I happened to have that issue, I couldn't resist looking up the story and passing it along.

The sinister fellow, a citizen of Germany, bore the improbable name of Max Wax. He was arrested by the New York City Police for working an equally improbable con game on gullible folks of German descent.

The prospective victim would be told that Max's device was a machine built by German scientists to duplicate American banknotes. The dupe would then be persuaded that, if he would place a bill of high denomination inside the machine, ten duplicates would be automatically printed. It would then be the victim's pleasant duty, as a loyal German, to spend the counterfeit money—thus undermining America's economy.

No further details on Max's scam were given, but apparently—once the cash was locked up in the box—the slippery gentlemen found a way to get away with his equipment and the proceeds of his elaborate con game. After Max was arrested and his equipment confiscated, the device was found in reality to be a miniature radio station containing a receiver capable of picking up messages from Berlin. Was Max actually a German spy using his government-issued equipment to pick up a couple of extra bucks on the side? Maybe, but Max wasn't talking!
MONOSTABLE CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 55)

modified signal is fed to pin 2 of the 555. Variable-amplitude output pulses are available via R7, and the timing can be configured in 5 decade ranges by using the values of C3 shown in the table of Fig. 6.

An Analog Frequency Meter. One special application of the 555 pulse generator is as an analog-meter driver in a frequency meter, as in Fig. 7. The IC's pulse output is fed to a 1 mA moving-coil meter (M1) via multiplier resistor R5 and offset-canceling diode D1; the meter responds to the mean voltage of the pulse waveform (integrated over several trigger cycles), which is directly (linearly) proportional to input frequency.

As shown, this circuit can read up to 1 kHz. By using different values for C3, the full-scale deflection of the meter can range from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. The meter can even read frequencies up to tens of MHz by feeding the inputs to the 555 via a digital divider.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
(Continued from page 34)

Using the ELF Monitor. To test the unit turn on a television, starting from approximately 2 feet away slowly move the sensor closer to the set. Once you are close enough the green LED will turn off and the red LED will turn on.

As you walk around checking various appliances, you'll probably find by rearrangement you can lower your ELF exposure. For instance that one of my computers has an external power supply that emitted strong ELF radiation. I simply moved the power supply further away from my work space to a more discrete location. Other simple things like changing from a fluorescent desk lamp to an incandescent one will further reduce your exposure.

The ELF monitor can also detect a static magnetic field, when it is moved into or out of the field. If the monitor remains fixed in the magnetic field for a short time the green LED will come back on.

EVERYDAY SENSORS
(Continued from page 45)

The transducer is ideal for remote-controlled switching to activate external circuits. It can also be used in motion-sensor applications.

An ultrasonic remote-control transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 12A. When the "transmit" button is pressed, the transistor oscillator will drive the sending transducer (TR1A) at about 40 kHz.

The receiver circuit shown in Fig. 12B is typically left on at all times, so it is a good idea to use a small 9-volt power pack to provide energy to the circuit. The receiver is also a bit more complex than the transmitter since it must not only sense the presence of a 40-kHz signal, but provide signal amplification and switching to actuate a relay. The relay will stay on as long as the transmitter is sending. Use a latching relay or other type of latching circuit to keep the output circuit engaged. The circuit should operate well up to about 10 or 15 feet.

Conclusion. Sensors and transducers are so often overlooked and taken for granted, yet they are usually the most important parts of any system. It goes without saying that all the processing power of the most sophisticated computer would be worthless without some means of exchanging data with the outside world. Furthermore, sensors are used in applications ranging from automobiles, aerospace, and security systems, to industrial-process control and data-acquisition systems.

The Electronics Enthusiast's Source Book is a comprehensive, computer-based index of electronics vendors that can provide parts, tools, literature, data, instruments, and materials for all your project and repair needs. Readers who are interested in obtaining more information on "The Electronics Enthusiast's Source Book," or who have any questions or comments about this article, are encouraged to contact me directly at the following address:

Attn: Stephen J. Bigelow
Dynamic Learning Systems
P.O. Box 805,
Marlboro, MA 01752

I would be very happy to correspond with you.

Earn Your B.S. Degree in ELECTRONICS or COMPUTERS

By Studying at Home

Grantham College of Engineering, now in our 42nd year, is highly experienced in "distance education"—teaching by correspondence—through printed materials, computer materials, fax, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at your own pace, while continuing on your present job. Learn from easy-to-understand but complete and thorough lesson materials, with additional help from our instructors.

Our Computer B.S. Degree Program includes courses in BASIC, PASCAL and C languages — as well as Assembly Language, MS DOS, CADD, Robotics, and much more.

Our Electronics B.S. Degree Program includes courses in Solid-State Circuit Analysis and Design, Control Systems, Analog/Digital Communications, Microwave Engin, and much more.

An important part of being prepared to move up is holding the right college degree, and the absolutely necessary part is knowing your field. Grantham can help you both ways—to learn more and to earn your degree in the process.

Write or phone for our free catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or see mailing address below.

Accredited by
the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

GRANTHAM College of Engineering
Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460
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NEW PRODUCTS

For those who are building their first MIDI music-production system and those looking to increase the sound library of existing systems, as well as multimedia enthusiasts, Yamaha's TG100 tone generator conforms to the General MIDI specification and provides a "to host" computer connection. General MIDI, a recent addition to the MIDI 1.0 specifications, provides greater compatibility for MIDI song files when they are played on different MIDI equipment. If a MIDI song file that was recorded using the TG100 is played on any other tone generator that conforms to end of the circuit. Each kit includes glass-epoxy PC boards, all electronic components, detailed assembly instructions that contain an explanation of the theory of operation, and a complete schematic diagram of the voice-scrambler circuit.

The Voice Scrambler kit costs less than $35. For additional information, contact Decade Engineering, 2302 5th Street NE, Salem, OR 97303; Tel: 503-363-5143; Fax: 503-399-9747.
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TV/VCR COMBINATION

Intended for business presentations as well as personal use at home, in a car, or on a boat, the Memorex Model 17 from Tandy is a 5-inch color TV and 8mm VCR combination in one space-saving cabinet. It plays 8mm prerecorded tapes, or records tapes from an 8mm camcorder, another VCR, or the TV tuner. The Model 17 also can play tapes on an external video monitor or any TV with A/V input jacks. Features include digital auto-tracking control that constantly adjusts tape tracking, a flying erase head for improved editing, a real-time counter with memory, freeze frame, and on-screen displays. The TV portion has a 179-channel, digital PLL cable-compatible tuner, easy-access A/V in/out jacks for monitoring 8mm camcorders playing recordings on a larger screen, or dubbing from any voice-scrambler kit at each
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VOICE SCRAMBLER KIT

The Voice Scrambler kit from Decade Engineering converts human speech into an unrecognizable garble, allowing the hobbyist to record or transmit secure voice messages in standard media. In its descrambling mode, the device restores fully intelligible speech from the distorted recording or trans-

General MIDI, the assignment of voices to parts will be correct. The "to host" connection allows the TG100 to be connected directly to a computer without a MIDI interface—in fact, in such a set up the unit works as a MIDI interface as well as a tone generator, and other MIDI instruments can be connected to the computer via the tone generator. It can be connected directly to Apple Macintosh and IBM PC/AT/PS2 and compatible computers; computers with a built-in MIDI interface, such as the Atari ST, can be connected using the TG100's MIDI connections. The unit is compatible with most Mac, and some IBM, music software.

The TG100 generates 192 instrument voices, 10 drum kits, 28-note polyphony, and digital reverb. Its 16-part multitimbrability means that up to 15 different instrument voices and 1 percussion unit can be played simultaneously. Instrument voices and drum sounds are produced using Yamaha's AWM (Advanced Wave Memory) technique, which digitally samples and reproduces sound. The "audio in" feature, conveniently located on the front panel of the unit, allows an external stereo sound source to be mixed with the sounds produced by the TG100. An input-level control and a signal-peak indicator are provided to help the user during this mix.

The TG100 General-MIDI tone generator has a suggested retail price of $449. For more information, contact Yamaha Corporation of America, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600; Tel: 714-522-9011.
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General-MIDI Tone Generator
format. The TV/VCR has a built-in telescoping antenna, an external antenna jack, and an earphone jack. It comes with an AC adapter and a DC power cord.

The Memorex Model 17 TV/VCR combination (Cat. no. 16-409) sells for $799.95 at Radio Shack stores nationwide. For further information, contact Radio Shack, Division of Tandy Corporation, 700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102.
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**VGA/TV CONVERTER**

You can turn your notebook computer into a portable presentation tool using Advanced Digital Systems' Videokey. The palm-sized device allows the signal from an external VGA port to be converted for display on any broadcast-ready color television set. Designed for the notebook or laptop user who would like to take full advantage of the on-board VGA card, the Videokey allows any program to be viewed in a large, color format using readily available TV sets and broadcast-standard monitors. The device supports video modes of resolutions up to 640 x 480 with 256 colors. Interconnection is via RCA jacks or S-VHS connectors for improved resolution. All necessary cables and software drivers are included.

The Videokey VGA/TV converter has a suggested retail price of $299. For additional information, contact Advanced Digital Systems, 20204 State Road, Cerritos, CA 90701; Tel: 310-865-1432; Fax: 310-809-6144.
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**MINI DC/AC CLAMP METER**

The Mini DC/AC Current Clamp Meter from Extech Instruments allows technicians to clamp onto a single wire to measure AC (20/200 amps) and DC (200 amps) current, AC (500 volts) and DC (200 volts) voltage, and resistance to 200 ohms. Accuracy is 1.2% of the reading. The compact test instrument measures 7.1 x 1.9 x 1.4 inches, weighs only eight ounces, and has a ¼-inch jaw opening. The clamp-on meter features a bright ½-inch LCD readout with data-hold function, low-battery and over-range indicators, and a sampling rate of 2.5 times per second. Also featured are overload protection and, for direct current measurements, an external zero-adjust knob. The clamp-on meter comes with test leads, a 9-volt battery, and a carrying case.

The Mini DC/AC Current Clamp Meter (model number 380652) costs $149. For additional information, contact Extech Instruments Corporation, 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154; Tel: 617-890-7440; Fax: 617-890-7864.
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**METAL DETECTOR**

For use in a variety of treasure-hunting applications—from deep digs to wet sand searches—the CZ-5 QuickSilver from Fisher Research Laboratory offers a visual target-ID meter, three-tone audio target ID, big-target alert, depth reading, pushbutton pin-pointing, and a built-in speaker. The unit's easy-to-read meter, which requires no programming, displays seven small-target categories. In addition, the unit's three-tone audio target ID generates a low tone to indicate a ferrous target, a medium tone
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for a pull tab or foil, and a high tone for a coin. A distinctive bell tone warns you of a big target. At the push of a button, the sound pitch and meter needle rise to indicate that you're approaching the target, and peak right over it. The meter gives a depth reading in inches for coin-sized objects. By flipping a switch and readjusting the ground control, you can use the CZ-5 QuickSilver for wet-sand searches. For deep-target searches, the audio-boost volume control keeps fixed, shallow-target response at a fixed level but amplifies faint, deep-target sounds. The CZ-5 QuickSilver metal detector has a suggested retail price of $850. For more information, contact Fisher Research Laboratory, Department 6MO, 200 West Willmott Road, Los Banos, CA 93635; Tel: 209-826-3292.

CAR-StereO AMPLIFIER

Autotek's 7040BTS is a compact, two-channel amplifier that delivers 18 watts per channel into 4 ohms, and 36 watts per channel into 2 ohms. The amplifier is equipped with a two-way input-selector switch that allows the user to take advantage of the built-in bass boost, or to bypass the boost circuit for a cleaner output. When bass boost is selected, it is fully adjustable from 0–18 dB, centered at 45 Hz. Input sensitivity ranges from 190 mV to 3.5 volts, signal-to-noise ratio is 91 dB, and the damping factor is greater than 80. Maximum current consumption is 10 amps. The amplifier is fully bridgeable, and will run in mixed mono (simultaneous satellite and subwoofer) configuration. A high-value emitter resistor and a by-pass diode in the unit's circuitry provide a bright musical output with virtually no crossover distortion.

The model 7040BTS car-stereo amplifier has a suggested retail price of $199. For additional information, contact Autotek, 855 Cowan Road, P.O. Box 4391, Burlingame, CA 94011-4391; Tel: 415-692-2444; Fax: 415-692-2448.

PRINTER-SHARING DEVICES

Each of the three Sprinter II models in Belkin Components' line of intelligent printer-sharing devices permits multiple users to share multiple printers. Each user can send data to the printer of his choice. The Sprinter II then queues the data in its buffer and directs it to the user-specified printer in the order it is received. That allows users to continue working on other tasks while their documents are printing. Each Sprinter unit has 256K of memory, upgradeable to a total of 16 megabytes using standard 256K, 1-Meg, or 4-Meg SIMMs. In addition, up to nine Sprinter II units can be cascaded to allow as many as 92 users to share up to 36 printers. The devices also allow users to select the baud rate, produce multiple copies of print jobs, set user priority, redirect data to different printers, select and change default printers, change time-out settings, prioritize print jobs, and produce form feeds and title pages between documents. Each Sprinter II model offers two serial and two parallel output ports. Models F1X404, F1X408, and F1X412, offer four, eight, and twelve serial input ports, and have suggested list prices of $499, $624, and $729, respectively. For more information, contact Belkin Components, 1303 Walnut Park Way, Compton, CA 90220; Tel: 310-898-1100 or 800-2-BELKIN; Fax: 310-898-1111.

TRI-FIELD METER

For those who require meters that read AC electric fields, AC magnetic fields, and radio/microwaves, AlphaLab offers the Tri-Field Meter. Its measurements are made with multi-directional sensors that read field strengths in all directions simultaneously, for measuring the full magnitude of field strength. That makes measuring faster and easier, because you can accurately read total magnetic or electric field regardless of which direction the meter is pointing. The meter reads all three types of fields both numerically and with a safe, borderline/high scale that is weighted proportional to the effect in the body. Thresholds are based on epidemiological and laboratory studies, whose results indicate that reduction of relative exposure is prudent. The compact meter comes ready-to-use with battery, instructions, and a one-year limited warranty. The Tri-Field Meter costs $144 postpaid (in Canada, add $10 shipping). For more information, contact AlphaLab, 1272 East Alameda Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 84102-1703; Tel: 503-621-9701.
speed oscillator is connected to one input of U1-c, while the output of the low-speed oscillator is fed to the input of U2-c. The other inputs of U1-c and U2-c are connected together and serve as the override input. A logic low at the override input inhibits both oscillators, preventing them from outputting a signal to U1-d or U2-d, respectively.

When the override input is deactivated, the selected oscillator signal is fed through either U1-c and U2-c (both of which will invert its respective oscillator signal) and U1-d and U2-d (which performs a second inversion, returning the signal to its original form). The

**PARTS LIST FOR THE DUAL-OSCILLATOR**

**RESISTORS**
(All fixed resistors are ¼-watt, 5% units.)
- R1–R3—100,000-ohm
- R4—10,000-ohm
- R5, R6—500,000-ohm potentiometer

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**
- U1, U2—4011 CMOS quad NAND gate, integrated circuit
- D1, D2—1N914 general-purpose silicon diode
- C1—0.01-μF ceramic-disc capacitor
- C2—0.047-μF ceramic-disc capacitor
- Perfboard materials, enclosure, IC sockets, 12-volt power source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

outputs of U1-d and U2-d are coupled through a pair of diodes to a common output, and applied to the clock input of counter (U2) at pin 14 in Fig. 2.

**REVERSE DRIVE CIRCUIT**
Our final circuit for this month (see Fig. 5), which is built around two 4066 quad bilateral switches, allows the stepper motor's direction of rotation to be reversed by reversing the drive delivered to the motor. (The sequence is shown in Table 1.)

The input to the Fig. 5 circuit is connected to the output of the 4017 counter (in Fig. 2) as indicated (in effect connecting each output of the 4017 to two of the bilateral switches, one in each IC). The outputs of the bilateral switches are connected together, as shown, and fed through the steering diodes to the selected driver circuit (either the hexFET or bipolar-transistor version).

Fig. 5. The stepper motor's direction of rotation is reversed by reversing the drive delivered to the motor. That can easily be accomplished through this bilateral-switch control circuit.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE REVERSE DRIVE CIRCUIT**
- U1, U2—4066 CMOS quad bilateral switch, integrated circuit
- R1, R2—100,000-ohm, ¼-watt 5% resistor.
- Perfboard materials, enclosure, IC sockets, 12-volt power source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

A low at input A and input B (in Fig. 5) opens the bilateral switches so no signal is passed to the driver circuits. However, if a high is applied to input A while input B is held low, all of U1's switches will close, feeding a signal to the driver circuits, and causing the motor to rotate in the forward direction. If the signals applied to the A and B inputs are reversed (e.g., a logic high to B and input A held low), all of the U2 switches turn on, reversing the order of the output, which causes the motor to rotate in the opposite direction.

Looks like we've just about run out of space for this month. See you same time same place next month.

"The plug fits fine, Dad, I just had to cut off a few pins"
SMART HIGHWAYS
(Continued from page 60)

Fig. 4), that, while looking like standard posts, are much more sophisticated. Small radio transmitter/receivers are buried in the base of the post with only the antenna projecting above the ground from inside the post. The posts are also fitted with multi-colored, usually red and yellow, flashing lights.

Cars and trucks would also be equipped with an electronic unit that could communicate with the receiver/transmitters in the posts. The posts themselves would be linked together and to a central emergency control center via buried cable.

When an accident occurs, an electronic "SOS" could automatically be transmitted from the vehicles involved to the nearby roadside post. The crash could be sensed, for example, by an accelerometer similar to ones used to trigger the inflation of an airbag. The information would then be transmitted from the post to the emergency center. Center personnel would not only know of the accident, but also its precise location. The marker posts are located about 50 meters (164 feet) apart for high information density, so the location of an accident can be accurately pinpointed. Ambulances and other emergency vehicles could be dispatched immediately. A flashing colored light would be activated to warn other drivers to prevent chain-reaction accidents.

COMPANION could also be used in several other emergency situations. For example, in case of a breakdown, the driver could press a dashboard button to send a signal to the post that would result in the control center dispatching a tow truck. Again the flashing lights would be turned on to warn drivers of a disabled vehicle in the road ahead. COMPANION is especially valuable on a road with restricted visibility.

The warning lights could be automatically activated by weather sensors to warn of dangers such as black ice or fog ahead. They could also be turned on by the police or highway maintenance personnel. The system could even be used to detect a driver going in the wrong direction and warn other drivers and help apprehend the errant driver. Taxis, for example, could be fitted with a concealed button that would provide a silent alarm to be sent if there was a problem with a passenger.

Automatic vehicle-theft notification and monitoring could also be adapted with the signal triggered by an anti-theft device. With widespread installation, each vehicle could transmit data as to vehicle type and speed. This information could be used to measure traffic density and identify congestion problems for use in preparing traffic advisories.

The PROMETHEUS staff is investigating the entire spectrum of needs for smart cars for smart highways. Thus investments are also being made in many technologies that are required to make the concept work and yet remain economically feasible. These include artificial intelligence (PRO-ART), vehicle-to-vehicle communications (PRO-NET), vehicle-to-environment communications (PRO-ROAD), computer hardware (PRO-CHIP), etc.

It is interesting to note that although we've only covered some of the PROMETHEUS projects, the few we've discussed promise significant changes in the way people drive. Only time will tell how great the effect of the complete system will be once instituted.

FUEL MISER
(Continued from page 39)

Such thermostats have two sets of contacts that close at slightly different temperatures, and are wired so that the burner can start only when both sets of contacts are closed. That type of system is shown in Fig. 6. To install Fuel Miser in such systems, simply connect the Fuel Miser's output terminals in series with one of the relay coil connections, as shown.

Electric-heating systems may or may not use a relay in the thermostat circuit. Those that do have a relay can be controlled by Fuel Miser by wiring its output circuit in series with the relay coil connections as shown in Fig. 7. Electric-heating systems that do not contain a low-current thermostat (as in the previous installation examples), use a heavy-duty thermostat that directly feeds current (as shown in Fig. 8) to the heating element, without the use of a relay or contactor. For such systems, it will be necessary to install a heavy duty relay (as shown in Fig. 8) to control the heavy heating-element current. The voltage and current rating of the relay must be equal to or greater than the electrical requirement of the furnace.

Final Test. After installing the Fuel Miser, apply power to both the heating system and the Fuel Miser. Set the duty cycle (via S1) to 100%, and check the furnace for normal operation when heat is called for by the thermostat. At the 100% duty cycle setting, the heating system should operate normally—as it did prior to the installation of the Fuel Miser.

If all is well, set S1 to 10% and turn the thermostat up as high as it will go to force the system to call for constant burner operation. Time the operation of the burner for at least two complete Fuel Miser cycles. For gas systems the valve should be powered for about 45 seconds and be off for about 7 minutes. (The gas flame may start and stop after a time lag). For oil systems, the burner should operate for 3½ minutes and be off for 31½ minutes.

That completes the checkout of the Fuel Miser, and it is ready to control your heating costs. A good starting point for the Fuel Miser's operation is at the 70% duty-cycle setting; try that setting for a day or two. Remember, try to keep a constant thermostat setting during the test period to see how the Fuel Miser operates in your system.

With some experimenting, you'll be able to determine which duty cycle is best. Remember, the lowest duty cycle that still provides sufficient comfort will provide the greatest savings.
AN ELECTRONIC GONG
(Continued from page 65)

semiconductors (BR1, D1, and Q1) except the IC's. Follow that with transformer T1. In the prototype, T1 was mounted to the board using a couple of nuts and bolts. Next, you must decide on a location for SPKR1. The mounting location for the speaker depends on the circuit's intended use and housing. (In the author's case, the speaker was fastened inside the base of the tea-maker using a self-tapping screw.)

Once you've mounted SPKR1, connect short lengths of hook-up wire between the circuit board and the speaker. Finally connect, a 117-volt AC source to the appropriate points on the circuit. In the author's prototype installation, the AC source was tapped directly from the tea machine's internal wiring.

Check Out. Before applying power to the circuit, it is wise check the assembly for construction errors, such as solder bridges (shorts) between traces, cold solder joints, misplaced and misoriented components, etc. Once you are satisfied that the circuit contains no errors, it time to put the circuit through its paces. Install the IC's in their sockets, making sure that they are properly oriented.

With a project that's powered by the AC line, it is often a good idea to first test the circuit using a regulated, low-voltage DC power supply. The circuit is in no way fussy about the supply voltage, and will operate on any voltage from about 9 volts (below which the LM380 does not perform reliably) to 15 volts (above which CMOS IC's like the 4001 tend to get zapped).

With power applied, adjust R10 until the twin-T network is just about to oscillate; working from there, decrease R10's resistance until the circuit oscillates steadily. After that, increase R10's resistance until the oscillations fade to silence (as shown in Fig. 6). If R10 is set to its maximum resistance, there will be fast decay, or perhaps even no oscillation. With R10 at the other end of its rotation, oscillation should be constant, i.e., no decay.

The preferred setting will be influenced by the triggering period. With the RC component values used in the oscillator circuit (U1-a and U1-b), the delay between pulses was about 12 seconds. With R10 set very critically, for maximum decay and reverberation, the sound may not have completely disappeared when the next trigger pulse arrives. Finally, R11 should be adjusted to give the required volume level.

Other Uses. I have used essentially the same circuit in a car-alarm unit to provide a repetitive warning alert during the exit and re-entry periods. It is also triggered to give between one and four chimes on detecting various conditions such as low fuel, low washer fluid, and icy temperatures.

I've also built a little electronic-percussion unit with 11 switchable sounds across the frequency spectrum, which was fun to make and play with. Lots of other possibilities come to mind, such as using it in a prowler alarm, a proximity detector, or (with some challenging logic circuitry) as a clock chimer.

Fig. 6. With power applied, adjust R10 until the twin-T network is just about to oscillate; working from there, decrease R10's resistance until the circuit oscillates steadily. After that, increase R10's resistance until the oscillations fade to silence, as shown here.

Fig. 5. This diagram shows the component locations for all of the circuit elements, both on-board and off-board. It is recommended that sockets be provided for the IC's; two 14-pin units for U1 and U3, and an 8-pin unit for U2.
ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE

FOR SALE

LASER & solar energy products. Lasers from $9.95. We specialize in laser and solar energy products for commercial, and hobbyist applications. Free catalog. DESIGN IMAGES, Dept. P7, Box 292125, Lewistown, TX 75029. (214) 221-9711.

WANT to make your own cable TV "test chips". Send a SASE to ES, 5765-F Burke Centre Parkway, Suite 317, Burke, VA 22015.

CELLULAR Hackers Bible. Theory — hacks — modifications — programming — $53.95. Cellular Programmers Bible — $84.45. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma, AZ 85366-6426.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Popular Electronics Classified Ads, 500-B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $1.00. ( ) Plans/Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale ( ) Education/Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television

Special Category: $1.00

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. (No refunds or credits for typsetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 ($23.25)
16 ($24.80) 17 ($26.35) 18 ($27.90) 19 ($29.45) 20 ($31.00)
21 ($32.55) 22 ($34.10) 23 ($35.65) 24 ($37.20) 25 ($38.75)
26 ($40.30) 27 ($41.85) 28 ($43.40) 29 ($44.95) 30 ($46.50)
31 ($48.05) 32 ($49.60) 33 ($51.15) 34 ($52.70) 35 ($54.25)

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted): 

Card Number

Signature

PRINT NAME

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) $1.55 per word prepaid (no charge for ZIP code). MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6 issues within one year; 10% discount for 12 issues within one year if prepaid not applicable on credit card orders. NON-COMMERCIAL RATE: (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.25 per word, prepaid, minimum $25.00. ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 30c per word additional. Entire ad in boldface, $1.65 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: $1.90 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: $2.20 per word. EXPANDED TYPE AD: $2.05 per word prepaid. Entire ad in boldface, $2.45 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD: $2.55 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: $2.95 per word. DISPLAY ADS: $205.00, 2 x 2 1/4"=$410.00, 3 x 2 1/4"=$615.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available. ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNLESS ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 15th of the fourth month preceding the date of issue (i.e., Sept. issue copy must be received by May 18th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding work day. Send for the classified brochure. Circle Number 49 on the Free Information Card.

CB RADIO OWNERS!

We specialize in a wide variety of technical information, parts and services for CB radios. 10-Meter and FM conversion kits, repair books, plans, high-performance accessories. Thousands of satisfied customers since 1976! Catalog $2.

CB RADIO OWNERS!

SALE — Line carrier modems $119.00 per pair. Short range transmitter and receiver to control furnace now $42.00 per pair. Plus shipping costs. CRC ELECTRONICS, PO Box 743, Bellevue, WA 98009. (206) 747-0484.
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QUALITY MICROWAVE TV ANTENNAS

WIRELESS CABLE - IF5S - MMDS - Anantam TV Ultra High Gain 56dB+ (Tunable) 1.5 to 2.7 GHz. 55-Channel Dish System $149.95
• 36-Channel Dish System $149.95
• 26-Channel Dish System $124.95
• Optional Commercial Grade Antenna (Not shown) Add $50.00 for connection. Custom tuning available.
• Call or write (SAE) for "FREE" Catalog

Dish System
P.O. Box 5853 - Scottsdale, AZ 85252
(602) 947-7700 ($2.00 Credit all phone orders)

LIFETIME WARRANTY
National + Super America & CO2 + Quality Pro

300 EXPERIMENTERS CIRCUITS — Complete in 6 printed booklets: diodes, relays, FETs, LED's, IC's, and IC CA3100's for building blocks. Only $33.00 plus $5.50 for shipping. USA and Canada funds. ETT, INC., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

TOCOM-Jerrold Impulse-Scientific Atlanta converters, two year warranties, also test modules for your converters. Contact NATIONAL CABLE, (219) 935-4128 full details.


BEST BY MAIL
Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230

OF INTEREST TO ALL
VCR REPAIR SERVICE. Free for Popular Brands Repair Shops Don't Want You To Know! Send Check Or M.O. $15.00 ESA ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 541, Belle Chase, LA 70037.

HOME FORTUNES Fine Catalogue: Worley Bailey, 785-91 (Palmetto, Route, Box 24367, AR) 363-436-264.

DRAMATICALLY INCREASE YOUR Muscle Strength. Bio-logically active sterols available. Bulk up! $5.00 gets details. Box 675, Starkville, MS 39759.

FREE CD OR CASSETTE (Specify) $3.99 GUARANTEED: KML, 827 Central #236, Dover, NH 03820-2506.

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $50-$500 DAILY Using Your Camcorder. Free Information WCE, P.O. Box 9803, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED EXCELLENT Pay! Plus Sweepstakes WIN MILLIONS!!! Send $19.95, FORTUNE, Box 4295-P, Lincoln, NE 68504.

MAKE THOUSANDS WEEKLY! Exposing Mail Order Fraud. FREE Information, Bush Stamped Envelope. Wealth Seeker, 1947 Southern St, Chattanooga, TN 37405.

FINANCIAL
ISP VISA'S, LOANS!!! It's a fact! Complete list $4.00. 1-800-967-4960.

ASTROLOGY
CHINESE HOROSCOPE BASED On Birth Year — 24hrs. 1-800-444-4292.

CONTESTS-Lotteries-Sweepstakes
AMAZING LOTTERY SECRET Of "31" POPBOOK, Box 6519-6 (PE), Burbank, CA 91510-6519.

PLANS & KITS
HOBBY/broadcasting/ham/ CB/surveillance transmitters, amplifiers, cable TV, science, bugs, other great projects! Catalog $1.00 PANAXIS, Box 130-H3, Paradise, CA 90637.

FASCINATING Electronic Devices. Dazers! Lasers! Transmitters! Detectors! Free energy! Tessal Kit/Assembly Kit/No-name. (refundable) QUANTUM RESEARCH, 17919-77 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta T5T 2S1.

STEREO amplifier, 300W RMS/channel. Complete plans $2.95. STEVE FREL, 195 Ibis Drive, Melbourne, FL 32951. (407) 676-5933.

BUILD this kit which removes leads from standard stereo records, CDs, tapes or FM broadcasts. Stays along with the background music. Use with any home component. Additional kit addsfbe into your voice, then mixes it with music. Pre-assembled Boards also available. Write for free info, Weeder Technologies, P.O. Box 421, Batavia, Ohio 45103.

DESCRAMBLERS kits. Complete cable kit $44.95. Complete satellite kit $49.95. Add $5.00 shipping. Free brochure. No New York sales. SUMMIT PE, Box 489, Bronx, NY 10465.

SURVEILLANCE transmitter kits tune from 65 to 305 MHz. Mains powered duplex, telephone, room, combination telephone/electronic Kit with Catalog with Popular Communications, Popular Electronics and Radio-Electronics books reviews of "Electronic Eavesdropping Equipment Design," 2nd SHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 377785-A, Chicago, IL 60637-7785.

BUILD 0-50 volt regulated dual tracking power supply. Complete schematics and instructions $5.95. SMS ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 932 West Bell Road, Suite 106, Glendale, AZ 85308.

AUTOMOTIVE electrical monitor. Complete kit $6.95. Assembled $9.95. 3-50 HZ. NY add tax. VR ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 47-30 196 St., Flushing, NY 11358.

60 SOLDERLESS Breadboard Projects in two easy-to-read pocket books. Complete with circuit descriptions, schematics, parts layouts, component listings, etc. Both books (BP70 & BP11) only $11.90 plus $3.50 for shipping. USA and Canada only. U.S. funds. ETT, INC., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

SURVEILLANCE Counterspy equipment! Huge catalog! Guaranteed lowest prices! Catalog $5.00. Refundable PROTECTOR ENTERPRISES, Box 520013-PE, Salt Lake City, UT 84152.

VIDEOCIPHER II / surveillance / satellite / scanner / cable / cellular. For most VCR problems easily, quickly, and inexpensively with a few simple tools. — Small Press Review. Highly recommended by Electronic Servicing and Technology, Modern Electronics, Popular Electronics, Popular Communications, Vid-eomaker, Video, and many other electronics and video magazines “Far better than Vujic or the other two.” With 704 illustrations, plus professional head-clearing tool. Obtain from B. Daltons or send $24.95 to WORTHINGTON PUBLISHING, 8907-202 North River Drive, Orlando, FL 32818. Writer pays S&H. Money-back satisfaction guaranteed.

ELECTRONIC engineering. 8 volumes complete. $199.95. No prior knowledge required. Free brochure. BANNER TECHNICAL BOOKS, 1203 Grant Avenue, Rockford, IL 61103.

ACTIVE Filter Handbook: Easily design/build filters for most applications. Send $10.95, BRY-2-SOFT, 9001 Swiget, Loveland, OH 45140.

DESIGN and analyze BT, JET, MOSFET, 741 and 555 circuits with your IBM compatible computer. Only $30.00 including shipping. Demo disk $50.; Literature & Write ETATE, PO Box 1402, Pearl City, HI 96782.

TV trainer. Build 5" color TV. Complete instruction book. $272.00. Call QUANTUM ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) 858-WATT.

GROW the business. Send for free catalogue of Mr. Talk 16-Mar. Let's Talk. Literary service. We bring the professors to you. For catalogue, write THE BERKELEY GROUP, 235 Montgomery St., San Francisco, CA 94104.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Your own radio station! Licensed/ unlicensed, AM, FM, TV, cable. Information $1.00 BROADCASTING, Box 130-H3, Paradise, CA 90637.

MAKE $75,000.00 to $250,000.00 yearly or more fixing IBM color monitors. No investment, start doing it from your home (a telephone line is required). Learn at your leisure. We bring the professors to you. Catalog $3.00. CM FALCO, Box 217, Rahway, Nj 07065.

FREE catalog of educational plans and electronic kits. Send to: LNS TECHNOLOGIES, 393 Foothill Blvd., Suite 307P, Hayward, CA 94541-1511.

VHF-FM amplifiers plans. 75-110 MHz. 15-25 watts. $16.00: PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS, 1313 North Grand Ave. #291, Walnut, CA 91789.


FREE catalog of educational plans and electronic kits. Send to: LNS TECHNOLOGIES, 393 Foothill Blvd., Suite 307P, Hayward, CA 94541-1511.
SATELLITE TV
FREE — Catalog — Do-it-Yourself, save 40%-60%. Lowest prices world wide. Systems, upgrades, parts. All major brands factory fresh and warranted. SKYVISION, 1048 Frontier, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. 1 (800) 334-6455.
SUPER low satellite prices. Free U.S. and International catalogs. SATMAN, (309) 692-4140 (Intl.), 1 (800) 472-8526 in U.S.
SATELLITE TV — Do it Yourself, major brands discounted, we'll beat everyone's price. Call LARRY, (609) 596-0656.
SATELLITE TV Factory direct to your door. EchoStar, StarTrak, TrackStar, Orbitron. Call for free color catalog. Domestic and International systems. Huge savings. 24 hour hotline (516) 763-6842. Orders and info (305) 344-6800. ECHOTRAK, 4749 NW 98th Lane, Coral Springs, FL 33076.

PERSONAL CODE EXPLORER
NEW! Exciting! Easy-to-use Personal Code Explorer copies digital radio signals — fax, morse, RTTY, ASCII, SITOH, packet and more on your IBM/PC screen. Free brochure. Call, write, MC/VISA. $129.00 plus $4.00 shipping. MICROCRAFT, Box 513PE, Thiensville, WI 53092. (414) 241-8144.

T.V. FILTERS
T.V. notch fillers and bullet stopper, free brochure. MICROThinc., Box 63-6025, Margate, FL 33063. (305) 752-9202.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
★ CONVERTERS ★
and ACCESSORIES.

SAVE MONEY.
DON'T RENT!

PANASONIC,
PIONEER,
JERROLD,
OAK,
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
AND MORE. LOWEST PRICES.
FREE CATALOG,
(800) 234-1006
CABLE READY COMPANY

WANTED
PROTECT and market your new product ideas! Call THE IDEA EXCHANGE — Fast, professional, confidential: 1 (800) 272-6875.
INVENTOR — needing a prototype. I will build it for you. Qualified, experienced, confidential. Let's talk. ROY CARLSEN, PO Box 360, Congers, NY 10920.

Whether you wish to save money, boldly go where no guitarist has gone before or simply have fun building electronic gadgets designed for your musical pleasure, then read

Electronic Projects for
GUITAR

Some of the add-on guitar gadgets you can build are:

- Preampifier
- Headphone Amplifier
- Soft Distortion Effects Unit
- Compressor
- Auto-waa
- Waa-waa Pedal
- Phaser
- Dual Tracking Effects
- Distortion Unit
- Expander
- Dynamic Treble Booster
- Direct Injection Box
- Dynamic Tremelo
- Thin Distortion Unit
- Guitar Tuner

Anyone with some previous electronic project building experience should have no problem assembling the projects.

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240

Yes, send my copy of ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR GUITAR by RA Pentold to the address at right. I am enclosing $12.95 plus $2.95 for shipping charges in USA and Canada. All payments must be made in US funds. Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. New York State residents add local sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Please charge my □ Visa □ MasterCard
Signature ___________________________ Exp. Date __________
Account No. ___________________________
Name _________________________________
Address _______________________________
City __________________________ State ___ ZIP ______

ADVERTISING INDEX
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BUILD AN ACTIVE ANTENNA
(Continued from page 48)

using the whip antenna, simply connect the output of the AA-7 to your receiver, with the unit turned off (that’s the bypass position) and the RF gain control (R5) turned fully counterclockwise. Turn on the receiver and tune-in a weak station. Switch S2 on, and adjust the gain control clockwise to increase the output signal. Toggle S1 back and forth to see which setting gives you the best results. Don’t be surprised if the gain control overloads the receiver; if so, back it off.

There are other characteristics or phenomena associated with preamplifiers and active antennas that does not mean that your the circuit is malfunctioning. For example, if you have strong AC hum in the HF setting, the antenna is too close to an AC cord or power line. HF signals may be clearer at the VHF/UHF setting than at the HF setting. Why? Although either preamp may be used for HF, the signal strength will be greater with the dual-gate-MOSFET based preamp. However, the HF signal-to-noise ratio is better with the dual-gate-MOSFET based preamp. Try both and use the best for your particular receiving conditions.

Although not shown in the schematic or the parts-placement diagrams, an LED can be added to the circuit so that you can tell at a glance if the circuit is on. In his own unit, the author accomplished that by connecting the LED (with a series-connected current-limiting resistor) between a terminal on the power switch and the grounded frame of the gain control (R5).

Troubleshooting. The fact that there are two independent preamplifiers in the AA-7 makes faults easier to diagnose than with many other devices. If a problem occurs, only at one setting of S1, concentrate on that part of the circuit. If the problem is common to both settings, the components and connections common to both preamps should be checked. Make sure the jumper wires are in place.

Some portable receivers not enclosed in metal cases may break into oscillation when connected to any RF preamplifier. Try reducing the AA-7's gain and make sure that good grounds are provided with the interconnecting coax cables. A preamplifier will intensify any problems due to poor receiver design: overloading, images, or any problems with selectivity and image rejection.
Whenever you need electronic products, make your initial call to a distributor. Distributors help speed up your time to market, providing the convenience, the economy, the value, and above all, the service that helps make you competitive.

The sponsors of this message know how important it is — to us and to your MRP — to get product ASAP or JIT. Another important abbreviation is EIA. Our participation in the Electronic Industries Association's Components Group makes us all more competitive, through fostering better working relations and coherent industry standards, and through the sharing of ideas to help both buyers and sellers.

In choosing your component supplier, look for the marks of leadership — availability through distribution and membership in the EIA.
Countersurveillance

Never before has so much professional information on the art of detecting and eliminating electronic snooping devices—and how to defend against experienced information thieves—been placed in one VHS video. If you are a Fortune 500 CEO, an executive in any hi-tech industry, or a novice seeking entry into an honorable, rewarding field of work in countersurveillance, you must view this video presentation again and again.

Wake up! You may be the victim of stolen words—precious ideas that would have made you very wealthy! Yes, professionals, even rank amateurs, may be listening to your most private conversations.

Wake up! If you are not the victim, then you are surrounded by countless victims who need your help if you know how to discover telephone taps, locate bugs, or “sweep” a room clean.

There is a thriving professional service steeped in high-tech techniques that you can become a part of! But first, you must know and understand Countersurveillance Technology. Your very first insight into this highly rewarding field is made possible by a video VHS presentation that you cannot view on broadcast television, satellite, or cable. It presents an informative program prepared by professionals in the field who know their industry, its techniques, kinks and loopholes. Men who can tell you more in 15 minutes in a straightforward, exclusive talk than was ever attempted before.

Fooling Information Thieves

Discover the targets professional snoopers seek out! The prey are stock brokers, arbitrage firms, manufacturers, high-tech companies, any competitive industry, or even small businesses in the same community. The valuable information they filch may be marketing strategies, customer lists, product formulas, manufacturing techniques, even advertising plans. Information thieves evade court decisions, bidding information, financial data. The list is unlimited in the mind of man—especially if he is a thief!

You know that the Russians secretly installed countless microphones in the concrete work of the American Embassy building in Moscow. They converted

The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

Bugs of a very small size are easy to build and they can be placed quickly in a matter of seconds, in any object or room. Today you may have used a telephone handset that was bugged. It probably contained three bugs. One was a phony bug to fool you into believing you found a bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when he finds the real thing! And the third bug is found only by the professional, who continued to search just in case there were more bugs.

The professional is not without his tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs. Some of this equipment can be operated by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.

The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the latest technological advances like laser-beam snoopers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they snoop on. The professionals disclose that computers yield information too easily.

This advertisement was not written by a countersurveillance professional, but by a beginner whose only experience came from viewing the video tape in the privacy of his home. After you review the video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important step in either acquiring professional help with your surveillance problems, or you may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.

The Dollars You Save

To obtain the information contained in the video VHS cassette, you would attend a professional seminar costing $350-750 and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more if you had to travel to a distant city to attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus $4.00 P&H) you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take refresher views often. To obtain your copy, complete the coupon or call.
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HAVE YOUR VISA or MC CARD AVAILABLE

what was to be an embassy and private residence into the most sophisticated recording studio the world had ever known. The building had to be torn down in order to remove all the bugs.

Stolen Information

The open taps from where the information pours out may be from FAXs, computer communications, telephone calls, and everyday business meetings and luncheon encounters. Businessmen need counselling on how to eliminate this information drain. Basic telephone use coupled with the user's understanding that someone may be listening or recording vital data and information greatly reduces the opportunity for others to purloin meaningful information.
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The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

Bugs of a very small size are easy to build and they can be placed quickly in a matter of seconds, in any object or room. Today you may have used a telephone handset that was bugged. It probably contained three bugs. One was a phony bug to fool you into believing you found a bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when he finds the real thing! And the third bug is found only by the professional, who continued to search just in case there were more bugs.

The professional is not without his tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs. Some of this equipment can be operated by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.

The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the latest technological advances like laser-beam snoopers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they snoop on. The professionals disclose that computers yield information too easily.

This advertisement was not written by a countersurveillance professional, but by a beginner whose only experience came from viewing the video tape in the privacy of his home. After you review the video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important step in either acquiring professional help with your surveillance problems, or you may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.

The Dollars You Save

To obtain the information contained in the video VHS cassette, you would attend a professional seminar costing $350-750 and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more if you had to travel to a distant city to attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus $4.00 P&H) you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take refresher views often. To obtain your copy, complete the coupon or call.